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EC Peace Talks on \ ugostavia Still Possible 

LDXS09100391 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 

in Laglish OSS5 GMT S Sep 91 

[By Geoff Meade. PRESS ASSOCIATION. on Brussels] 

[ Teat] Europe's V ugoslay peace conference will go ahead 
on Saturday despite worsening violence wn Croatia. “We 

are working on the assumption that 1 «ell take place on 
swhedule.~ sand a Dutch Foreign Ministry spokesman 

The talks on Saturday at The Hague well be chased by 
former foreign secretary Lord Carrington who today 
called for a cease-fire before the negotiations begin. 
“Convene the conference. bul you must stop the fighting 
first. A peace conference 1s really not there to stop the 

fighting.” he sad 

EC observers in Yugoslavia are monitoring the troubles 
and will be advising community foreign ministers on the 
chances of mamtaming the EC-anspired cease-fire which 
was accepted by all sides last weekend. The ccase-fire 
was a pre-requisite of the EC-sponsored peace confer- 
ence to bring the Yugoslav federal authoriecs and the 
opposing republics to the negotiating table. But the 
continuing fighting could wreck the EC s ambitious 
imicrvention as peace broker. 

Lord Carrington sad on BBC Radw 4's Today pro- 
gramme: “I can't see anybody sitting round a table. 
either Serbs or Croats or anybody cise. while thes fighting 
1S going on. who ws capable of looking objectively or 
dispassionatcly at what 1 happening” He sand the 
Vugoslass should decide thei own future and he would 
lysien to what they wanted and would try to find some- 
thing acceptable to everybody. “You can't have a peace 
conference im which people don't want to agree.” he 
added “There must be a will on all sides to reach a 
seitiement. lt docs mean people have to make conces- 
sons to the other side.” 

Asked if the conference could be postponed. he sad 
“We shall have to want untel Saturday and sce whether 
the fighting stops or not.” But the Dutch Government 
beheves tt would be more damaging to abandon the 
gathering than to carry on: Hopes are still high that 
representatives from Croatia and Serta will youn the 
tederal authorities and the EC foreign munzsiers at the 
talking table 

The foreign ministers had a chance to assess the pros- 
pects today at a mecting mm Brussels for separate talks 
about EC backing for the Baltic states 

Genscher: "No Reward for Force’ in SFRY 

LD0409215991 Hambure DPA in German 2121 GMI 
4\ep 9! 

[ Text) Hamburg (DPA)}—Thes evening Foreign Minister 
Hans-Dictrich Genscher, Free Democratic Party. has 
again called on the parties to the conflict in Yugoslavia 
10 take part im the EC peace conference planned for 7 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 1 

September in The Haguc He made the call on ARD's 
Tagesthemen [First Grorman Televesson’s topics pro- 
gram] If thes conference were not to come about. then 
thes would open the way to recognizing Croatia and 
Siovensa as well as appealing to the UN Sccurnty 
Council Genscher rcatfinmed the EC's will to contribute 
to the conference Comung about 

The foreign sunnier stressed om connection with the 
continuing fighteng on Y ugosiayvca: “Bul 1 must be quite 
clear that there » no reward for force. uc. whatever ss 
now oocupred by the Vugoslas Poopic’s Army cannot be 
the subject of recogrutron by the mtcrnatronal comme- 
nity. Furthermore. of course. a peace contcrence also 
needs an outward almoyphere characterized by a ccase- 

five” 

Gronscher desorbed the EC as the sede bods capabic of 
acting on the Vugoslay ors. The CSCE also has an 
important function through us support for the EC's 
ctlorts. Geenscher appealed tor the further improvement 

of both bodes The setting up of a kind of European 
security council 1s desirable 

EC Sets Up $12-Million Aid Fund for USSR 

11 04091720091 Pars UEP in Enedok 125° OMI 
4\eop 9! 

[Text] Brussels. Sept 4 (AF P)}—The European ( ommu- 
nity (EC) has scl up a technical asd fund of 10 millon 
ECU (about 12 millon dollars) for vhe Sovect U non. the 
EC's Exccutnve Commision sand here Wednesday. The 
money 1s the first installment of a 400 milhon European 
Currency Unt [ECT | technical ard programme for the 
Sovict Lnmon mm 1991 agreed by EC leaders last 
December 

Payment of the money was held up first by Sovect 
agressson om the Baltic states carly thes year, which 
resulted wn a punitive EC freeze on and to Moscow for 
several months. then by the country’s consisnutonal 
Creses 

The commrssion has complained that the upheaval has 
left ut without people om the Sovect LU nron with whom to 

negotiate and distributvon. The EC's vece-president for 
external relations. Frans Andnessen. 1s to travel to the 
Sovict LU mron neat week to sock new negotiators 

He sand bere Wednesday that ard distribution would be 
impossible without the proper structures m place to 

receive 

The commissson sand the 10 authon ECU programmw 
would focus on food distinibutvon, traming. financial 
services. transport and cnergy. and would help sct up an 
infrastructure allowing cfficrent use of subsequent ard 

The EC has already begun the drstrrbutron of emergency 
food and of 250 millon ECU om the Sovect Union. which 
was also agreed by EC monsters on December along with 
$00 milhon ECL (585 milhon dollars) mm food credits 
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Andnessen sand the EC had alircady budgcicd another 
SH) mulhon ECU om technical ad for acu year 

He sand the Communnty should play a big rolc in helping 
the Sovect Unson gct through the coming wintcr whach 
would be “a rough penod mdecd™ 

Bul Andnessen warned that EC countries. which had 
supplied ncarly 80 percent of imicrnatronal ad to Easicrn 
Europe. could not afford to pay oul on a semular swale for 
the Sovect Umon. “Thes 1s a glohal problem.” he sand. 
adding that the Sovict Union needed help to cxplon is 
own moh resources such as energy rather than massive 
financial transicrs from the West 

EC Proposes Stronger Links With Eastern Europe 

it 0409125491 Parse UP om Enelod 12IKGMI 
4p ¥l 

[Text] Brussels. Sept 4 (AF P)}—The European ( omme- 
nity (EC Vs Exccutrse Commission proposed here 
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Wodnesda, that the ( ommunny should accckratc is 

coonome and polunal lnks eah the countries of 

basicrn Europe 

Frans Aadnesscn. European ( ommrisson sacc-prowdent 
for external relations. sad EC foreign minisicrs would fe 
asked at then mecting here Friday [6 September] to relay 
conditioms for association agreements with Poland Hun- 
gary and ( rechosiov ahia 

He sand the commrwon also wanted to Marl ncgotsating 
wmelar agreements with Romama and Bulgaria. sct up 
trade and cooperatvon accords wath Alhama. and catcnd 

European aed programmes to the three Baltic Countries 

The EC last week rocognised the independence of 
Luthwuansa. Latvia and Estoma. Andnesscn sand he would 
be holdong talks with representatives of the three Balti 
Malcs om a trep to the regron on Sunday and Monday 

Andriessen sand recent developments m the Sovect 
1 mon meant that the EC needed to rethink is tees with 

a raped <hanging Eastern Europe 
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Cabinet Rejects Recognition of Slovenia, Croatia 
11 O409165 591 liecnma WIENER JZEITUNG 
mm German 4 Sep 91 pp 1-2 

[Excerpt] Ausina should on principle reserve for nscif 
the use of the insirument of recognizing Slovenia and 
Croatia. However, potential recognition should take 
place only together with other powcrtul European sates 
and not on our own, Chancellor Franz Vranuzky sated 
after the cabunct scssson on 3 September 

Aficr thorough discussion. the “advance decison” to 
recognize the two Yugosiay republics. which was pre- 
sented by Foreign Minesicr Mock to the cabinet. «as not 
adopted becaus: a decrsson to recognize the two repub- 

hes can be made al any tome anyway and. hecausw such 

an “advance decrwon” would require Ausina to give 
comsdcrabic cxplanations at the micrnational level 

“The efforts of the mtcrnatronal community of satcs to 
end the military conflicts mm Vugosiayia must be contun- 
ued.” the chancellor siressed. 1 1s .\usiria’s goal for the 
conflict to be solved by peacefu!) ncgotiatiom. The 
INSIrUMECN! Of FoOCOgNIION 1 MO gusranice for Poace and 

order mm Yugoslavia. but « could make mmicrnatonal 
negotiation mechanisms casicr and could cxpress sol 
dari). Vranvzky sand 

In its efforts to look for European statcs that also want to 
take the step of recognition. the Ausinan Crovecrament 
has received a positive response. the FC © also consd- 
crmng such an action. The EC also knows tho! \ustra 
wants to take thes step with other states 1) @ jook thes 

sicp alone. we would not be undersiood © 

The question of recognition also depends on whether 
V ugosiayia Continucs to neglect the concluded agreements 
In addition. « also depends on the planned EC peace 
conference. the problem «= whether the parties to the 
conflict are willing to sit down at the negotiating table 

In no Case Mus Onc FeNOURCE MMICTNalONal Peace NEgO- 
tations. For unstance. the CSCE mecting. which will take 
place in Moscow on 7 and & September. could contribute 
to supporting the EC efforts by the other CSC E states 

[passage omittcd] 

Vranitzkhy, Mock Meet Montenegro's Djukanosic 

11 OS09103691 lienna WIENER ZEITOUNG 

m German § Sep ¥l pp 12 

[\ natinibuted report: “Resume the Dialoguc”| 

[Excerpt] During thew meetings with Montenegrin 
Prime Minister Milo Dyukanos ic on 4 September. Chan- 
cellor Franz Vranuzky and Foren Minisicr Alon Mock 
called upon the responsible people in V ugosiay ia to stop 
fighting and return to the negotiating table 

AUSTRIA 3 

According to Vranuzky. Dyukanovec promised to work 
for the cease-fire boing observed. and said that the 
Republic of Montenegro would be ready to how the EC 
peace conference. 

Vransuzky sand that be had made ut clear to the prime 
munrsicr that the Ausinan Govcrament capects all ¥ ugo- 
slay parties to the conflict to observe the ccasc-fire 
agreement. The chancellor sand: “We certainly reject and 
condemn the contenuatior of fighting now that Wesicrn 
Europe has tried to bring about peace m \Vugosiavia 
Such a process can only have a negative effect” 

Vranuzky added. however. that Dyukanos xc sircssed that 
Montcnegro 1s ready to honor the agreements concluded. 
to work for a cease-fire and an EC peace conference. and 
to host thes conference im Monicnegro. Vranizkhy sand he 
had the impressson that the Montenegrin prime minisicr 
1s highly mnterested om working in thes derectron He sand 
he also caplained to Dyukanovic Ausiria’s position on 
the recognition of Croatia and Slovenia. and pointed out 
Ausinia’s mitiative to bet the EC deal with the msuc 

Vrantzky sad that om Europe 35 CSCE satcs have 
commutied themscives to the renunciation of the use of 
force and respect for human nights. among other things 
In vecw of thes enternational undersianding. the use of 
force to solve conflects must be reyocted. sand Vraniizhy 

Solving conflicts by force “docs not and cannot mect 
with undersianding The discontinuation of hostilities rs 
the Most important prerequisite for holding a peace 

conference.” stressed the chancellor. and added that i 1s 
nol necessary to take abrupi sicps m connection with 
economic agreements with the Republic of Monicncgro 

Regarding the recognition of Croatia and Slovensa. 
Vraniuzky revicrated Ausina’s known position to act in 
line with the European Community members 

Foreygn Minister Mock said that the dialogue 1s the only 
means to prevent further bloodshed mm Yugoslavia and 
thus to end a conflect that could become a danger to all of 
Europe 

In a dinner speech for Montenegrin Prime Minisicr Milo 
Dyukanovic, Mock sand that bis vest os helpful for 
Ausinia’s cfforts to cultivate relations not only with the 
Vugosiay federal authorities bul also with the govern. 
ments of all Vugosiay republics 

Mock sand that Austria's foreign policy toward \ ugo- 
Slavia where developments arc watched with great 
concern 1s marked by the following The ¥ ugostas 
peoples should shape thei future according to the prin- 
ciples of the nght to self-determination, democracy. the 
rule of law. human mghts. and the market cconomy 

The foreign minister said that the recent cease-fire 
agreement initiated by the EC 1s possibly the last chance 
m a long time to come for a peaceful solution im 
V ugosiayia 
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The Ausinan Government's further policy on Yugo- 

Slavia will largely depend on the results of the EC peace 
conference wm The Hague on 7 Sept omber. sand Mock. 
Recognizing Slovema and Croatia. however. to stop 
further bloodshed in the multinational satc. only makes 
sense if politecally emportant countnecs also take thes 
step. added Mock 

Mock saed that on a telephone convcrsation with Catherine 
Lalumuerc. secretary gencral of the Council cf Europe. last 
weekend. he suggesied that the Council of Europe Mins- 
ters Commuttce hold a special mecting. which would 
probably take place the first half of October 

Montenegrin Prime Moenestcr Dyukanovec critecized the 
fact that a large part of the European public 1s not fully 
informed about the situatron mm V ugosias ia. 

Indirectly. he held the Croatian Govcramemt responublic 
for the escalation m Croatia im regrons wih a Scrtuan 
mayority [passage omittcd] 

Waldheim on Events in SFRY, USSR, Neutrality 

10 0509104691 Licnna DER STANDARD on Gorman 
‘Sep Vip? 

[Intervicw woth Presedemt Kun Waldhor by Crertned 
Sper! and Thomas Mayer. place and date not given 
“More Power for the Pressdent™] 

[Excerm] (DER STANDARD] Mr. Presdent. you are a 
representative of the gencration of those diplomats who 

not only capersvenced the development of the State 

Treaty. but also helped to shape u. With the Sovect 
1 mon. onc of our negotiating partners rs drinticgrating 
What docs thes mean for our foreign policy role” 

[Waldhowm] We are witnessing a dramatn historvcal 
development. therefore, Ausina should rocomuder its 

foreign policy role That docs not mean that the State 
Treaty should be changed ft will contenuc to be a sound 
haws for our state lite and our mtcrnatonal rclatrons 
Thess also apples to neutrality. The time may come. 
however, when we will have to rocomuder these aypects 

Al the tome of the East-West confrontation we had a 
completely different role from today What many peopic 
m our country have not yet undersioed m that thi 
situation no longer cxvrsts 

[DER STANDARD) Thos leads to uncertarnty m Aus 
ina Regarding the qgucstion of the recognition of Slo- 
voma and ( roatia. thes 1s degenerating mio a farce on the 
govcormment 

[Waldhor] ( onsidcring what 1s happening in our western 
neighboring Countries. thes uncertainty also crrsts on other 
countnes because 1 1s NOt so casy to Cope with thi new 
wiuation. One the one hand. one wants recognition to 
demonstratc that we respect the nght to self-determination 
of these peoples. on the other considerations regarding the 
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best form of help arc play a role. As a result. a cortam 
wart-and-sec alirtude has been adopted 

[DER STANDARD) Docs th ‘ollowmg not apply if 
they were seefth recogmized of had been rooognized. 
Croat would tk today m Kewar'’s staan from the 

pont of vecw of micrnatronal law 

[Waldhor] No. The recognstron by onc country would 
not change anything. Those who want to comtenuc to 
fight would certainly not be prevented from thes by the 
recognition by a single country. because the fact that they 
are not even prevented from co wtenuing the war by the 
EC resoluivon s very telling. This 1 a ternble sstuatron, 
bul 1 os a fact. Morcover, regarding rccognitron. ncw- 
trality also has to be mentroncd 

[DER STANDARD] Would you. as the present. rather 
take a Cawtoones linc” 

[Waldhor] 44 any rate. 1 themk that recognition 1s mght. 
now only the technecal umplementation 1s at msec Hs 

important to csiabirsh close contacts with other sates Hf 

we coordmmate things with the EC states of cop<t them 
10 4 certam extent, thes well not burt us 

[DER STANDARD] Once agam the keyword «= acu 
trality. After some dchatc. 1 looks again as if mewtrality 
were a hghthouse im a stormy sca 

[Waldhor] lt would undowttedl) be a mistake of onc 
were to say today: We abolish ncutrality. 1 6 no longer 

necessary. the Ruyian bear no honger cvs. It also beads 
to the Austrians comscrousness of ther sentry. some- 

thong that was not sw sclf-cvedent at the bogrnneng We 
must carn to cope with acw dev clopments and to make 
certamn changes. When there 1s a pan-European systicm., 
the tyme well come to rane the msuc of neutralety agar 

[DER STANDARD) But we should not jon the FC at 
the price of the abolition of neutrality 

[Waldhewm] 1 do not beheve at all that neutrality os an 
obstacle to our EC memberstup [passage omitted] 

Fasslabend To Meet CSER Defense Minister 
11 0400745491 Lanna WIENER ZETIING 

mterman 4 Nop Vira 

[UU natirrbuted report “Favlabend To Meet (SPR ¢ oun- 
"| 

[Text] Defense Meniter Werner Fawlabend «ill moet 
hes C rochostoval counterpart. Lubos Dobrowshy «he 
will come with an officers’ delegation for a workong talk 
to Allentstesg |Ausinan province of Lower Sestral 
today. th well be the first personal mecting hetecen the 
two defense munrstcrs 

An exchange of sdcas on powrbtc forms of futerc Coop. 
craton 1s planncd 

Al present. there are cultural and sports cxchanges 

hetecen the Ausinan Army and the C zechosion ak Army 
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hob! Speaks V ith Gorbaches, \eltsin on I clephone 

LDOS091 24091 Berle UN on German 12 GUT 
S Nop 91 

[Text] Bonn (ADN)}— hancellor Heim Kohl con- 
Gucted dctasied tclephone talks wath Sovect Presdent 

Mibhad Gorhaches and Russian Presdent Borns V cltwn 
today The two poltscians briefed the chancellor on the 
poltscal stuatron om the USSR and m Rusia aficr the 
conctuwon of the Congress of People’s Deputes m 
Moscow. Here Kohl renewed bes wvetation to Veltwn 
The Russian presedent has accepted the my itation. how- 
ever. a date has not yct been agreed upon 

Speeches Delivered at 4 Sep Bundestag Session 

hobl Addresses Session 

1 P0409 1 80.291 C chore Det blandtunk Neteors 
mtorman OUWLGMI 4 Sep 91 

[Matement by ( hancetior Kohl at a scwwon of the Bund- 
Mag in Bonn—tive} 

[Text] Ladses and gentlemen. the parhamentary debates 
thes week come at a tome of extraordmary. nay hestorn. 

events. We face together challenges of mitcrnational 
politics whach also have direct effects on the devclop- 
ment of our own country Let us review once again the 

events of the lawl two weeks. ahove all. the dramatn 
events on the Sovect U mon Cn 21 August the crtivzens of 
Moscow. Lonengrad. and other cities om the Sovict U mon 
won 2 great vector, for democracy. freedom. and pustwe 

Thew determened rewstance caused the putwh to far! 

[applause | 

Ladies and genticnien the happened 24 vcars to the day 
after treedon was crushed by tanks om Prague Thos. 2! 
August 1991 9s also a belated treemph for the people who 

rewsted the tanks at that tome | am sure the vector, of 
democrat sdeas om the Sovect LU mon will later go into 
the brstery books ~ ““e August revolution The means 
not only the ov...cmung of Stalen om the Sovect U mon 
but also the state doctrine of Mars and Lenn died on. 21 
August With the toppling of the memoral to Fein 
Dvherrhemskey. the present terror of the KGB ell, we 
hope. alse come to an cad for good 

Which cvent could make thes hesttorn upheaval more 

clear to ws than the raped decline of the CPSU” An epoch 
has drawn to a chose The people m Moscow and Lenm- 
grad the former and present St Petersburg and im many 
other ores and regroms of the Soviet UL mon. deserve our 
admiration for then courage and sicadfasiness Further. 
more. we have to thank and show our respect especially 
to the presedent of the Russan Repubin Borns Vcltsn 

[applause | 

Without hes Cowrage his commitment thes putsch would 
hardly have farted so quickly The unanimous condem- 
natron of the coup the free democracies of the West 
also certarmly made a conmdcrable contributvon toward 
the stiffeneng of resestance and thus toward forcing the 
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COSP emstigators to give wp. Prewdemt Y chon om the law 
teow dws tchephoned mr to cxpress gratitude for the 
sopport. and he mghtlh powted out that the suppor of 
the free orld beiped hem 2 grert deal. As sou know. I 
mvntiod hem to vest Germany and I hope thit we well 
soon succeed m arrangeyng a da’c. as bes problems at 
home at ihc moment arc such that he docs not have a bot 
of opportuniics to gct away 

The second thong | want to say I beheve we are all agrood 
that 1 was 2 great and moving moment when Mibhail 
Crorhaches and Ars family were ablc to return to Moscow 

on 2) August. For me personally « was a partwular 
pleasure to sce hem safe and wowed, for m thew—for 
him—especially difficult days. | remembered how much 
gratitude the Germans mm particular owe hom [applausc! 
1 do not hesitate te add here that over the last *ew days 
I have been very drsqurcted to hear many premature 
pudgments on thes man. I find onc showld trust the 
pudgement of history here. ot will look a bot differcont from 
the *a) many commentaries present We wrsh all thow 
m responuble postions success mm the great ctlorts to 
keep the republic together. to renew the Sovect | mon as 
a Unon of independent republics mm cooperation with 
the republics presedents 

In sprtc of many sidll-warcsoly od qucstroms. the success of 
the free democrat mos coment hos creased the chances 
of the fundamental reforms actually berg carried out 
The ports have been sct om the direction of a compre. 
hensive demacratn renewal. and thes empressivchy con- 
forms the cspowsal om the Pars Charter m November 
1990) of democracy as the only form of government m 
Europe Thes charter must become the gurding hight of 
European poly That means aluays a policy of peacctul 
comcrhation freedom and human rights 

We have also seen on the last few days hestorn changes on 
the Baltix republns. The Baltic republecs. forcibly 
anneved on the haws of the Hitler-Stalen pact. are now 

regarmeng ther freedom and independence 

Estoma. Lithuama and Latvia are. according to the 
resolved will of thew pooples. now mdependent once 

aga. lt was for me. and as | think of was for ws all a 
mor eng moment when the three foreagn menrsters of the 
Ralix republics scaled the roswwmptron of diplomatx 
relations by means of ther sgnatures on Bonn on \ugust 
28 alongside the foreygn monitcr [applause | 

lt % mow HmMportant thal m the negotiatrons hetecen 
Tallon, Riga. Vilovws. and Mowow qurstroms which arc 
still open be solved promptl) We the Federal Reputin 
of CGrermany. and our partners on the Eucopean ( ommu- 
fity want with the rosumption of diplomatn relations to 
establish a pernod of peaceful cocrtence We Germans 

m particular can look hack on a tome. the tome of the 

Hanscatn League the devcloped traditions of peaceful 
trade. of cocxrience m the Baltic Sea regron. By means 
of bively cultural cooperation we intend to csiabinsh an 
mictioctual exchange which has developed over the cen- 
teres. An omportant forum for thes should be. mdecod 
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must be, the Counce of Europe. The Fodcral Reputtic of 
Crormany and he, partners on the European ( ormmwaity 
should start ncgotiatroms on association trcatics wrth thc 
Ralixc Mates as soon as possbic. of that s what the 
deure. By means of thes we wish to case the unzsondabic 
proticms on the adyusiment to market cconomy, cond:- 
thom. 20 Ue best of our abelaty. The three Baha repub- 
hes. Estoma. Latvea. and Lithuania. sctieng out on thew 
difficult path. have our particularly best weshes and our 
sobdacity [applause] 

Ladecs and geoticmen. dcspric all the pleasure and satrs- 
facteon at this hestorsc sectory of freedom and democracy 
m the Sovect Umron we Cannot now just carr: or as 
though nothing has happened We owe that on partecular 
to those whe msked ther lives during thes tome I 1s now 
necessary that the West help mm the market coomomy 
onmentated future of the Soviet Union and al reform 
states younth quicklh and comprehensively The success 
of the great reform task on the Sovect Unon. a. in all the 
other reform statcs of Central, Eastern. and w athcasicrn 
Europe. % © our pornt micrest. Many praple m our 
cowntry showld undersiand that every devclopment 
toward peace and freedom and state order serves the 
Crermams not least the Cermans. 

The Sevect | mon 6 now om a profound process of sate 
reconstruction. There are decrsons to be made m thes 
whech must be madc hy the Soviet people themsect cs on 
the haws of the nght to wlf-determination tac cqualriy 
of all peoples. as well as om total respect of human and 
minors) nghts We. the Germans. hope there will also be 
peroers able omprov ements for the Russian Gcrmans For 
our part. we are ready to contribute to making thew 
Irv omg Conditions casrer so they well be able to see a future 
for themselves and them children on the place where they 
were Porn 

| adecs and gentlemen. the program which was presented 
to the Congress of Peoples’ Deputies by President Gor- 
haches and the presedents of 10 of the republics. 
arming at a new enificatron m a wide variety of ways. 
The move to federalrem gives the people a ined and 
tested opportunity to take part mn the political events om 
ther home country Of course. a will also be powsble on 
the future. at wast | hope so. to fulfill a number of tasks 
together Foreign and security polices are naturally part 
of thes, The armed forces must be jountly led Weapons. 
particularly nuctcar weapons, must also be controticd by 
a central power of drsposal om the future Furthermore. 
we strongly welcome the assurances which were made on 
the occawon of John Mayor's visit to the Soviet Union 
with a veew to the control over nuctcar weapons, aveur 
ances which Presidemt Gorbaches and President Yolen 
made clear Al the same tence, we welcome the fact that 
the declaration of the president of the Sovect LU mon and 
the 10 republic prewdents plans sinct adherence to all 
imtcrnatronal treaties and duties which were signed or 
adopted by the Sovect LU meon. on particular and including 
drarmament and arms control, as well as foreign cco- 
nome: Commiments which are important for us We 
assume that the treaty on the limited stay and the 
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plarncg eethdrawal of Sovect troops ell take place 

ax Jordeng to the plaancd wmectabic | would thc *> take 
thes opportunn, to say that I have mo reason fo dow 
that thes os also the clear emticntvon of the Sovect beader- 

ship 

Ladics and gemtiomen. wc havc. om hac eth the promise 
m the 198) govcrament Matement to sccurc peace with 
fewer wcapom. had great succewscs mm dnarmamecnt 
polcy om the last few ycars along wath our allies. We mood 
for the comtenuatron of thes poly a roncwcd Sovact 

Umon. whach 1s of course capattc of concluding treaties 
The CFE Treaty on conventronal forces m Eorape 
excludes on our continent future offensuves aemed at 
congucring territory. The treaty well be put betore the 

thes autumn. In future negotiatvom. we 
mmtend, by the next CSCE summenet on spring 199). to also 
achieve an agreement on the limitation of troop 
strengths. We muwt do all mm oer power to prevent 
weapons of mass desiruction profrficrateng further and 

falling onto the hands of wrespomsbelc rulers That means 
for ws specifically that no other state showld ofan 
posscssean of muctcar wcapoms 

Ladies and gentlemen. | firmly hope thai all sates on 
carth will hocome wgnatorecs to the treaty on the nen 
proifcraien of nuckear wcapoms and «ill subrmt to 
controls 

We are alo devotng all our energy to swemg that 
chemical wcapons arc finally proscribed throughout the 

world through an cflectivc han [applause] | ookrng hack 
at past dehatcs. | would lhe to state once agar that | am 
particularly glad. as are many others along with me. that 
all chemucal weapons have been withdrawn from 
German soul [applause] 

There have also been impressive successes on the sphere 
of suctcar drsarmament. In accordance with the INF 
treaty. the last Sovect and US. medium-range mrwles 
were deviroved om May thes year. Al the end of July the 
Untied States and the Sovect Union sgned the state 
treaty on the reduction of thew stratcgn nuctcar 

can arise for thes through the new state reformation now 
taking place om the Soviet Union. and we should take 
them. Here | particularly the comructivec 
contributron made by the Sovect Unron recently om thes 
areca, also vesaeens the Third World Meanwhile. the 
Soviect Umon os also actively emwotveng recll. together 
with the West, om the tasks of scowrmg peace. the resto: 
ration of peace om various regroms on the Third Wortd In 
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Afra. the Nama. cad Anpolan guchiroms wore poace- 
fully cesolved om the way. the crv ear om Etheopes was 
ended and the chances of ywace m Mavamiuger have 

boon enproneod 

in the Meddilc Eaa the Unvted States, om agrocmont with 
the Sossct t mon. 1s ondcavormng to find poacctul ways of 
ross ong conflact. We are all hopeng for further stops for 
the peaceful feterc. om particular m these rogram we hech 
have been so affhcted In Laten America beft-aeng move- 
monts can mo longer Count on gcetteng arms and from the 
Sovect Umon. The lat bastion of ( ommunnm om the 
Western Hemrphere. (C wha. 1s getiong mmcrcasengls emto 
dootogical defficultecs. The peace-promyaing work of the 
| avted Nathoms has capernenced a desirable comsobda- 
tron. not least through the comsiructive Cooperation of 
the Sovect Umren on the Sccurty ( ounce 

_ tees and gentiomen, as far as the sphere of coomomen 
joins « concerned you know from the caperence of 
buckdong up the European Community that the key to 
success hes om the creatron of a great and unified cco 
nomen and monctary arca and not on the fragmentatron 
of such an acca A corresponding program. om accordance 
with whch these republas should form an coonemn 
umon with the arm of Cooperatron withen the framcwork 
of a united tree coonomen arca. © at present berg 
drcussed m the Congress of People's Deputies m 
Moscon. As Coormans we can only wcloome thes devel- 
opment 

The ncw | non of the republics which 1s now dev clopeng 
has to develop a coherent coononne program and begin 
to emplement Only om thes way can a rchatle frame- 
work for effective and additional Western commiiment 
be put on place | cannot stress often cnough that | do mot 
“e very good prospects for coenemm and to a Sovect 
L mon which rs drwsoh ong into separate molated repub- 
hes. The dialogue betwoen the West and the Soviet 
lt meon and the powsble a:4d will naturally have to take 
mite comuderation the new disinrhbution of authorities 
hetwcen the Unron and the republics We want propects 
to be agreed on and umptemented so the and can benefit 
the people directly 

The world cooneme conference m Londen thre year 

atready opened the gate to the Sovict U mon for entogra- 
thon oo the world coonemy A dialogue betwcen the 
largest Western indusinalized natroms and the Soviet 
| mon started mm London The West now has to. and we 

m the spheres which were emphawred for morcased 
te bencal cooperation. hased on specific propects. seach as 

area 
Prome Mieneter John Major, i bes capacity as present 
chawman of the G-7. already spoke to Prewdent Cror- 
haches and Presedent V cttein about thrs at the hogreming 
of the week mm Moscow In Moscow he rocened the 
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provamc that the prorowersics for acocptance of the 
nccevary wide-ranging © operation would soon be cre- 
ated there 

Lades atu geniiemen. on | January the Federal 
Republic of Germany well take on the chan of the G-7 1 
micad to per.onally work to we that the dialeguc woth 

the Sovect tmon mght away tcads to concrete revelts 
under our chawmanviup. too Already vor, soon. the 
month Finance Menestcr Theo Wargel ae wave! to 
Moscow. The week bes French and Amercan coamtcr- 
Parts arc there 

Ladees and gentlemen. the Federal Government has 
comtenuall, prevweed for a fan mtcrnatonal drsvirrbutron 
of the burden when ot comes to asd for the Sovect U mon 
and the reform sates om Contral and southcasiern 
Europe. Thes large task cannot be left to ws Gorman 
alone. of to the Europcans alone Democratezation of the 
reform states. thew coonemec renewal, bes om the unter. 
ests of all the West. therefore. a ms necessary to acoctcrate 

the expansion of the cxrsteng starteng pornts for jornt 

Western ad mr ase cs. | themk that every country. and I 
mean every country. has to bear a far proporteon of thes 

yornt responsibility om acorrdance with rts capabelrtrecs. 
for we also all have the chance of garmeng greater peace 

here [applause] 

We Gormans have already reached the limes of our 
capatlt: We supported the 1989 reform process to the 
tune of over 90 bilhon Gorman marks [DM] more than 
DM60 bilhon of a for the Sovect Umon Scoording to 
miormation from the EC Commiawon, we have thes 
piven 56 percent of all Western and to the Soviet U mon 
and 3) percent of Western and to the states of ( entral 
and Eastern Europe. Nevertheless, and despite all the 
difficultves om our own cr amntry. we are aware of the fact 
that we well have to comtenuc om future to parti mpate mm 

multilateral efforts, Despite all thes, and | would the to 
emphasize thes. ladies and gentiomen. there can only be 
help for self-help For that reason financial support from 
abroad 1s certamly not cnough We enly have a chance of 
tar-roachong success if we emplement anew and compre. 

hensive coonomen partnershep. open up ower markets to 
these Mates. and sntemevely support our Eastern and 
wutheastorn neighbors om the restructuring of ther 
wxval and coonomnc orders with advice and technical 
and 

A successful restructuring of the Soviet Union as a whole 
and of the mdinidual republics cannot, however be 
ateved aah state admunestratinve help from outwde 
alone If u turns out to be necessary | well contenue this 
winter, as last year. to work for targeted food and and 
humenitanan support for the people of the Sovect 
limon The great ad campaign cared out by our 
crtizems last year for the Sovect Umron was a magnificent 
symbet of fetlow humanity and personal commitment to 
(ecrman-Sov ret understanding [applause] 
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1 want to refer mm thes comical to onc creampie and m 
particular thank those famebcs wlio havc grvca a howp- 

table ecloomr here m Gorman: to chelcree from the 
Chernots! <cgron during these semmmer boledays 

[applacs | 

Ladus and gentiomen. the conflaxt m Vagesiava 1 a 
pertecular caus of concern to ws at present. We all have 
the emages on our mond of the demomstrateng mothers m 
European capital Images of horror and torror pass over 
our telev won scroem. and thos m Crormanm «ho sell 
have a perscaal memory of the horrors of war arc 
especially moved by vars be vice of the mawive military 
deployments of the pat weeks anc days one could 

perhaps even say aftcr the lates reports and hours that 
there must be an emmediate and full romenciatron of all 

veatence. Thrs applies to the Vugosiay Poople’s Srey as 
well as to all the other armed forces 

Al its extraordmmary seesron of the forcegn menrstcrs on 
the 2° August the EC stated. and | quote: The ( omme- 
nity and its member states will never acoept a polny of 
fasts accompli They arc determined mot to rocogmze 
the border changes brought about hy force [applause] 

Vesterday the EC foreign moenrsters agreed to convene a 
peace conference m The Hague for thes Saterday Ai thes 
conference all the parties to the conflict on V apostavea 
are to drcowss with the EC states the powrhelets.s of 
concthation. 1 particularly welcome the tact tha Lord 

Carrington has been proposed as coordmairy. a man 
whose great mmicrnatronal capencnce rs respected on all 

vides 

Ladies and genticmen. the preconditions havc now heen 
established to cnable the European obser. crs mrvsron to 
monitor adherence «@ the cease-fire om (Croatia. too Al 
thes puncture | am w dong and alic to agar call on all 
those with respomwhelity to factitate the actrvety of the 
mission. for all the CSOT states are hackerg thes Euro 
pear peace cflert. Nevertheless | bebeve om empertant 
that we make of clear at thes tome and om thes place that 
whoever behevecs be can stell cownt on a path of vratenoe 
must reckon with a decrwe response from all Euro 
peans. [applause] Ths applies not om the least to the 
Federal Republi of Germany and the comsequences to 
be drawn rom thes. If dialogue. of peaceful cocrmence 
are no longer powwbic. then we too. partrcularly hocaws 
of our understanding of th, nghi to self-deicrmmnation. 
are faced with the question of reongnrswng ender enter. 
natronal law those republics which oo longer want to 

helong to Yugoslavia japplawse] 

Ladies and gentiomen the mmtcrnatronal community and 
the Europeans m particular will comtenwe to work for a 
peaceful solutvon on the haws of the CSC ET documents 

and on particular the Paris ( harter for a new Lerope. In 
dong 86, an cquilibrem of all the prenceples must be 
marmames—treedom and self. determenatron respect 
for the rights of memories, eavrolansiety of borders and. 
not least. renunciation of force and respect for the rights 
and scours mtcrests of others | cannot repeat too often 
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m vow of the horror pacturcs we see cvers day thal strat 
ad. erence to the ocasc-fire must be «<9 Stace to Mart wath 
The Federal Geoverament will do cvcry thong om ots powcr 
to guara: doc that all the Vugosias poopics wath whom wc 
marmtam fnendlh) lnks hav? the prospect of a tuterc 
whach better and witch reall) 1 3 feterc and mot bhe 

the soreh affhoted temecs of the present 

Ladys and gcenitiemen. wnce the CSOT «omen m 
November and the segaung of the Pares Charter tor a ace 
Europe. the (SCE has become an morcawngh sold 

pillar of the whole of the European peace ordct 

The fit foreign muenistcrs councedd sewwon which | 

opened in Borin on 19 Junc was an emportant bogreneng 
here. The foreign munesicrs councel and the newly cre- 
ated ores mechanenm mean that erstruments havc boon 
created which strengthen the polivcal power to act of the 
(SCT states. Cooperation wath the Sovect U mon and the 
reform statcs of C central and southeastern Europe. st for 
the long term. arc part of the all-European peace order 
Thess rs an emportant mvesiment for a jornt peaceful 
futore. end a 1s we Germans who will profit from thins 
Evers country 1s called on to make as contributron bere 

i nrowgh the treaty aad the troaty on good neoghhortness 
aed tnendl) cooperation. we have placed our relations 
with the “epublec of Poland on a forward-looking haves 
(on 6 September om thes house, we well have the oppor. 
tumts to debate these treats and the prospects for 
Crerman-Polrsh relatvons. We are 19 the process of talks 
and ncgotiatrons with the CSER. ncgotsatroms «hich are 
progressing. and we soon hope to be able to conclude a 
wrmelar treaty. whech with thes country. too. will set the 
seal on good neighborliness in a Europe which rs fusing 
together We have also sariced ncegotiateers on compre- 
hensive agreements with Hongary. Bulgaria and 
Romoma 

(only a policy conditioned by the well for peace. freedom. 
halance and cooperatvon will have a future on FE erope and 
workdwide. Durung the events of the past few weeks and 
days « has once again become especially clear that 
freedom and scif-determ nation are stronger than walls 
and tanks. jappiccse] The capenence of hestory shows. 
nght ep to now— nd they should nat forget m Rel- 
grade—that a state cannot be held together with tanks 
[applause] A state order based on coercron and suppres. 

won will not preva against the will of the people Other 
European peoples, especially our neighbors on Poland. 
Hungary and the CSFR., have shared thes experience of 
new freedom with us. Hope and confidence for the 
peoples and nations throughout the world whe are 
irnving for peace can and must emanate from the 
freedom movements mn Eurooc 

The wanted. the soverego Germany now has the obliga. 
tron to do everytheng to younth cnable the emtc na! unity 
of Germany to be completed. mm ability and sover- 
cxgnty. We are called on to make progress with the 
unification of the whole of Europe and to take on greater 
responwibilities, wtach become us. on the communnty of 
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nations. If we do this then we will make an indispensabic 

contributon to a new epoch. a ncw Europe of peace. 

freedom and good neighborliness. [applause] 

Genscher on European Events 

10 0409112491 Coloene West 3 Sat Television Network 
in German 0987 GMT 4 Sep 91 

[Statement by Foreign Minister Hans-Dictrich Genscher 
at the Bundestag in Bonn—live] 

[Text] Madame President. ladies and gentlemen: Far- 
reaching changes are taking place in Europe and the 
world. The Sovict Union 1s catching up on those devel- 
opments that took place carlier in Central and Eastern 
Europe and in castern Germany. The first phase of the 
revolution for freedom in the Soviet Union was initiated 
by Mikhail Gorbachev. It was a revolution from above. 

No one judging Mikhail Gorbachev's behavior in the 
Sovict Union's domestic policy of recent months and 
years should forget that without his courageous steps. 
Central and Eastern Europe would net have become free. 
and Germany would not have achieved unification. 
[applause] 

His reforms were also a condition for the failure of the 
putsch in August. It failed through the courage of dem- 
ocratically clected politicians around whom freedom- 
loving citizens have ralled—around Russian President 
Borts Yeltsin and the mayors of Leningrad and Moscow. 

I believe that all those in the West who were doubtful in 
the past now have a reason to think that the ability and 
desire for freedom demonstrated by the peoples in the 
Sovict Union 1s irreversible. [applause] Those who 
believed that the peoples in the Sovict Union turned 
their backs on communism motivaicd only by their 
justified wish for better material living conditions should 
realize that the wish for freedom 1s the most important 
incentive, and the wish for freedom succeeded in 
Moscow and the Sovict Union in August. [applause] 

Thus. the peopics of the Soviet Union are returning to 
Europe. The era of communism is over once and for ait. 
The Sovict Union 1s moving toward a confedecrative 
system. Mr. Engholm. | would not talk about a federative 
system. In reality. we are experiencing a new develop- 
ment of the relationship o1 the republics in the Sovict 
Union on the basis of cquzlity, decisions made by the 
grass roots, with really contederative clements, the cle- 
ments of a confederation. 

If overall responsibility for security policy and. hope- 
fully. for economic policy can be maintained, we should 
not follow such a development with concern. primarily 
because we in Germany know the advantages of federa- 
tive developments on a small scale: therefore, we know 
that « was communist centralism that stifled many 
imitiatives of the people in the Sovict Union who now 
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have a chance to free themselves and thus bring vigor 
and cnergy into a free and democratic socicty im these 
Stalcs. 

So Ict us not worry too much. but Ict us realize that this 

development in the Sovict Union and the wish of most 
republics to stay together also offers a chance to facilitate 
cooperation between ths part of Europe and Central. 

southeastern. and Wesir in Europe. The prospects of a 
confedcrative system for all of Europe offers the multi- 
national statics a framework allowing them to carry oul 
their revolutionary changes in stability. The will for 
self-determination must not automatically lead to new 
nationalisms, nor must it lead to the Balkanization of 
Europe if that pari of Europe which already has a free 
and democratic system offers pan-European siructures 
and pan-European solidarity. [applause] 

The more the will for self-determination and democracy 
in Eastern Europe and the Sovict Union is met with 
pan-European structures and pan-European solidarity. 
the more stable the development of this will be. Dear 
colleague. the Western institutions, the EC. the Council 
of Europe. and NATO are proving their vitality and their 
altractiveness right now: however. thew peoplics and 

democracies will decide whether they are able to con- 
tinuc to exrst in the future. Just lke our casicrn newmh- 
bors, we in Western and Central Europe. are being put to 
the test of history today. [applausc] 

The CSCE process provides a pan-European framework 
for this. Developments confirm is importance. bul the 
events in the Sovict Union and in Yugoslavia also 

confirm its imperfection. New things must be added. I 
will be necessary for us to develop conflict prevention 
into a security council within the CSCE. We musi cnabic 
this CSCE to take action by using the CSCE Bluc 
Helmets and Green Helmets. Here | complicicly agree 
with you. We will also advocate this. We must cnable 
this CSCE to integrate )aose who preserve them indepen- 
dence. Yesterday | convened a forcign ministers’ confer- 
ence for 10 September in Moscow with the objective of 
accepting the Baltic states as CSCE members. Whether 
this conference will take place depends on the agreement 
of all 35 states: however. the initiative has come from us. 

Ladies and gentlemen. unrestricted respect for human 
rights. freedom. and sclf-determination ts the foundation 
on which the new Europe can and must develop. The 
dramatic events in the Sovict Union, however. show that 
professing the preservation of the democratic order 
alone is not enough. We now must add something to the 
Paris Charter, that is. the demand that whoever violates 
human rights and the democratic order in a CSCE state 
has to cxpect to be absolutely outlawed by the commu- 
nity of siates. The community of states must undertake 
to never recognize illegally created facts. Law. not the 
power of the stronger. must be valid. It must also be 
made clear—cven clearer than in the Paris Charicr—that 
the protection of human nghts, the observation of the 
right to self-determination, and the preservation of 
democracy concern the entire community of states 
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because Our cocxrsicnce 1s based on this and that the 
sympathy of other statics for such devclopments docs not 

consinute micricrence in internal afflaws. bul 1s an 
internal affair of the entire community of statcs 

[applause] 

The events in the Sovict Union accelerated a devclop- 
ment that will now result in a new relationship among 
the republics and with the Union—or whatever the 

Union may be called. How close of loose this Union will 
be depends on the result of the further negotiations 

All we can do 1s hope that the remaining republics find a 

relavionship on the basis of equal mghis. As far as all 
forms of relations are concerned, we—the EC. the com- 
munity of Wesicrn statcs—must prepare ourselves to 
respond to this changed structure. including all forms of 
cooperation. not only regarding diplomatic relaisons. 
The EC must become aware of the opportunitics that 
result from the new developments in Eastern Europe. but 
it must also see the risks if the efforts that are made to 
our cast come to nothing. We musi not remain mere 
observers. | am not tclling that to you, the members of 
this house. Apart from the last contribution [by nonaf- 
fihated Deputy Lowack]. the FRG Government's efforts 
10 help have always been widely supporicd: however. | 
appeal to our frends. partners, and allics: aid to Central 
and Eastern Europe and for the USSR must involve 
more than just the Germans. [applause! In view of the 
military challenges posed by the USSR i: the past. we 
joined forces in the Wesiern alliance to make a joint 
effort for free democracy and our independence. We 
learned that security means more than merely making 
military efforts. When | sce the possible dangers of a 
failure of economic reforms in our cast. when a wave of 
refugees 1s triggered that docs not involve hundreds of 
thousands but millions of people. then this might be a 
greatcr danger for stability in Europe than the military 
challenge through the Red Army in the period of the cold 
war. [applause] 

Therefore, 1 18 necessary that all of us contribute to the 
developments 1 our cast according to our capabilities 
and not according to how close or how far away we are 
gcographically from the Sovict Union. While we are 
facing this challenge 1 becomes clear that increasing the 
EC's ability for action ts now particularly urgent. It 1s 
inappropriaic to discuss the alternatives between exten- 

sion or Strengthening. To be able to extend we must 
sirengthen cooperation, and we must create the political 

umion. the cconomic and monctary union to be open to 
would-be members without impairing the EC's ability to 
act. 

Ladies and gentlemen. colleague Koschnick. | was happy 
to hear all that has been said. A lot of what Minister- 
President Engholm said here before was in support of the 
policy of the Federal Government. Anybody 1s happy to 
hear that. [applause] 

Now the reform statics need association agreements with 
the EC. | am being quite frank when | say here today in 
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the Bundestag that these agreements are not in balance. 
and they mean that we give morc than we gct. Al the 
same time. they are in balance. because we also bencfit 
from European stability. We must realize that we have to 
be open for imports from countries to our cast. In thes 
connection. we should also overcome a ceriain resistance 
within ourselves. 

Ladics and gcnilemen. we must now understand Europe 
as a single entity. It also means thal association must be 
seen as including the prospect of membership. 

Mr. Munester-President. you have mghtly pointed out 
that the republecs of the Sovici Union can probably not 

be the oncs who will accede: however. we should agree 
that the prospect of membership must cast for today’s 

Slates of the European Free Trade Association [EFT A). 
the states of Central and southcast Europe. and. of 
course. the Baltic states. too. 

Ladies and gentlemen. if we do not provide this pros- 
pect. the hopelessncss will become greater. The establish- 
ment of closer tics with the EC with a view to member- 
ship us the light at the end of the tunnel that the people 

there need to go through the years that lic ahead of them. 
years that will not be casy or uncomplicated. [applause] 

Ladies and gentlemen. with the G-7 summit in London. 
the Western community of states submitted a proposal. 
li could have been more far-reaching if we had had our 
way. You know that we wished for more. however. quick 
implementation of it 1s now all the more urgent. The 
preparation of EC food aid 1s equally urgent. The alore- 
mentioned clearing of warchouses will certainly also save 
the great storage costs that we have to pay. This 1s not the 
total amount. but it has to be deducted from the costs. L. 
for onc. do not think thal one can take responsibility tor 
watching people starve in the East and for maintaining 
warchouses that cost moncy in the West. [applause] 

We will also have to consider that ut 1s possible to 

promote concrete progects in the Soviet Union as carly as 

now, above all. to promote the energy and raw materials 
economy. The Sovict Union rs actually a country rich in 
energy and raw materials, however, its energy and raw 
materials cconomy #5 1n a State that does not even ensure 
sclf-supply. not to speak of the great export opportun:- 
lies. 

The creation of a pan-European traffic network. a9 
energy network for the whole of Europe, and a tclecom- 
munications structure 1s equally important. A pipeline 

from Ingolstadt to Czechoslovakia. a superhighway trom 
Prague to Nuremberg. regional cooperation im the tr- 
angle formed by Germany. Poland, and C sechosioya- 
kia—this brings the peoples of Europe into closer con- 
tact. These are concrete projects that we can undertake 
now and that are certainly not only im the interest of 
Germany and our castern neighbors, bul again in the 
interest of all of Europe. 

Ladies and gentlemen. the change in the state structures 
also raises new questions in the field of security policy 
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With the CFE Treaty we established the basis for the 
development of new cooperative security siructures in 

Europe by arms control policies. Precisely in light of the 
devclopmeni in the Sovict Union. ut ts now nccessary 

that we pul this treaty into force as soon as possible. hi 
alone offers the opportunity to keep the military poten- 
tial on the Sovict Union under a regime of arms control 
policees. If. in addition to the Union's armed forces. the 
independent republics had national guards. this must not 

result im new armament: therefore. new disarmament 
steps are required. lt 1s cqually important for us to 
quickly chminate nuclear artulicry ammunition and 
short-range nuclear missiics in the East and the West. if 
not by negotiations. by proposing a coordinated course 
of action. [applause] The number of the owners of 
nuclear weapons must not be increased. 

Ladies and gentlemen, we all sympathize with the suf- 
fering people in Yugoslavia. with the peoplics of Yugo- 
slay 1a. to all of whom we feel bound in friendship. We do 
not take sides with one or the other republic in Yugo- 
Slavia or with onc or the other Yugoslav nation. 

We are im favor of freedom and democracy. human 
rights. and the might of sclf-determination, and we are 
also on favor of the peaceful solution of conflicts. and we 
reyect the use of military force. We mnsrst that the policy 
of changing facts by force will not be recognized. 
{applause} 

The 35 CSCE states stressed the right of scif- 
determination for the Yugoslav peoples at their mecting 
in Berlin on 19 June 1991. which was chaired by me. 
They sand that it 1s up to the Yugoslav peoples alone to 
decide on their future: however, 1 must be possible that 
such a decision be made by way of negotiations. 

We have welcomed the fact that all the EC states were 
ready on 27 August to state that the Yugoslav People’s 
Army [JNA] and the Serbian guerrillas are responsible 
tor the continuation of the fighting. Regrettably. that stil 
holds true today. 

At the invitation of the European Community and on the 
basis of a German-French proposal. the peace confer- 
ence 1s scheduled to begin in The Hague on 7 September. 
Whether «t will come about depends on devclopm, ats in 
these days. | repeat: There will not be recognition of 
borders that have been changed by use of force. If we 
were to do so nevertheless, we would deeply shake the 
bases for the peoples’ peaceful cocaxrstence, and we 
would give a premium for the use of force. That must not 
happen. [applause] 

Nor will the Federal Government grant a premium for 
‘hose who prevent ncgotiations by using force. If those 
peoples of Yugoslavia who want to become independent 
are unable to achieve independence through ncgotia- 
trons. then we will recognize their unilaicral declarations 
of independence under international law. [applause] | 
want to tell the responsible leaders of the JNA that with 
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every shot fired from their guns and tanks. the hour of 
recognition 1s Coming closer for us. We will not look on 
any longer. [applause] 

Force ts nol a means to keep statics and peopics together 
who want nothing but to implement their mghi to self- 
determination. The offer of the peace conference 1s on 
the table. Lord Carrington and an arbitration commuis- 
sion are offering the guaranice of unbiased negotiations 
as well as assistance mn making decisions and achicving 
agreement. The three presidents of constitutional courts, 
to be nominated by the European Community. were 
appointed 3 September. They are the presidents of the 
German, French. and lahan constitutional courts. 

We will do everything now to help this peace contcrence 
to Le concluded quickly. if ut comes about and begins 
work on 7 September. We have made ut a condition for 
new decisive ard. including financial aid. from the Euro- 
pean Community that this conference leads to a good 
result soon. We are not ready to contribute to directly or 
indirectly financing the war waged by the JN A against its 
own citizens. [applaus<] 

We are. however. ready to help the republics that want to 

lake an active part m the peace process to receive 

cconomic and. as we have already done by making 
available Hermes [credit insurance company] guaran- 
tees. Those who continue to prevent ncgotiations 
directly or endirectly must consider that we at least will 
request ccowmomic sanctions against them. We must use 
the political and cconomic means that we dave to help 
the people in thes part of Europe to live a peaceful life 

together. as we have also done with our neighbors. The 
agreements that we wall discuss on 6 September will 
serve this goal. | think that the time we have taken to 
prepare these agreements has also helped broaden the 
basis of acceptance of these agreements im our country. 

Regarding the German-CSFR treaty, we have achieved 
results during the negotiation process that would not 
have been possible on the CSFR side or on our side. The 
time has come now to Icad these negotiations to a good 
end. [applause] 

Ladies and gentiemen, much has been sand in recent 
months about the united Germany's larger responsi- 
bility. i is not merely that everything that has been 
demonstrated or stated as an cxpression of thes larger 
responsibility 1s based on our Basic Law, more than tt 1s 
the knowledge that the va'ucs of this Basic Law must 
determine our action. We do not intend to proceed 
according to the motto that the world would be beticr off 
if ut followed the Germans. Because of our history. 
however. we have to honor the mandate of our Basic Law 
under which i 1s our task to unite Europe and to serve 
peace in the world. The valucs of our Basic Law will also 
determine our action if certain quarters—in Yugoslavia 
in these days—voirce suspicion, We insist that the basis 
of our action 1s freedom, democracy, human rights, and 
sclf-deiermination. These valucs have led us to German 
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unification. and they will also be the basis of all of 
Europe. which alone 1s our home. Thank you. [applause] 

Spokesman on Genscher Speech 

11 0409173191 Vienna Oesterreiwch bins Radi Network 
m German 16000 GMT 4 Sep 91 

[Peter Fritz report from Bonn] 

[Excerpts] Germany's foreign munisicr. Hans-Dictrich 
Grenscher, said something remarkable today. Hrs speech 
al the Bundestag session indicated that Germany cxpects 
that Slovenia and Croatia wall be recognized as indepen- 
dent soon. [passage omitted] 

At the Bundestag session Genscher did not give any date 
for recognition. but soon afterwards Genscher's press 
spokesman. Hans Heinrich Schumacher. told the Aus- 
tran Broadcasting Service. ORF. that the time mught 
come as carly as thes weekend [7-8 September]. If 
fighting in Yugoslavia continucs and the EC peace 
conterence on 7 September ts caaccied, Gerniany will 
recognize Slovenia and Croatia and thus risk a solo 
action within the EC. Schumacher said. 

SPD's Engholm Speaks 

it O409091891 Cologne West 3 Sat Television Network 

m German 0733 GMT 4 Sep 91 

[Statement by Social Democratic Party (SPD) Chairman 
Byoern Engholm before the Bundestag in Bonn—live] 

| Text] Madam President. ladies and gentiemen: Kocnigs- 
berg University has decided to dedicate its 650th anni- 
versary to Immanucl Kant. the great son of thes city. 
Could anything show the far-reaching change in these 
weeks better than the fact that Russians are planning a 
feast for a German philosopher of the Enlightenment in 
acity called Kaliningrad—Koenigsberg. Kant’s practical 
imperative of 1786—i wall be a pleasure for us to read 
the interpellations in the minutes latcr—seems to form 
the whole program of the changes today. Act im such a 
way that you use man both un your own person and in the 
person of any other as an end. never just as a means. 
Thai 1s an obligation that thes parliament has in these 
days. too. [applause] 

Ladies and gentlemen. since the last days of August. 
nothing has been as 1 was before. A new age has begun. 
however, for all our yoy about events in Eastern Europe. 
no one should jump to conclusions. The West has not 
triumphed over the East. 1 1s not enough to say that here 
a system has been superseded by another, which 15 also 
truce. Above all, however. courageous people in the 
sirects have defeated dictatorship here. [applause] Here 
citizens fought tanks, miners were striking. and soldiers 
refused to shoot al their own people. 

Two men whose lasting merits have sometimes been 
inappropriaicly played off against cach other recently 
deserve our thanks—the one who paved the way for 
freedom for the peopics in Central and Eastern Europe— 
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before pasing u for his own people—and made German 
unification possibic. and the other who resolutcly strug- 
gicd against a new we age. We. the Germans. are partu- 
ularly indebted to both—Bors Yeltsin and Mikhail 
Gorbaches. [applause] 

We have cvery reason to demonstrate our respect and 

gratstude to a third man, US. President George Bush. 
who showed incredible corcumspection and tarsightcd- 
ness al the proper moment. [applause] 

Ladics and gentlemen: Before trying to look forward— 
well. | see with great joy that whenever people trom 

Schicswig-Holsicin speak here. everybody 1s happy in the 

Bundestag. | will have to give you this pleasure more 
frequently on the future. Mr. Ruche. jlaughicr] 

Ladics and gentiemen: Before looking forward. permit 
me to make a few remarks about the past. The terrible 
abuse of the ideals of socialism has had tragic conse- 
quences in hestory. Innumerable peoptc were banned and 
persecuted because they refused to bow to Stalin and hes 
cpigones. Many people from many countries who 
escaped from Nazi Germany later died in Sovict camps 
They were conservatives and liberals. Christians and 
Jews. and many men and women of European Social 

Democracy. 

They all beheved what has been proved now im the 
Sovict Unron: In the end. the desire for freedom 1s 
Sironger than any system and any dictatorship. 

[applause } 
We all do not wan. to shed tears over the final break- 
down of a system. the achievements of which did not 
even CAIs! On paper or as a facade. It 1s probably human 
nature. out of laziness and perhaps out of shorisighted- 
ness and fear of the unknown. to count on the status quo 
and to bank on i. rather than to believe in something 
new. Let us recall that nobody can complcicly exclude 
himself and his party from this narrow-minded way of 
thinking. | think that some cvents these days permit 
leniency for all benches and rows of this house 

Ladies and gentlemen. the policy of small sicps has now 

been overtaken by the people's hopes and decds. Thus. 
the actual test 1s on store for us. In past days we had the 
task of holding our own against communism. This was 
achieved, although with sacrifices. Today we have to 
stand the test im full view of all the people in Eastern 
Europe. to realize their needs. to take them seriously. 
and to help to satesfy them. Thies remains to be donc. | 
think that the actual tasks are still in store for us 

The Parys Charter 1s the basis of any future German 
foreign policy. 11 4s the result of the CSCE process. which 
was successfully started by Willy Brandt and Helmut 
Schmidt. [applause] 

I draw the following conclusions from this: First. our 
relations with the statcs and republics that declare them- 

selves independent must be definicly clarified. In this 
task. nobody will fail to sce the dangers that emanate 
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from nationalist cxaggcrations. Racism. nationalism. 
and the hatred of munoritics must never again gct any 
chance in our new Europe. [applausc] 

However, something like secret nostalgia for the appar- 
ently good old. predictabic. and bipolar world 1s some- 
umes reflected by some fears and the cvaluation of 
peoples’ wish for new independence. | warn the curious: 
Whoever plays thes game forgets what a price the peoples 
in the East had to pay for thei confinement to barracks 
that lasted tor decades. [applause] 

| hold the following against ut: Whoever struggled pas- 
swonatcly for the independence of Third World nations 
im the past cannot bury hes head in the sand when the 
wish of the peoples of the Baltics or of Yugoslavia for 

sell-determination rs at rssuc. [applause] 

Therefore. the following 1s valid for the SPD: We support 
jwords indistinct], We cannot deny others what we 
successtully claomed for our people a short time ago. 

[applause] 

Theis applied to the Baltic republics just yesterday. Today 
it apples to the Slovenes and Croats. and u might stl 
apply to many others tomorrow. 

The Federal Government and the EC did not play a 
prasscworthy role for a long time. With the formula that 
the road to the EC would only be open to a unified 
Yugoslavia. those who wanted to hold the Yugosiay 
federation by force were identified. It was the wrong 
political statement. [applause] 

I recall that at the end of May the SPD Bundestag Group 
urgently warned against the danger of a civil war and 
evoked the danger of the Balkans’ Lebanization. \t . Sal 
time. foresighted crisis management. also on the part of 
the Federal Government. was lacking. [applause] 

What was neglected on terms of foreign policy toward the 
multinational state of VY ugoslavia in the past takes its toll 

now—I am quoting Horst Teltschik mn BILD AM 
SONNTAG recently. We have noted with concern that 
the Yugoslav peoples’ justified demand for self- 
determination 1s being blanketed by increasingly mali- 
cious nationalism. Shots were fired again last night. and 
the terrible conflict again claimed human lives. | think it 
iS high time that we considered political and cconomic 
sanctions against those who are responsible. [applause] 

Another far-reaching signal that | think 1s of very great 
symbolic significance and far-reaching importance 1s the 
courageous protest of the mothers of Zagreb and Bel- 
grade. who undertook to save thei sons from being 
sacrificed in a senseless war. [applause] 

Ladies and gentlemen: The international community can 
and must demand that the nght to self-determination be 
observed on the basis of responsibility for peace and the 
spirit of good-newghbortiness. That means in a democrat- 
wally legitemized way. by peaceful means. and by 
coserving the mght of national minoritics. and by 
re \pecting Europe's common security 
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| think that before nuclear weapons under unclear con- 
trol create new msks, they should be madc a topic of 
discussion at the Uniied Nations. [applause] Those who 
violate these principles. and those who like to change 
borders by force. exclude themsclves from the tree 
community of European peoples and must consider 
being 1solated cconomically and politically 

We must Icarn from the mistakes made in connection 
with the Yugoslav crisis. | suggest thal an urgent mecting 
of the CSCE be held. which should admit the Balti 
Slates as ordinary members. and at which the Sovict 
Union republics. regardicss of their international status. 
should agree on the CSCE Parrs Charter. | think that 
such a mecting would be very meaningful. 

We must push the inicgration of the European ( ommu- 

nity and the reform of the European Community now 
more than ever before—and hopefully. with more 
courage and at a faster ratc than the EC members have 
advanced the process in the past. [applause] Those who 
now delay or even give up the goal of the European union 
do a disservice to all of Europe. We would fall back into 
the cabinet policy of small states that we had between the 
wars, with all the terrible consequences. 

Therefore. my party endorses the following: We do not 
want io have a weak Europe with an overly powertul 
Germany in the center. We want to have a strong Europe 
into which the larger Germany brings ail its strength tor 
the benefit of the Community. [applause] 

Ladies and gentlemen: We also need a far-reaching 
reform of the European Community. | will have the 
pleasure of discussing this topic with Jacques Delors 
today. [applause] Your reaction sounded somewhat 
envious. [laughicr. applause] Those who know Jacques 
Delors know that ut 1s indeed an intellectual pleasure to 
exchange thoughts with this farsighted man. [applause] 

We aced better efficiency of the mnstitutions. and. ladies 
and gentlemen, we need more nmghts for the European 
Parhament. The fact that regarding its rights. thes par- 
hament has the status of the Rewhstag during the Karser 
cra must not continuc. [applause] 

We want a joint cconomic and currency umon and a 
joint foreign and security policy 

Al the same time. it 1s high time for a jornt policy of 

disarmament and arms control, that 1s, jount controls of 
arms trade and joint imtiatives for UN retorm. The 
Europeans must censure that the world organization gets 
more power and more moncy im the struggle agains 
armament and the causes of conflicts all over the world 

[applause] 

No one will be permiticd to have the ilusion that all 

sates. from Viadivostok to Lisbon. from the North Cape 
10 Turkey. might be members of an inicgratced EC The 
historical and cultural variety of Eastern Europe and the 
various peoples of the Sovict Union cannot be pressed 
imo a gigantic EC. Nevertheless. | emphatically state 
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that the EC must become more open than before. more 
open to acw member statics. and more open to coopera- 
tion with statics that arc not yct cligible for membership 
because of their siructurcs. As a result. we want to 
complete the agreement on the Europcan Economic Arca 
with a great imutsative im the autumn: therefore. | am 
emphatically mm favor of the speedy cniry of Austria. 
Sweden. and other statics of the European Free Trade 
Association [EFT A] that resolve to become members in 
the foresecablie fulurc. [applause] 

| am emphatically on favor of far-rcaching cooperation 
and association agreements that make ut possible and 
caster for the Baltsc republics and the other reform states 
of Central. Eastern. and southeast Europe to finally 
rciurn to Europe. Now a joint major cffort of the West 1s 
required to vigorously help the peoples of the Easi in the 
reconstruction of them socictics. At high prices and 
expenses. which have also been paid by the German 
peopic. the European warchouses arc full. Let us open 
these warchouses for those who will be starving im 
Eastern Europe thes winter. [applause] 

| share the opimon thal concrete projects must be 
promoted and that the transfer of moncy alone will not 
suffice. Knowledge will be as important as moncy. | 
advocate that. regarding help for the East. unconven- 
tional roads be taken. too. Recenily | repeaicdly read 
proposals of a manager of the German Federal Bank. Mr. 
Lebahn. who offers a kind of system interpretation to 
clear up the impenctrable thicket in the cast with reason- 
able and vigorous methods and thus to help where the 
people really need help. 

We Germans—I also want to emphatically state this— 
would be currently overtaxed with too high a demand for 
German help. Now Europe and North America musi 
gecncrously and closely cooperate. U.S. President Bush's 
view, that 1s. Germans and Americans as partners in 
leadership. could be proven in a compictcly new and 
fascinating way. [indrstinct interjection] 

Colleagec Graf Lambsdorff, Japan 1s also asked to help. 
The Japanese contribution to the new Europe cannot be 
continuous conquests of new markcts and otherwise to 
nobly keep aloof, [applause] 

Mr. Bundesrat President. at the same time. a special task 
results for the German lacnder from the federalization of 
the Sovict Unson. I think that the more fedcralization 
spreads im the East the more chances of cooperation 
between small partners will arise for the FRG's federa- 
live units. | know that colleague Voscherau 1s making 
efforts to be one of the proncers in this ficld. | am sure 
that all lacnder and all minister presidents will use the 
chance of coordination and cooperation between small 
partners more intensively than ever before. [applause] 

Schicswig-Holsicin already tested such opportunities 
some time ago. Long before the independence of the 
Bali statics. we also discussed this with Lithuanian 
President Landsbergis and Estonian President Ruutcl. 
The chance to establish a suprarcgional Baltic Sca 
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council with statics whose cooperation could not have 

been capecied onc ycar ago 1s an incredible opportunity 
We want to scize the opportunity. [applause] 

The large tasks that we have to perform im casicrn 
Germany musi not icad us to negicct other hotbeds of 
conflict in the world. | mean thal they musi not prevent 
as from sccing the problems and concerns of the wholc 
Mediicrrancan region and the Middic East. Nor must we 
forget what incredibly large concerns. needs. and prob- 
lems have yet to be tackled in the North-Sowh arca. 
which has been negiccicd badly recently. 

All these tasks are cqually urgent. We musi sce that they 
also havc something to do with the qualified surviyal of 
the Europcan Continent. Newher with a poverty border 
along the Oder and Neisse Rivers nor with a poverty 
border between the North and South cun we Europeans 
cocaist peacefully im the long run. An Easi-West or 
South-North migration of peopics would spell the end of 
every hope for this fascinating new world order. there- 
fore. we must help today. [applause] 

The probiem for us ss whether we should opt for soli- 
darity now—which will cost somcthing—or whether we 
will be forced in the foresecable future to close our 
borders in a way that would contradict every philosophy 
that we have developed. I am in favor of offering 
solidarity and active help new. [applause] 

We arc aware that this 1s not possible without sacrifices. 
I say very cautiously but on all scriousness that 1 1s more 
important for us than ever to consider whether every 
German mark that we continuc to invest in dubious 
projects. including large military projects. would not 
serve a much beticr purpose when offered to the Eastern 
European countries in practical solidarity. [applause] 

That 1s also truc for trade relations. Without asy mmciri 
trade relations, as they are called. we will not be able to 
cope with the future problems. Thai means thai those 
who talk about solidarity must also be ready to admit 
products from Poland. the CSFR. and Hungary on our 
markets cven though u hurts our producers here 

[applause] 

Ladics and gentlemen: The Federal Government calls for 
changes in the East but docs not say a word on the real 
consequences for the West. A new way of thinking is 
required in many arcas today. Let me say a few words 
about i. 

In my view. the security policy pursucd by the Federal 
Government and NATO has hardly drawn any sisible 
conclusions from the CSCE Paris Charter. [applause] We 
were perhaps able months ago to reasonably discuss the 
problem of whether 1 was necessary or made sense to 

carry out low-altrtude fights. Given the situation during 
the last two weeks. however. 15 1 defensible and sirate- 
gically warranicd now to also inflict low-altstude fights 
on the new federal lacnder and thew population’ 

[applause] 
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It the Ukrasne of Belorussia are nucicar-free zoncs today. 
then Germanys musi belong to the number of those statics 
that do not have a single nucicar weapon on thew soul 
[applause] Whatever may be truc about rumors. «| musi 
be possible om case of dow thal mspectors sec for 
themscives that all Sovect nuckcar weapons have really 

been withdrawn from the acw federal lacnder 

Nor must a new NATO strategy be decudeod—and this 
torms part of the acw ways of thinking—withoul prior 

consultation with Moscow or Warsaw. Kics or Riga 
That «s what European common security will mean in 
the future. [applausc] 

Lades and gentleman. an army—and this applics to 

many armecs on Europe. and in particular. the 
Bundeswchr—thal 1s no longer able to pin down its 
potential opponcnat as « could im the past. needs to 
enlarge the conception of rsclf, Our soldiers musi know 
what they stand for on the future—especially those who 
will contenuc to be drafted and do thew compulsory 

military sersvece. whech | advocate. because | am against 
a protesssonal army—and they must be convinced in 
thew hearts of what thes do and why they do a 
japplause] 

Thess means that new tasks wall be added to the trad:- 
tonal task of defense. | propose to discuss setting up a 
unit of green berets for humanianan ard. ccological 
missions. and for micrnational catastrophes This might 
be a task for our well-cquipped soldiers on the future thai 
would help bring about peace. [ayplausc] 

Ladies and gentlemen. | propose that we amend the 
Basic Law together on such a way that would permit the 
partnepation of Bundeswehr units as bluc berets for UN 
peace-keeping mussions. thal 1s to say not for combat | 
know that the coalition government wants more Yet. 
wk; are we not able to agree on what 1s almost undis- 
puted mm the entere house: to do whal 1 necessary now 

and to remain divided about the remaimung rsucs. that 
would be the task of pragmatic politics. which you have 
© far dened us. Japplause]} 

Since Willy Brandi defined the contents of the principle 
of neighborhood un a political way—including toward a 
world from which we were most clearly separated at the 
lime—we know that having good-ncighborly relations rs 
one of the clementary msiruments for micrnational 

security. Yet. Lam berg quite frank when | tcll vou that 
it 1S a desgrace that the German-Polish agreements were 
submitted for ratification only after an embarrassing 
wrangling within the coalition. japplause}] It certainly 
docs not do thes government any credit that the agree- 
ment with the CSFER was blocked until yesterday by 
German clams for damages. [(CSFR President] Vaclay 
Havel’s gencrouws and convincing ecsture of reconcilia- 
thon—including toward the cxpellees—means for us that 
regarding our rclatronship with the Czechs and Slovaks 
we must finally free ourselves from the burden of that 
evil past. [applause] 
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Ladeus and g: athemen. above all the message must be 
that on the fulurc sccurity must acvcr again be reduced to 
the mulitary level. The same energy and the same degree 
of mmaginatvon that gcncrations before us and we our- 
sclvcs pul into molstary progects. the same cnergy and the 
same degree of umagunation. should now be invesicd in 
projects to benefit the cnvshan and social order of our 
world. That way we would do the greatest favor to the 

vorld [applausc} 

(ur readiness and ability for good-ncighborly relations 
will be pudged nat keast by our rclatonshup to the 

foreigners who live among us. Aficr events that arc most 
threatening. | would Iekhe to say that we all must roses the 
lemptation to capitalize on political terms from preoyudice 

against people who arc of a different color, ong. oF 

race. jlowd applause] 

In the Schleswig Holster Landtag | once sand thal the 
sovereignts of the auspace above German armchair 
politicians should be left to others. because 1 cannot be 

a subsintute for a humane poly toward forcigners 

jsemtence as heard] [applause] junmicthgible interec- 

Colleague Ruche. we must not mdulge mm speculation 
about a dramatic resiniction of Article 16 of our Const 
tution Whatever you are planning im thes connection 
changing thes subjective public nght would not help 
solve a sengle problem. and ut would not be worthy of our 

own history [loud applause] 

I promise you that the Social Democrats will participate 
m any tightcneng-up of the proceedings that can be 
wibsiantiiated by the rule of law. | proceed on the 
assumption that thes can be considerably laciitated. and 

that 1 1s possible to better curb the abuse of thes article 
if you. as the rulers and majority om thes house, would 
have once lent a belpeng hand im overcoming the teal 
local probiems for the munnipalitvcs and disinicts im 

Germany. thes would have been caser. lapplaus. mdi- 

tinct interpections| However, a government that utterly 
tailed tor years, alone regarding the provision of avail- 
able apartments tor [socially] weaker people. must not 

lay clam to anything [applause] 

| also appeal to all of us and to the government m 
particular Let us not permit resetilers and aylum- 

seckers to be played off agaist cach other. [indistinct 
iMicrpections | 

The pressure of cxpulsson pul on cthar Germans cannot 

be forescr bequcathed. thus. we should make the attempt 

to make the final legeslatron on Article 16 of our Const. 
tution possible [applause] 

Finally. thes gov crmment should do more to climinate the 
causes in the world for people Mecmg ther countries and 
welcome freedom on t kramne. But the support for sates 
he Zaire, Noger, or Malawi s no longer suntable 
\coordingly. the devclopment policy also has to be 

cvamined. [applausc| 
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Dear colicaguc. | think that u would sometimes be 
advisable to nc the Amncsty Inters...onal annual 
reports. insicad of looking forward wo slate sccrctanes 
embracing officials in the Far East to help to solve some 
probicms. |applausc] 

Ladics and genilemcn. overcoming the div esson of Ger- 
many and of Eurcsy by sharing os a task that will 
probably take more than onc decade. therefore. | share 
the opimeon that was repceaicdly capressed during ycsicr- 
day's dchatc: Our people have a mght to the plam truth 
about the demands thai we will have to face and ways to 
cope with these challenges. [applause] 

1 repeat what colleague Matthacus-Mascr and others 
repeaicdly cxpressed with conviction. Whoever wants to 
rarse the valuc-added ta, to abolish the property tay and 
the trade caprial tax has not undersiood i what hind of 
world we arc living today. [applause] 

Ladies and genticmen. do not ever look away again’ This 
was the polviscal lesson that Willy Brandi drove home to 
the Germans with impressive mmsesicnce on the S0th 
anniversary of the so-called Kriestalinacht [“Night of 
Broken Glass.” night of vrolence against Jewrsh persons 
and property carned out by the Nazis on Y November 
1938). This lesson applies to us without reservation 
today. There «s no German collective guilt: however. 
there 1s no collective mmocence either. for cxample, by 

referring to the grace of laic birth. [applause] 

ee See Our hrstevs 4c must also assume respon- 
sibility for the new world Goonestic policy that our carth 
needs so urgently for ts survival. The dessolution of the 
East-West conflict. the cnd of the bloc-thinking. and the 
disinicgration of the Sovect empire constitute an 
immense chance for our yornt world. Now governments 
that use thes chame are needed. 

Duritig ovr meeting on thes parhament. the chancelior 
recalled fs first speech after his clectron as party 
chawman. 4s an aside. | would like to note that this first 
speech by Dr. Kohl as party chairman took place on 13 
March 1975. At that teme. Dr. Kohl had already been in 
office for 700 days. | made my first speech seven days 
after | had taken over the new office. [unimicthgible 
imMicrycchions. applause} 

I do not want to derive any Comparisons betwccn people 
from Oggershorm and Lucheck. 

Al that time the chancellor sard—no. the party chair- 
man—we need a sirong government that has courage and 
takes action. [applause] 

| was sure that you would unreservedly agree to this 

demand of mine to the Federal Government. [applause] 

Ladies and gentlemen. political screntest Karl Dictrich 
(Pracher). a renowned researcher. has repeatedly) and 
impressively described how much totaliianan tempta- 
ton makes « difficult for a person to. | quote. be 
involved in polis and to help shape politics im a way 
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that Countcrs the clam of totaluiananism that cv cry thing 
1s subordimatc to us claum of having the sole polnical 

The sectors of the democracies m Easicrn Europe has 
increased the opportunny for individuals and poupics to 
determine thew fatc themschcs to an vaprocedcnicd 
evicat. Ths. | think. 1s the Deggest piece of back of thes 
cemtury. [applause] 

Genscher Secks Cooperation Treaty With Bulgaria 

LDOSUSIOING! Berlin UDN on Gorman OF OUT 

S Sep ¥/ 

[Text] Bonn (ADN}—Cicrmany and Bulgaria want to 
conclude the tircaly on thew cooperation thr month 
This was sand by Forcugn Monestcr Hans-Dictrich Gen- 
scher aad Bulgarian President Zhelyu Zhcles on a talk on 
Bonn today. 

Genscher emphasized Germany's intcrest on sirength- 
cning democratic development and im rapid success in 
cconomn reforms. The Federal Government will work 
for imtensification of cooperation with Bulgaria both 
within the OECD and om the EC. The agreement on 
associate membership with the EC must be concluded as 

quickly as possible and with a prospect of full and cqual 
membership. 

4 further theme of the talks was the situation on 5 ugo- 
Slavia. The two politicians addressed a jornt appeal to all 
forces mn V ugoslasia to give the peace process mntroduced 
by the EC a chance m order to cnable the \ ugoslas 
peoples to decide thew future themselves. unhampered 
by further ssolence. 

Ex-GDR Spy Chief Markus Wolf Leaves VMloscow 
LDOSO=O "S091 Borin UDNS on Gorman 0639 GMI 

SSep vi 

[Text] Moscow (ADN}—The former GDR spy chict 
Markus Wolf, who 1s berg sought with an arrest war- 
rant. has left his Moscow casle. As ADN learned from 
diplomatic circles in Moscow. Wolf began hes yournes 
abroad last Friday evening at Sheremetveso Airport 
There 1s speculation that he has moved to \usina oF 
Hungary. Last week Wolf sand mm a DER SPIEGEL 
mtcrvecw that he wanted to appear as a defense wriness 
im the Munich tral of the ex-Stas: officer Harry Schuct 
Wolf had been guarantoed safe conduct by the German 
authorities for thes apporwntment. which has been sect for 
10 October 

Gives Reasons for F vile 

10 08091 0491 Hambare DER STILGLL in Gorman 
2 Sep 91 pp 21 

[imtersecw with ox-GDR espromage chict Markus Wolt 
by Olaf thiaw and thy Foerster m Moswow date not 
given: “The Time mn Moscow Is Ohver™] 
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[Tet] [DER SPIEGEL) Mr Woll, arc thongs slowly 
boocoming uncomiortabic tor you bere mn Mowos” 

[Wolf] | do not think that « 6s comfortabic tor anyone im 
Moscow now 

[DER SPIEGEL] Already before the putsch the news- 
paper MOSKOVSAIVE NOVOSTI counted you as onc 
of the hund of “ghosts” who. the Ench Honecker. came 
“wo the Sovect LU ason from all over Eastern Europe ~ 

[Wolt) I do not fect he a ghost. | came to Mowow quite 
legally to present the Russian cdition of my hook “The 
Troka” | treed to use the ume here to clanty ary 
viuation and alo that of my former cmplovces. for 

whom | continuc to tecl morally responsible 

[DER SPIEGEL] Are you not m the wrong place for 
that” 

[Wolt] | had contacts with poltnians and rnowned 
micrnational law cxperts. apart from other things. | 

wrote two letters to Pressdent Mikhail Grorhaches How- 
ever. the latest cvents have practically chimmated these 
possibslitics now 

[DER SPIEGEL) The German Government has asked 
Moscow for the extradition of Ench Honecker You are 
expected to give voursell up. Is thes an offer in dixgurse” 

[Wolf] | do not thenk that thes 1s an offer. 1 do not beheve 
thal my) situation can be compared wath that of Mr 
Honecker, and | do not feel threatened 

[DER SPIEGEL) As a result of the farled coup. however. 
onc of your most important protectors—Vladimw 
Arvuchkov. the head of the Sovect micthgence service 
KG B—has disappeared from the stage Do you not now 
havc to capect that the crew around the new strong man. 
Bors Yeltsin, will drop you” 

[Wolf] Kryuchkow was not my mam protector Since | 
left active service four years ago. my contacts here have 
been more of the political kind. 

[DER SPIEGEL] What status have you actuall) boon 
grantcd—that of an asylum-secker’ 

[Wolf] No. | am sessing my relatives here, and | am 
conducting negotiations with the publishing company on 
the publicatvon of my new book “Al Cine’s Chen Order” 
jim Exgenen Aufirag) 

[DER SPIEGEL) Lookong back, was 1 not a mistake that 
vou fled before German unification. contradicting your 
announcement that you would give yoursecil up to the 
yudwuary” 

[Wolf] God knows | did not make thes decision cas) for 
myself, and | also caplained uf om letters to Prevdent 
Richard von Weizsaccker and Federal Prosecutor Geon- 
eral Aleasnder von Stahl. Because of the hectic political 
events at thal ime. moves were under way to turn me 
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practacall unte the svmhol of and ssa0nvm for the GDR 
Sigs: Matec All an trends and lawyers adv nod me to ict 

thes siluation pass firs 

[DER SPIEGEL] Were there amy promncs hy the Wes 
Cscrman sade that were then rctracted” 

[Wolf] Vos. thes also plaved a rok As lam about to take 
a Sep that I have bong boon comuderme. however. I do 
not want to talk about thes for logal reasons 

IDER SPIEGEL] You prohabh also do not want to 
\@mment on roperts that vou have boon offered the 
possibelity of turmeng sates evidence of some sori” 

[Moll] The has not hoon screws) proposed to mc: 
however ft had roconod 4 promise wherehy agroceng to 
such an offer would have at least Drought about an 
amacsls for an omphnces. | would hawe saved 

[DER SPIEGEL) Aticr our dmappearance at fiest vow 
wanted to ture up om issact, Why there” 

[Woll) | did mot have any mntcnton of goung to Moscow, 
preeesch) for the reasons that were confirmed aficr- 
wards—the clam tor sesiance. that | was handing over 
agents and semilar qonmscase 

{DER SPUGEL) we will come back to that later 

However what dud the Mossad. the Istach micthgence 
“Tv Sant from .ou—detars abo! the Arab terrors 

“one” 

[Woll] | do not have any direct contacts wath the 
Mossad Apart from that | probably would not have 
boun able to satesty the curnesey of these geatiomen. The 
inp did net take place anyways. bocause Jerusalem did 

mn comuder the date comvcment 

[DER SPIEGEL] “ow you are setteng here mm cule m 
Moscow. while vour successor, Werner Growmann, and 
former cmplovces are bomng mndicted mm Gorman Do 
vou tocl guilty” 

[Wolt] | would have to tect guilty of 1 could have helped 
ms former cmplovces by saving on Germany however 

thes was fot possiic wader the green corcummiances. OF 
course. the sttuatron «© a burden for me | have great 
respect for Miro Corosemann and the others however I 
belevc that | was able to do more to clarity) both thew 
situation and my own through the steps that | took here 

[DER SPIEGEL) Im the Growmann case the Foderal 
( onstrtutronal ( owrt has to tend owt. at the roquest of the 

Berlin Chamber Court whether such tral of former 

GDR agents are powsibtc at all Why do vou not also trust 
m the state based on the cule of law and hope thal vou 

will aot be trcated wore than Coonemann” 

[Wott] Beton fT lett last voar | sad that | weal’ not 
howlate to spond halt a vcar on detontron pending tral— 

at that tome thongs looked dificrent: Now. however. the 
outcome of the Menech tral of Marry Schuct!. ehe n 
accused of hav eng controtied a Slaw agent om the Foderal 
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Intclhgence Servece. the BND. cannet vet be prodactod 
in ams case. I do not thenk 4 thal « eas the bow! nhca bo 

stult the docrwon on how the former cmphnoes of any 

Forcgn Inicthgence Collecvon Main Admwantraton 
the HV A. are dealt wath trom the politcal to the pursdecal 

level, A docrsen to treat the former emplovoes of the 
HVA. who ded not comm any cromes the the 
emphyvces of one’s own micthgence sores and aot to 

procute them—thes would be the heticr way mm the 
sper of recom rhatron and halance 

[DER SPIEGEL] The Federal ( onsinutional ( cert mew 
decade whether & ssolates the principle of cqualey te 
prosecute had agents—that 1. those from the East —and 

not good agents—that rs. those from the West Howover 
vour claem that the HV 4 was only an mictpeme srs ne 
such as cansts om overs Mate of the world sounds rather 

questionable om vice of the constant revclatvons of the 

Sass cv dowds 

|Wolt] There are ne rev clatrons about crimes commuted 

by the HV A onl absurd clanms om publ that ot has boon 

proved that the HV 4 prepared a war of aggrewwon The 
truth os that the HV A's mam assgnment was the preset. 

Valen of peace oF to pul fon enicthgeme ser nc jargon 
to drscover dangerous surprises for the GDR in good 
time | am stell comsenced that the work of the HY 4 

comtnibuted to mamtarung such a long ponad of poacc 
m bt urope 

[DER SPIEGEL) Yow should give ws a few cramples of 
the peacetul work of the HVA 

[Wot] The HN \ was the fers eastern mntcthgence sore me 
m the 1970's te port oul the emmmecnt Matenmng of 
mmiormodiate-range ecapeons in Europe The unfermation 
on thes meee lod to countermeasures. which at fees del 
not look asf thes would promote peace Cerectly fet that 

lod to drarmament on the end If one makes the other 
swede ots potential and ots plans. transparent and the other 

sukc hows that the «san cloment thal presen cs poace 

(H course. an micthgenoe service © fel a foreign men 
mir) Means and methods are used there, bul thew 
means and mothads arc also used By enicthgemec sory noes 
wih asthe BND There arc enough cxamples of that 

[DER SPIEGEL) it has meanwhile boon proved that the 
Stas also used murder and kidnapping be Cizon 

Michact Geartomschlacger) who took an automat 
shooting des nce from the border fence and presented ot om 
pullin was delyhoratch shot Py a squad acar Buc hon on 

Si bleseig- Holton shen he treed to disayscmivk 
another kileng device Who eas responce tor such 
onders’ 

[Wolf] Goonerally spcakeng noms sphere of royponstelety 

and om the WV A there eas fot a wngk cow that was 
heked woth Mondshod of death | wish that the (fects of 

Wester micthgomoe serves could sate the with thy 
wre Cloat COM HOMGK 
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[DER SPIEGEL) So tar you have categoruallh dened 
that vow keacw of the Cooperation hetecee the Saw and 
the torrent Red Anan Factson. the RAF 

[Molt] | stink to that Rxgew mdocd I def breve 

an\thing afoul a 

[DER SPIEGEL] We have a document ehah ways that 
on 8 May 1979 you rocenod extcnwec wptormation trom 
vowr Mienestry showeng that the Stas: Maen Departmcat 
NNT etach eas rosponmwitc for antetcrromm mecasercs 

met on GDR tortor eth teadming mentors of thk 
torrent “> June Movement.” mchadeng Inge Victt. «he 
later hocame an BAP terrors: and then tett the BAP te 
Mabieh contoct and gam miormaton — 

[Woh) The paper of spring 1979 was mtradoced by 
( bret Locttc head of the Hamburg (tne tor thx 
Pros teen of the C onstetutron. on the lawsart that | has« 

hoon persueng agarest bem om the Hamburg Regronal 
(court © the bass of the proce of miormatron. he 
moorroctl: claws that at the bogenmeng of the 14a) s I 
was mmvobved om the operation to take m cv RAP mom. 
hers f)o the “efermathen” an: natec 6 mdood Intod 
bosnk the names of other omphnces of the VMeentn of 

State Soowrety as rocgpecrts, however. thes docs got moan 

that the paper landed oe on desk and that I roccnod all 

suPoqgucet onformation of the reuc 

(MR SPIEGEL) Apert from otter addrewoes there 

Woll (HN A) and the name nm checked 

{[Woll) Bh) whom” In am caw The paper marl deals 
with Palesteneans and the fact that wm 1974 the Staw was 
concerned about thew acti ties and wanted te get od of 
the torrorests of posse In fact thes ere rome od from 

the C1) wethen a short tome 

(MR STUEGEL) The = ake mformatren shoul th 

ehorcabouts of the mtcrnatronally wanted terrors 
(ark oop the CDR and of the Palesteman Vu Dawud 

whom send te have hoon rosponsette for the mawacre om 

the Ierach: vellage at the 197) Olympn Games om 

Munnath 

|Wolt) When I we the document later, | enh noted 

that the Viewer, of State Socerety Rad treed to he hop 
miormed ahewt cconthwg halt eas conmmected anh 
miornatonal torrernwm. and thal # eas emportant 

hoop the acter dees of these dangerous groups aeay trom 
the (DR 

[IER SPUE CEL) In Contrast to our statemonts—at leat 
that what former Socthen Head Eberhard Arad trom 
the Mawn Dopertment VAM save—there eas coon a 

hanen man called (7atg eho Drefed vou HY A 
ahowt the “Store TD preagect. the aaterahvateen of os 

RAL mormon 

|Woll) | de eet heheve that | would hawe known that 
Mv secowwe Cerone has alee culod cat that som 

thong bh. thes happened 
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[DER SPIEGEL) Wanews Kind gives cxact dctars of the 
tasks of harson man Orzwtug He had “to take care that 
the ace sdentistics of the dropouts and ihc 
personal sdentety codes were regrsicred m the HVA” 

[Wolf] Ferst. the name Orzschig docs not tcll me any- 
thong. Scoond. | once again say clearly Under my kead- 
crshup there were no such hnks and no such information 

[DER SPIEGEL) The HVA. whech you offen character- 
ied a8 2 practically autonomous sphere withen the Stas 

#28 part of the micrnal represson om the GDR. Crande- 

bncs and decrees obligated your agents to collect mate- 
nal withen the country riscif. for msiance about citizens 
eth contacts to the West or about “polutnal under- 
ground activities.” which were allegedly controficd by 
the cremy 

[Wolf] OF course. the HVA and as cmplovces were 
ordered to use all powsebilrtecs, on the speret of the scours 
dactrmme that was vald at the mec However one 

cannot. therefore. smply say that the HV 4 was onc of 

the oasiruments that must now be called apparatus of 

Oppression 

[DER SPIEGEL] ( nizems who were the targets of such 
measurce will have a different view on that 

[Wolf] Then one must check every mndinvidual caw (ne 
must not forget today that the whole maticr was 
embedded om the cold war Ifthe BND. for sestance. was 
working mm accordance with the security doctrine om the 
country at the tome 

[DER SPIEGEL) the onl difference that the BND «ns 

protebvtied to do any work at home 

[Wolf] then onc cannot aficrwards » what was 
worse One can even read information on DER SPIEGEL 
about the domestic activ itics that were allegedly prohib- 
ited 

[DER SPIEGEL) These are the Dlewungs of the troodom 
of the press. Mr Wolf, the Federal Supreme ( ourt has 
guaraniced you “sate conduct” for wa days w you can 
«1 as a wetness for the defense for your former general 
Harry Schuctt. mm Munich on 10 October How can you 
help vour former subordinate” 

[Wolf) By generally clarifying the legal stuatvon of the 
former employees of the micthgence serve fT themk that 

the tral of Mr Schuctt «= dlcgal and that the Foderal 
( onsivtiutronal ( ori first has to decide on the logalit: of 
such trials | ast for your underviandeng that | cannot say 
anything more on thes upcoming trial | have not even 
recened an officsal summons yet 

(DER SPIEGEL] Do you trust the guarantce of wate 
conduct” 

[Wolf] After consulting my lawyers. | bebeve that | need 
not nooessarny lnsticn to the warnings of good fronds who 
) thal 2 trap m hong wt for me 
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[DER SPIEGEL] Polusiwes m Bonn and Beri arc 
uacomfonabic with the thought that you might us sour 
appearance for a tng modsa show 

[Wolf] Thes 1s certamhy not my micntion 

[DER SPIEGEL) (vcr the past months you havc eriticn 
many keticrs To Gorhaches. Von Weizsaccher, Welly 
Brandi. and the foderal prosecutor gencral What were 
the answers” 

[Wolf] The federal prosecutor gencral did aot respond at 
all, Mr. Brandt wndecated hes conviction that. apart from 
the current accusateon of having worked for an micth- 
gence service. | cannot be accused of am thing che and 
that. therefore. 4 ncod not mocevsarily be the task of the 
pudscrary to dcal with the rsuc 

[DER SPIEGEL) There are particularly bizarre bmks 
hetwoen vou and Brandt Ai first. the Staw kept hem 
the Chancetior’s Office by Dribeng Julus Stemer. ( bres 
tan Democrat Unon Bundesiag deputy a1 the vote of 
no confidence m 197) Two years later 4 was the 
drcovery of your top spy. Gecntcr Guillaume that 
caused Brandt's fall—an accndcnt as you havc repcatcdly 
stressed 

[Wolf] Yes And when | recall the events surrounding 
Stormers vote. | am no longer so sure that the Siaw was 
the only onc that treed to gct to bem. Perhaps Stcmer 
cashed on from two wdes 

[DER SPIEGEL] Officers Berber Brehmer and Cruenter 
Robrsact from your Department \. specialists in drwn- 
formation, reported m DER SPIEGEL that Erich 
Mende. cx<chairman of the Free Democratn Party of 
Crormany. was also supposed to be black mared to vote 
tor Brandt on your orders 

[Wolf] Sence « s DER SPIEGEL that asking | would 
hhhe to answer, otherwrse | would not say anvtheng After 
all. the two gentiomen. whe, hy the ea) fever ew my 
office from the ude. rocewed a4 lot of room mm DER 
SPIEGEL for ther statements 

[DER SPIEGEL) Ties was. after all. a threlleng sory 

[Wolf] The cxamplc of Mende shows how many prob- 
lems onc can cause of one wees file cards and fies ma 

carcless way The HVA had a thick file on Erich Mende 
ht comtamned information and reports from confidential 
talks that had bhoen beld wath Mende Thew were aot 

only talks with Mendes tau Berlin acquamtance 
(vomotla. who he Semecll had named and who we 
rogrsicred under the cower name “Otter” More tre 
quently. « was the caw that Mende. the many other 

polriiciam had often demonvirated a readiness to speak 

about mmtcrnal maticrs more oF lew frankly however he 
ded not know that he had anything to do with the GDR 
micthgence wrvee What he thought and what he 
assumed remains hes scorct 

In any caw, these roports were © mteresiing that they 
hecame very volumemows, were taken out of the other 
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i i i i be taken as proof that Mende 

(DER SPIEGEL] Was the HVA also mvolved m the 
spying on the then Schicswig-Holstem Minrster- 
Pressdent Uwe Barschel at the begemning of the | 97A)'s. as 

aftauw and with hes death wm Geneva rm 1987. There 6 not 

the shightest indication for thrs 

[DER SPIEGEL] According to your former subordinates 
from the disinformation department. you personally 
imitiated the Mackmasl of Hemnch Lummer the former 
Chrestian Democratic Senator of the Interior on Berton 
Lummer was Mackmaried uwng risque photos of mect- 
ings with 2 Stas: woman 

[Wolf] | do not want to comment on the Lummer affair 
What there was to say about has been published 
However. if a man who would have hed to have had a 
communnst for bieakfaw every day. and who. with the 
tact! permiswon of the sccurity organs. conducts his 
private and mtimate affairs mm a way that cannot be 
expected of a politician. he should not complam if 
something comes to light some day 

[DER SPIEGEL] Two of the mot sgnificant political 
affarrs on the Federal Republic, the bugging scandals of 
Kohl-Bredenkopt and Sirauss-Scharnagl. were staged by 
your service. Were there any other such actions im the 
absurd war of the moles” 

[Wolf] Your term of the abwurd war « appropriate 
Basically I have always considered such things as merely 
child's play But the politicians should have known that 
they should not hold confidential talks via car telephone 

[DER SPIEGEL] ts 4 truc that you had an office mm the 
Stas: burideng. entity documents, and access to the 
Stas: archives even after 1986 when you resugned from 
the HVA prematurely” 

[Wolf] ft os true that there was a written agreement ve uth 
Mietke that settled my resignation from the service That 
docs not mean. however. that | continued to work for the 
State Securnty secretly. Mictke had hes reasons to con- 
tinue to bund me into his Ministry as an official on charge 
of secrets—!I had my own, very different reasons 
(roranted. | ded have some privileges But show me a man 
im My postion who after W years on a sate office would 
refuse to accept an office or a driver. if necessary | 
wanted above all to have access to historical information 
for my work on the books | planned to write Nothing 
cle was behind this office 
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[DER SPIEGEL] Interror Moenestcr W offgang Schacubic 
sand recently that 400 former Staw agents arc stell om the 
“sensitive arcas™ of FRG authoritecs and government 
agencies. Is that a realestec figure” 

[Wolf] | do not know where these figures come from 
There may be unciposed unofficial HV A members But 
| am quite sure that not a sengic agent Continucs to he on 

active SeTVECE Mm any way 

[DER SPIEGEL] We find « hard to bebeve that Why 
should they not work for another employer” 

[Wolf] They would be suscedal of they did. There ss sot a 
single agent who would not have been known to onc or 
two or three others at the HVA. In any case. 4 was al 

least twice the number Thus every agent has to reckon 
with the fact that among the 10) or |S who were informed 
about his activity m some way. there 6 at least one 
person who 1s trying to emprove hes own situation by 
making hrs knowledge ay aslabic 

[DER SPIEGEL] That has happened more and more 
frequently recently 

[Wolf] Exposing peopic whom you have persuaded to do 
this job—there «s only one word to describe this 
Betrayal 1 do not know how these people feel when they 
look at the murrot every morning. 

[DER SPIEGEL] Western mitctigence services have 
claumed that you personally transferred 40 spies from 
your former service to the Sovect AGB 

[Wolf] Not a word 1s truc about that. nor am | a suncide 
candidat~ | want to liwe om Grermany 

[DER SPIEGEL] How about your present relations with 
the KGB” Are they pust pensoners’ meetings” 

[Wolf] Since | have been here. | have had nothing to do 
with imicthgence maticrs Penwoncrs—that 1s true Of 
course. | mect with my acquaintances. and we discuss the 
situation 

[DER SPIEGEL] Felsks Drerzhunskiy. the founder of the 
Soviet KGB headquarters. the Lubyanka burlding. was 
removed from hes pedestal. Is the KGB facing a fate 
similar to the one the Stas: sufrered when its East Berlin 

that one of my former colleagucs. General Kryuchkov. 
would give those forces here who do not want to leave 
the smallest trace of the word socialism. the best present 
of all by staging the putuch 
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(DER SPIEGEL) Mr. Wolf, why do you not post take 
your surtcasc, whach « packed. and fly back wath us to 
Germany” 

[Wolf] My time here om Moscow has ended Trusting m 
the decrwon of the Federal Consinutional Court, | will 
take the mght sicp together with my lawyers. 

[DER SPIEGEL) Mr. Wolf, we thank you for thes miter- 
vice 

Ne Honecker Extradition ‘For tac Time Being’ 

LD0409142091 Berlin ADN on German 1350 GMT 
Sep 9 

[Text] Moscow (ADN}—Ench Honccker will not be 
extradited to Germany by the Sovict Unson for the teme 
berg ADN learned thes today from diplomatic circies mm 
Moscow. ht was sand further that Bonn had meanwhile 
been briefed on this Moscow position 

* Continued FC Subsidies Anger Steel Industry 
9IGEOSITD Munch SUEDDEUCTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in Gorman 2 Aug 91 p 27 

Articte by jas: “Steel Industry Accuses Bonn of “hirking 
esponsibility: New Suisidy Avalanche Feared: 

Industry Feels Lefi m Lurch by Mocliemann™] 

[Text] Duesseldorf—-The Steel Producers’ Assoctatron mn 
Duesseldorf fects left un the burch on its permancnt quest 
to have a ban on subidecs prevail within the European 
Community [EC], deserted on the one hand by the 
Federal Government. but on the other hand. particularly 
by Federal Miniter of the Economy Jucrgen Moctic- 
mann. As President Ruprecht Vondran sad yesterday in 
the presence of the press. the subsidy violatrons within 
the EC are becoming more numerous of late and icreas- 
ingly more refined 

The reason for the anger with Bonn 1s that the Council of 
Ministers in Brussels not long ago. acting on the request 
of the EC Commission, released an additional 26 
German marks [DM] to the Itahan steel concern Ital- 
sider/liva, a firm which om the period 1980 to 1990 has 
“cashed mn” on subwidies on the atsount of nearly DM 3) 
bilhon As the association states on thes regard, Italsider/ 
liva has a raw sicel capacity of 11.5 milhon tons per 
annum. By contrast. the German sicel industry, with a 
production potential of 31 3 millon tons per annum has 
thus far received no more than DM6.6 billhon om aid, of 
which. on the meantime. 600 millon has been pad back 
to Bonn. The ltahans, by contrast. have not returned a 

The same apples to the French steel concern 
‘Sacilor, which, with a capacity of 19.1 milhon 

tons per annum, has thus far received barely DM25 

In several letters to Mr Moctlemaonan and on one last fax 

to hes State secretary, Johann Fethofl. “all the way imto 
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TH. i Hh: Ht iy’ Hi ti 4 4 H ij 3 é i i i 7 F 
zi = i recemt demand for subsdics by U'senor-Sacilor 1s 
sometheng Mr. Vondran views with the greatest pertur- 
bation. partecularly sence of 1s precescly thes concern (Sat 
has made sisclf conspicuous by acquering firms 
throughout the world and by announcing that its avowed 

Because. based on Mr. Vondran’s observatiom. the 
motives for subidics within tae EC have fundamentally 
changed. Wf the maim sca mm the past was to build up 
shaky firms with tax moncy to assure pots om this way, 
today the arm 1s more apt to be strategn reahgnament of 
the concerns What rs at stake rs capanding already good 
market positions ito leading markct positions for the 
sake of financing new technologies or the atron of 
busmmesses. occawonally. for the sake of cornering the 
market 

Even the way in which sunsidies are granted has changed 
markedly. Direct payments from state treasures are 
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that will be used weethen the contest of the Itahan Utopia 
propect, to reviructure the regeons of Napics and Genoa. 
And be asks: Is that the ocw Europe. m which one 

* Trust Agency To Lease Former State Farms 
VIG EO4I8B Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German & Aug 91 p 21 

— by old. “Trust Agency To Lease 1.5 Millon 
Homesteaders From West Sought Agreement 

With Banks”) 

[Text] Berlin—The Berton Trust Agency has now decided 
on the future of agricultural land outside the agricultural 
producer cooperatrwes (LPGs) and the former sate . : , 
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mullon hectares of forest land. of whech some | § milbon 

hectarcs well also be rcturned to the lacnder and com- 

munibes 

After subtracting the land to be returned to central. 
_ and local authoriuecs. and private partecs. about 

1 mithon hectares of agricultural and 400.000 hectares of 
forest land will temam eth the Trust Agency. not 
omchudeng the state farm lands. Says Rohr “In the short 
term. we must cope with aumcrous tasks of a sovereign 

Agency 
and dectare themscives willing to utilize, at thew own 

mercial land. prices between DM30.000 and 
1M 100.000 per hectare can be obtained m the new 
lacnder 

* Jobless in East To Reach 6 Million by 1992 
GIGEO4IR Frankfurt/Main FRANKFURTER 
ILLGE MEINE in German 7 Aug 91 p ii 

Article by J: “Rapid Rise in Unemployment in East: 
ould Be Higher Without Social Measures, West 

German Labor Market ‘In Good Shape] 

[Text] Nuremburg—The labor market in west Germany 
overall remained “in good shape” during July, also. By 
contrast unemployment in cast Germany grew 
“abruptly” Hemnch Franke, president of the Federal 
Labor Office in Nuremberg. gave this information when 
presenting the latcst labor market data In the area of the 
former FRG the demand for iabor, job placements. and 
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employment have risen further. for primarily scasonal 
reasons (summer slack period). unemployment increased 
by 100,000 to almost 1.7 million from June to July. In 
cast Germany. the protective rationalization provisions 
have expired in the metal and electrical indusirics. also 

the temporary layoff regulation in public service. As 
expected, as a consequence the number of uncmployed 
there rose by 226.100 to 1.1 million. 

Many former short-time workers have now become 
unemployed im east Germany, said Franke. For this 
reason above all, the number of short-time workers 
decreased from June to July by 283,000 to 1.6 million. 
Al the same time reports of open jobs and job-finding 
activities have mmcreased perceptibly. Enterprises and 
administrations reported | 13.100 open jobs to the labor 
offices, 39,100 more than in Junc. Job placements rose 
by 34.800 to 95.900. However. there is still “much too 
little self-propelled economic upswing” behind these 
figures. Rather. they reflect above all greater utilization 
of labor market policy instruments. At least two-thirds of 
the job placements are procurements of job creation 
measures. 

Franke supported the assessment that, because of the 

still weak cconomy overall in east Germany. “in the near 
future there will be more workplaces cut back there than 

new ones generated.” Thus employment from the begin- 
ning to the end of 1991 will drop by 2 million to about « 
million. Although a part of the reductions are cushioned 
by migration and commuter movements and through 
social measures, by year’s end one must cxpect a rise in 
unemployment to over 1.5 million. As long as the forces 
of cconomic impetus do not become stronger. onc 
cannot do away with an “active labor market policy on a 
large scale.” 

In Franke’s words, because of the termination date ai the 
end of the quarter and the summer slack scason in 
industry, there has been a “slight cloudiness” on the 
labor market in west Germany. From June to July. the 
number of job-seekers has increased by over 100.000 to 
1.694 millon, and the unemployment ratio (unem- 
ployed in percent of all civilian employees) climbed from 
5.3 to 5.7 percent. On the other hand, the number of 
short-time workers dropped by 16.300 to 146.200. In 
July. the labor offices received reports of 218.700 new 
job openings, 8.000 more than a year ago. The number of 
job placements within one year has increased by almost 
20,000 to 235,200. 

[Box, p 11] 

In the words of Heinrich Franke, president of the Fed- 
eral Labor Office, the labor market policy measures in 
cast Germany, including short-time work arrangements. 
have prevented the additional unemployment of 1.8 
million people. Between January and July. almost half a 
millon workers have begun occupational extended 
training, retraining, or job familiarization. Through job 
creation measures, 210,000 employees were supported at 
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the end of July. Early reterement pensions were paid to 
360.000 older workers, and transitional old-age retire- 
ment benefits to 189.900. 

* Jobs To Take Priority in Eastern Liquidations 

YIGEO4ISD Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German 7 Aug 91 p 25 

[Article by old: “Saving Jobs Has Priority in Liquida- 
tion: Trust Agency Sees Opportunities in Sale of Enter- 
prise Components; Simson as Successful Exampic™] 

[Text] Berlin—For cast German enterprises, which are 
in liquidation or bankrupicy. there are some resultant 
chances for the future, if individual enterprise compo- 
nents can be sold to investors. Above all 1 1s a question 
of the permanent securing of workplaces. as stated to 
journalists in Berlin by Ludwig Traenker, Trust Agency 
director in charge of liquidations. In principle the Trust 
Agency considers liquidation a betier way to save jobs 
than bankruptcy. 

In liquidation, the Trust Agency al any time has control 
over which enterprise Components are to be taken out 
and sold to investors as independent units. On the other 
hand. in the case of bankruptcy, the settlement 1s in the 
hands of a court-appointed official receiver and thus 
outside the influence of the Trust Agency. For if a 
creditor or manager files for bankruptcy. the official 
receiver must, above all, “preserve total assets” in order 
to service myured creditors. The decision, whether an 
enterprise goes into bankruptcy or liquidation, 1s made 
by an independent expert appointed by the Trust 
Agency. 

Larger Batch at Year's End 

According to Traenkner, at the end of July of this year. 
525 Trust Agency enterprises were in liquidation. and 
107 in bankruptcy proceedings. The liquidations affect 
87.350 workers, the bankruptcies almost 37,200. During 
the next weeks, the central Trust Agency office will be 
facing the liquidation of an additional 9! enterprises. 
which will affect some 40,000 employees. 

“At the end of the year we expect a larger batch,” stated 
Trust Agency director Traenkner. A more precise assess- 
ment of the number of destitute enterprises will only be 
possible once the DM [German mark] opening balances 
of all companies are available. The “real problem sec- 
tors” are the textile, chemical, electronics, and optical 
industries. In the agricultural sector, also, a considerable 
number of liquidations and bankruptcies must be 
expected. 

According to Traenkner. between November of last year 
and the end of July 1991 the Trust Agency managed to 
sell off a total of 84 enterprises or enterprise compo- 
nents, respectively, which were in liquidation. Revenucs 
of DM412 million were obtained, On balance, however. 
the Trust Agency probably carned hardly any moncy, 
since in almost all sales the Trust Agency assumes the 
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pre-DM debts. Tracnkner: “The preservation and per- 
manent securing of jobs 1s more important to us than 
obtaining optimal liquidation proceeds.” 

Splut up between the central Trust Agency office which 
handles all enterprises with a staff of over 250. and 
branch offices dealing with smalicr businesses. the fol- 
lowing picture emerges: At headquarters. in the case of 
bankruptcy. afier six months 25 percent of jobs were 
preserved. and 41 percent of workpiaces in case of 
liquidation. In the Trust Agency branch offices. barely 
20 percent of jobs could be preserved in case of bank- 
rupicy. and 20.5 percent in case of liquidation. 

Traenkner emphasized that. after a period of ninc 
months. over 50 percent of jobs could be secured in the 
area of the Trust Agency's central office. So it 1s foresee- 
able that. by the end of 1992. on the average 80 percent 
of the former employees will have found a new job in the 
old enterprise. Sometimes even new jobs are created, 
raising the figure to 120 percent. 

Traenkner cried Simson Fahrzeug GmbH. Suhl. as a 
successful case of liquidation. Of the original 3.000 
workers. some 700 could con*-nuc to be employed. New 
enterprises imtcresied in the well-qualified skilled 
workers have sctiled on the company grounds of the 
traditional motorcycle manufacturer. 

* SPD Shifting on Status of Postal Employees 

YIGEO4ISE Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German 3 Aug Yl p 33 

[Gerhard Hennemann article: “Will the Civil Service Be 
Out of the Postal Service? SPD Refuses to Play Reform 
Blocker for Postal Workers Union” | 

[Text] Bonn—The question raised by Christian Schwarz- 
Schilling of how to prevent a further expansion of the 
civil service im the postal service has made the board of 
directors of the Telekom [tclecommunications]. Postdi- 
enst [Postal Service}, and Postbank [Postal Bank] enter- 
prises sit up. They are not the only ones who know 
without a doubt that the postal reform remains incom- 
plete as long as the Basic Law hinders the three enter- 
prises in their activities. Bul a “reform of the reform” is 
possible only with the support of the SPD [Social Dem- 
ocratic Party of Germany}. 

What at first appeared not very well thought oui— 
namely the statement by the minister for post and 
telecommunications that the end of the [postal] civil 
service would be a task of the current legislative period— 
was evidently a deliberate thrust. Schwarz-Schilling. who 
in the finance-policy wrangling between the federal 
finance minister and the board of directors of Telekom 
laid himself open to suspicion im recent months, this 
tume made it unmistakably clear what his concern was. 
He informed his interviewers from 
WIRTSCHAFTSWOCHE that he no longer ruled out 
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that the SPD was also willing. “to yump over the fence 
and lay the foundation stone for an efficient postal 
service.” 

indirectly he hinted at what only a short time ago seemed 
unthinkabic—namely. the SPD's political cutting of the 
umbilical cord of the outdated German Union of Postal 
Employees (DPG). A sweeping organizational reform. 
which the three postal enterprises in reunited Germany 
need as urgently as the railroad. can be implemenicd 
only by abolishing Article 87 of the Basic Law. which still 
mandates for both the railroad and the postal service a 
federally owned administration as the Icgal form. 
without regard for business-administrative require- 
menis. 

The two-thirds majority in parliament necessary for a 
constitutional change, which can be obtained only with 
the help of the Social Democrats. contrary to all capec- 
tations, scems to be moving into the realm of possibility. 
since voices within the SPD are increasing. challenging 
the party to adopt a critical stance vis-a-vis the DPG. 
They warn of the political pressure of a union whose top 
representatives this week again rejected categorically 
even talking about farther-reaching plans of restruc- 
turing the three postal enterprises. A mulishaess which 
probably can be explained only by the fact that the DPG 
sees itself primarily as a kind of super-works’ council of 
the postal service, always inclined to exceed its compe- 
lencies vis-a-vis the enterprise management and to block 
on principle everything that might hurt its interests. 

It seems to be dawning gradually on the ranks of Social 
Democrats that the economic policy competence of the 
party. reclaimed by the new chairman. Bjoern Engholm. 
in the coming parliamentary clections must become clear 
not least of all through constructive SPD cooperation in 
resolving the postal and railroad problems. In this case. 
economic policy Competence means no longer ignoring 
the insight that the postal structural reform musi be 
followed by a “reform of the reform” as quickly as 
possible. In the SPD. also, the realization 1s apparently 
growing that a considerable need for correction cxrsts 
here. 

It 1s proving to be partecularly urgent to delineate much 
more clearly the entreprencunal responsibility of the 
three boards of directors from the political influence of 
the Federal Government and to redefine the function of 
the minister for post and telecommunications in his role 
of representative of the owner, of reguiator of competi- 
won, and of political practitioner. The latest controversy 
between the postal minister and Telekom on the proper 
amount of leasing transmission fees charged to Mannes- 
mann. the private mobile transmission competitor. high- 
lighted the nature of the problem which consists in the 
fact that, on the one hand. the Law on Postal Structure 
makes competition possible bul, on the other hand. 
largely preserves Telckom in its old structures. 
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This includes. first of all, the handicap of the Civil 
Service Law. which 1s a serious disadvantage in com- 
peting with private enterprises, which. for their part. 
have far greater possibilities of paying first-rate per- 
sonnel according to performance. In addition. in the new 
laender basic decisions with a long-lasting effect musi be 
made on whether cast German postal employees are to 
become civil servants. If one were to cling to the tradi- 
tional principle that even the last mail carrer or tele- 
communications technician in the Erzgebirge [eastern 
German mountain range} must be a civil servant. then a 
true enterprise reform at Teickom. the Postal Service. 
and the Postal Bank would be postponed forever. 
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Almost everything speaks im favor of limiting. im the 
future. civil service status im the postal and railway 
services to a few. clearly sovereign functions. Naturally. 
this will be possible only by retamung civil service status 
for present civil servants, and with the aid of long-term 
transition regulations. In any case. rapid rethinking 1s 
needed—and not only in the SPD. but also in the Union 
[Christian Democratic/Christian Social Union] where. 
after Schwarz-Schilling’s cautious ¢ cercises in loosening 
the Civil Service Law. « was considered necessary— 
totally superfluously—to declare the party chairman and 
chancellor [Kohli] the political patron saint of German 
postal civil servants. 
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Dumas “Delighted” With Processes in USSR 

LDO409164791 Paris France liter-Radw Netaork 
in French 1600 GMT 4 Sep 9! 

[Text] Addressing the National Assembly foreign affairs 
commitice. [Foreign Minister] Roland Dumas went back 
over the events which are currently rocking the USSR 
Roland Dumas was recorded by Luc Lemonnicr 

[Begin Dumas recording] Once the dismemberment 
Silage 1s Over. once the republics have achieved sover- 

cigniy. the feeling which prevails 1s that there 1s a need to 
find a new form of association. and that the Supreme 
Soviet 1s mghtly inspired in onenting iiself in this direc- 
twon—a union of the sovereign republics. in other words 
the joint determination of the defense of the inicrests of 
the republics amongst themselves. Ii 1s. in a way. the 
successful result of Mr. Gorbachev's idcas as he has 
explained them to us—to the president of the Republic 
and myself—over a good number of years. the transfor- 
mation of the USSR. During miy last visit to Moscow he 
did not hide from me the fact that in his view this was the 
major problem—that 1s transforming the Union. but | 
note that thes ts im the process of taking place. | am 
delighted abou i. [end recording) 

PS Secretary Mauroy on USSR Putsch, Elections 

YIESIOSSA Paris LE FIGARO im French O8 Ane Yl p 6 

[Interview with French Socialist Party Secretary Pierre 
Mauroy by Jacques Fleury: place and date not given: 
“Social-Democracy Is Sull a Hope} 

[Text] [Fleury] Did this acceicration of historical devel- 
opments in the Sovict Union surprise you” 

[Mauroy] Surprise? No. because | have always been 
aware of the scope of the difficulties posed by pere- 
stroika. | was talking about ut one month ago with 
Alexander Yakoviev and | was weighing the boldness of 
his proposals against the resistance into which the 
reforms were running’ 

Nevertheless, there are so many results already marked 
on the path to democratization: The revolutions in the 
East. the fall of the Berlin wall. the German reunifica- 
tion, disarmament. and the USSR’'s positive attitude 
which allowed the Gulf war to be won. That 1s why we 
consistently supported Mikhail Gorbachey and why on 
Monday morning we resolutcly condemned the putsch of 
the Soviet reactionaries. 

[Fleury] Currently voices are being raised in Moscow in 
criticism of the French policies. more concerned with 
“Realpolitik” than with helping the progress of democ- 
racy. 

|Mauroy] If thes kind of viewpoint 1s being expressed. 1 
can only be on an isolated basis. The Sovicts are fully 
aware of the role played by France for supporting the 
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nation’s great movement toward freedom. particularly 
by Francor Mitterrand. Yes. we have always been in the 
avant-garde. 

[Fleury] Even toward Yeltsin” 

[Mauroy}] The Americans. the British. and the Crcr- 
mans—just like the French. in faci—did not develop 
reservations toward Borrs Yeltsin except where he was 
threatening to slow down the democratization policy by 
his Opposition to Gorbachev. But that 1s not important 
Since last Monday he has taken his proper place. He 
found ut om this heroical direct confrontation with the 
putsch. when he didn't hesitate to nsk hes Iite for 
democracy. My regret at the tume when the fight for 
democracy was so tragic was that the democrats did not 
unite and that they became entangled in a Franco-French 
polemic. We should havi: supported Yeltsin and shared 
his struggie to restore Gorbachev to his place. Nothing 
would have been possible without Gorbaches. just as 
from now on nothing will be possible without Yeltsin 

[Fleury] What consequences will these events have on 
the policies of the Socialist International [SI]. whose vice 
president you are” 

{Mauroy] The SI. under the inspiration of ts president 
Willy Brandt. has to deal with an unprecedented situa- 
won. It has to respond to many partics and movements 
engaged in the democratic debate who are asking to youn 

This struggle of social democracy will continuc to 
mecrease to the pount where the SI 1s the only organiza- 
tron meetir:'g the ideals of the left wing and of justice and 
freedom. aad that will be even more the case im the 
future 

[Fleury] Can the SI pick up the baton for communism in 
the world” 

[{Mauroy] Certainly. Social democracy remains a new 
idea and a hope for many nations. Understandable as 
that may be. turning from communism straight to sup- 
porting a free market 1s a bit too simplistic, The market 
cannot serve as an ideology. it 1s only a tool, The way in 
which it 1s utilized 1s what separates liberalism and social! 
democracy. Even if has to take time, cach one will have 
to make his own choice. It 1s up to us. of course. to 
explain ut and to offer ideas that will permit the greatest 
social yustice to be chosen. 

[Fleury] Today in Paris you are gathering a special 
sicering Committee to cxamine the national political 
consequences of the Soviet crisis. 

|Mauroy] The Socialists never accepted communist ide- 
ology. The struggle has continued for more than 70 years 
But this basic divergence between Socialists and ( om- 
munists never cxacmpted us from the need to unite the 
French left wing. With varying results: At times in 
agreement with the Communrists—which resulted in a 
joint program and in their participation in the govern- 
ment in 1981—and at times in disagreement: as in 1977 
when they withdrew over the implementation of the 
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tomorrow. 
[French Communist Party] 1s directly affected by the 
events and i has to respond. Even if has 
not had the courage to make the grand change. like the 

the 
to 

g 
htahan Communist Party, for example. In view of 
tremors shaking the USSR. if the PCF doesn’t try 
catch up it will be swept away by the wave of history. 

pursuing this path” 

{Mauroy] It ts up to the Communists to respond to us 
and that 1s why | hope that they will speak loudly and act 
quickly. 

[Fleury] Some Socialists have criticized the attstude of 
the party and the government... 

[Mauroy] There are the several traditional and well- 
known who have a lot of publicity and who 
will always be critical! We have acted and reacted with 
determination and everyone has heard it. In fact. | am 
convinced that the views of the firsi secretary and of the 
Executive Bureau will be shared by the members of the 
Steering Committee that 1s mecting this afternoon But 
our analysis must be carned further and every contribu- 
tion will be welcome. 

[Fleury] Yesterday morning Edith Cresson said that she 
will not wield Article 49-3 in order to impose changes in 
the regional elections. Has the proyect been abandoned” 

{[Mauroy] We are in an abnormal situation: A different 
clectoral system by regional groups, that's too much' No 
such situation exrsts in any other country. We must find 
a permanent set of rules acceptable to everyone. That 1s 
one of the conditions for the smooth operation of democ- 
racy. Soon | will bring up an imitiative to ensure that 
France takes another step forward toward the modern- 
ization of democracy. However, for the coming regronal 
and departamental elections in March 11 1s reasonable to 
preserve the current clectoral system. 

Ministry Rejects Sudan Protest of Kouchner Visit 

1 D0309155491 Paris Radio France International 
in French 1230 GMT 3 Sep 9! 

[Excerpts] [Announcer] Sudan has protested the so- 
called clandestine visit by Bernard Kouchner to southern 
Sudan. the French minister having gone to that part of 
Sudan without the support of the Khartoum authorities 
who speak today of an unfriendly visit. Donaig Le Du 
reports: 

P10409144091 Paris LE FIGARO in French 
3 Sep Yip? 

[Bernard Morrot report: “Bakhtiar Magrsirate’s File 
implicates Tehran” ] 

[Excerpt] The investigation into the murder of Shahpur 
Bakhtiar. former prime minister under the shah. 1s likely 
to take on an uncapected dimension im the coming 
weeks. The reasons 1s that Judge Jean-Lours Brugurerc. 
the cxamining magistrate recently given the task of 
investigating this case. thinks—according to very rehabiec 
police sources—that he 1s in a posiiion to confirm very 
shorily the intelligence gathered by the French. British. 
and American special services. Namely, « was the Ira- 
man Government which decided and organized the 
murder of the leader of the Iranian opposition in calc 

When the magrstrate’s conclusions are known. they will 
place France im an extremely delicate position Indeed. 
this will be the first tome thal a state—Iran m thes 
case—has been directly implicated in a terrorist act and 
that legal proceedings may be taken against prominent 
members of the Tehran regime. 

The eventuality of thes intrusion by the judiciary into 
imternational relations embarrasses Paris—to put 
mildly—for two reasons. First, 1 presents a serious 
threat to the current normalization of relations between 
France and the mullahs’ regime. Even more seriously. it 
is difficult to see how Francow Mitterrand could go 
ahead with the official visit he 1s duc to make to Tehran 
at the beginning of next month 

In the hours which followed Mr Bakhtiar’s murder. the 
Elysee curtly announced that this trip was not im doubt 
for the time being. “The imvestigation 1s following its 
course and until « «s finished, the question « prema- 
ture.” the same source sad. Last week, Foreign Minister 
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Roland Dumas hammered home the point by saying: “I 
have received no information which enabics me to say 
that 2 state 1s umplicated in thes affair.” 

lt %% mow no secret to anybody that several of the 
pressdent’s advisers are urging him to purcly and simply 

even lke thes cancellation to be announced quickly and 
not when forced to by events. [passage om:ticd] 

* RPR Deputy Advocates More Trade With Iran 
VIESIO40B Paris LE QUOTIDIEN DE PARIS 
in French 6 Aug Yip il 

[interview with Patrick Devedpan, Rally for the 
Republic deputy from Hauts-de-Seine. by Hearn Vernet. 
place and date not given: “Patrick Devedpan: We Must 
Return to the Iran Market”—first paragraph ws LE 
QUOTIDIEN DE PARIS introduction) 

[Text] According to Patrick Devedpan. RPR [Rally for 
the Republic} deputy from Hawts-<de-Seinc, who last 
week led a French parhamentary deicgation to Tehran. 
Iran « cager for normalization of its relations with 
France Devedpan exhorts French enterprises to make 
up for lost ume. Urgent action 1s needed: Iran estemates 
its FeCONStruction program will cost $130 billion. and the 
Japanese. Germans and ltahans are already on the 
swene 

[Vernet] What docs Iran cxpect from France” 

[Devedpan| Our support i its efforts to break out of the 
diplomaix wsolavon u has suffered since the Islamic 
revolution. On the micrnational scence, Tehran hopes 
once more to play a role commensurate with its stature 
as a regronal power. For cxampic. by taking a scat on the 
UN Security Council m 1992 

iran % @ major country: 56 millon mhabiiants. three 
tomes the land arca of France. with mmmense natural 
wealth. including the world’s second largest natural gas 
reserves. Bul everything has to be rebuilt. So Tehran 
wants access to the technologies that are mm the hands of 
the great indusinal powers. 

Iran already has substantial trade with Germany. Italy. 
and Japan—but in ol exploration. telecommunications. 
and nuctear technology 1 needs France. sence the United 
“Mates and Great Britain are for the moment out of the 
competition 

[Vernet] But aren't there still English-speaking hostages 
im Lebanon” And wasn't France called the “lutthe Satan” 
until pust recently’ Would a sudden about-face be real- 
mix” 

[Devedpan] | discussed the American and English hos- 
ae Se Seas Sem, Se Sane Vee Coenen 
“We are trying to use our influence with thei captors.” 
he told me, “but that 1s not cnough to convince them to 
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[Devedpan] Well, what | do know 1s that the catremist 
types are becoming increasingly marginalized. For 
crampic. 11 1s quite revealing to look at what has become 
of Ayatollah Khalkal. the “judge of the revolution.” who 
sent hundreds of people to thew death. He withdrew 
from politecs to concern himself only with drug cnforce- 

it «s true that he has made quite a reputation for 
himself in thes area, having sent more than 1.000 traf- 
fickers to the hangman im the last two years). Then he 
was made chairman of the foreign affairs Commission in 
the Majlis. But today he «5 only an ordinary member of 
that commission. And its current chairman confided to 
s that “Khalkal: «5 so fundamentalist that | 

am reluctant to be seen with him" In reality. 
after a dozen years of turmoil. war, and problems in 
everyday life. Iramans have had cnough. and in every 
sphere one sees the pressures burlding up. Of course. we 
do see people spouting anti-Western rhetorc from time 
to tyme. bul on almost every case these people have been 
“marginalized.” Truc. unveiled women are still hunted 
down by “pasdarans” [translation unknown] im the 
streets of Tehran. But if the seems to tol- 
crate them. 1 1s yust sort of a final sop to the radicals 

[Vernet] What docs France have goung for 1. on terms of 
normalizing relations” 

Devedyian] First of all. our long-standing ties with Iran 
rench Jesuits were ai the shah’s court im the 16th 

century, and mm all the years sence then, relations were 
never broken. France is the only Western country that 
can clam such a tradition of presence. and many Ira- 
mans continuc to learn our language You can't wipe out 
four centuries on a decade’ 

We still have a great deal of prestige owing to the fact 
that we provided a haven at Neauphic-le-Chatcau for 
Imam Khomeyn: during his political caile Every Iraman 
knows that Khomeyni returned to Iran on an Air France 
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plane. and on the day of his return the main door of our 
emba.sy in Tehran was covered with thousands of whic 
gladiolus. Dozens of streets. public busldungs. halls in the 
Maylis. ctc.. carry the name “Neauphic-ie-Chatcau~ 

Finally. there 1s the profound impact General de Gaullic 
had on the Iranian polutucal class. These days. of course. 
de Gaulle’s policy of autonomy vis-a-vis the Unned 

Sates « what «6 most admired. As Iranians sce it. 
Francon Mitterrand has followed the same policy linc. 
principally om the Gulf war 

[Vernet] What docs France stand to gain from a rap- 
prochement” 

[Devedpan]} First of all. diplomatic advantages: Beyond 
Iran. France needs to make us influence felt im this 
region of the world. A little more than 10 years ago. we 
chose to play the Irag card. The result: a total loss, since 
our two Countnes went to war. and Baghdad now owes us 
27 bilhon French francs [Fr]' if France doesn't want to 
be shut out of the region. u needs to have a pariner 
Politically and cconomically. Iran 1s the most important 
country on the area. lt 1s our best card. 

Neat, the coonomn advantages. Our balance of trade 
with Tehran 1s lopsided: Imports from tran cost Fr7.5 
billion, while we cxport only Fr4 bilhon worth of goods. 
Iran's trade with Germany 1s more balanced. Bul the 
German PME’s [small and medium-sized enterprises] 
are selling mass-market products. consumer products. 
which on the last analyses are only a dram on Iran's hard 
currency. Whereas French firms offer big contracts. for 
which we are the best equipped. 

Did you know that Iran's automobile production 
“French”, thanks to Peugeot and Renault” Iran's entire 
automobile stock needs to be replaced. actually created 
again from scratch. And don't forget: Once France 1s 
securely anchored mm tran, u will be able to use the 
country as a platform from which to make mroads with 
neighboring countrics. 

[Vernet] All the same. the Finance Ministry 1s not very 
keen to guaranice new contracts with Iran. Doesn't the 
fate of the erstwhile Eurodif worry you a little’ 

[Devedpan] Adratiedly, COFACE [French Foreign 
Trade Insurance Company] 1s reluctant to guaranice the 
financing. It has run imto a technical problem: In this 
type of contract, there 1s a clause provedeng for imterna- 

tional arbuiration in case of legal disputes. The Iranians 
traditionally have reyected these international arbitra- 
tion procedures. But they have advised us that now their 
constitutional council has accepted the principle. So an 
important obstacle has been removed 

We must make the most of 1 and get moving. Because as 
soon as the Iranians patch up thew relatrons with the 
United States—which must happen eventually— 
S.merican companies will begin arriving in force. When 
that day comes, 1 will behoove us to have goticn in 
ahead of them and established solid foundations 

FRANCE 2» 

* Lack of Modern, ‘Intelligent’ VW capons Decried 

YIESIO404 Paris LE QUOTIDIEN DE PARIS 
in French 13 Aug Yi p 2 

{Commentary by Jacqucs Baume. former member of the 
National Assembly Defense Commission. “Our Painful 
Lack of Modern Weaponry™] 

[Text] After the conflict in the Gulf, which revealed both 
the lumits and the weak points of our intervention force. 
we were justified in capecting the gov. nment to decide 
what « plans to do to strengthen our army. But Minister 
Joxe shed no light on thes subject during the assembly 
debate on the defense bill. We were just icfi hanging— 
though 1 must be conceded such decisions are taken by 
the Elysee. not the assembly. 

The problem. however. revolves around three funda- 
menial questions. 

First. after a succession of military budget cuts that 
reduced defense spending from 4.2 to 3.4 percent of 
GNP. what share of the national product docs the 
government henceforth intend to devote to our defense” 
Logically ut should be augmented. im fact. u will be 
reduced again. 

Second, after #0 years of giving top priority to nuciear 
deterrence, are we goung to restore the balance somewhat 
by putting more emphasis on conventional forces. 
notably by creating more muscular air-mobile iicrycn- 
thon units that can be deployed more rapidly” 

Finally, which of our panoply of programs must we 
sacrifice over the neat 10 years” 

lt 1s obvious that France will not be able to afford all the 
arms systems necessary for the clectronic and scientific 
wars of tomorrow. The Gulf conflict came as a terrible 
revelation on that score. Frenchmen nced to think more 
about the fact that of the five “intclhgent weapons” 
which made the overwhelming allied victory possibic. 
none 1s Currently mn service in the French Army 

Without a sophisticated satellite sysiem. we lack the 
means to obtain the rapid electronic intelligence which 1s 
so indispensable. lt will be 1995 before we even have the 
much less ambitious Helos system. Until then. our 
troops will be blind and deaf on the hatticfield. Today 
everyone recognizes the extraordinary effectiveness of 
the Tomahawk crusse missile and Patriot antimissilc 
missile (though i too 1 already obsolctc) against the 
Scuds. We have no missile of thes genre to protect our 
Own Strategic sites. 

Thomsun's Aster project 1s still on its carhest stages. It 1s 
obvious that unless France jorns with its European 
partners—in cooperative ventures that will not be eos) 
to pul into operation—the cost of acquiring these mrs- 
siles will be prohibitive. 

If the anxiety aroused by the use of the Scuds 1s any 
gauge. abandoning the $4 mobile missile program (for 
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was a colossal § we plan to purchase. No funds for sicalth aircraft. which 
for the indispens- proved so cffective im the Gulf war. No funds for 
deterrent, to go =—._—s bong-range heavy aircraft, which are needed if a heavier. 

submarines: a ground- $= more muscular FAR [Rapid Action Force] ss to have 
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De Michelis on Coup Results, Party Prospects 
VIESIOSOA Milan L UNIT 4 om Ihahan 8 tue 9! p 

[Interview with Minster Guanm De Michels by 
Marcella Crarncth om Brusscis, date not given “1! Under. 
stand the Decrssons of the Democrata Party of the Lett 
but | 4m Askeng for More Courage” —first paragraph » 
L°UNITA mitroduction] 

[Text] Gaanm De Mechel. The question of the s mbol 
The Socialist International” An unsatisfactory) positron 

Brusscts—{C sarncth)| Minister De Machetes. on cxgitt days 
the political geography of the Sovect ( mon has changed 
compictely. A short bul micnsc battle. ncvther the «mn- 
ners nor the losers of which arc yet known, has thrown 
the entire world mto turmoil. Gorhaches and \ cltwn 
Iwo protagonists. two human and political sttuations In 
your opimon which of the two will come oul the wrnncr 
m the long run” 

[De Michels] It os difficult to comment on the future 
when faced with the speed with which events are devct- 
oping. Al thes moment | hope that the relations between 
the two statesmen will hold up. because an uncapected 
upset could be very dangerous. and not just for the 
Sovict Union. | thenk om any case that would be lacking 
mm generosity to make Gorhaches pay for the coup I the 
coup dctat fasted, « % duc certamly to VY cltwn’s coura- 
gcous action. but also to the process of democratization 
that Grorhaches has promoted im recent years (nly a few 
weeks ago | stated that there would be definite risks for 
Crorhachey the moment he showed that he had won 
That the greatest difficulties for him would come on the 
final phase | did not think that cvents would prove me 
right so quickly. But now tet us turn the page (nly a few 
days have passed since the attempted coup and wc musi 
already take the first duplomatic sicps with the recogn: 
thon of the three Baltec republics. There 1s 20 problem as 
far as Naly 1s concerned. lt 1s just a maticr of studying a 
procedure that we want to deal with mm concert with the 
other governments of the European ( ormunity 

[C sarneth} The lNahan . which scomed wo 
aligned with the Unned States on the war mm the Croll 
seemed more hesitant thes tome And it seems to me that 
there were also differences between your reactions and 
those of Andreotts. To be precise. the contacts for a 
possible inp by the prime munrstcr to the ( remca unbe- 
knowns! to the Farnesina [Ministry of Foreign Aftarrs| 
What really happened” 

[De Michels] | object to statements of the hind We 
have had convergent powthons—thn time as on the 
occamon of the CGulf—eith the United Mates and «ith 
all our alhes Bush's apparent speediness was duc to the 
advantage of the tome differential and the faci. now 
verified. that the Americans had more confidential inter. 
mation than we had. The attitude taken derived from 
that as well, With regard to Andreott: s trp. | confirm 
that the Farneswna did nol pursue contacts with the 

ITALY & VATICAN CTTY u 

Sovect Eevhaws, (mn the other hand. « o the task of 
munmtcrs of torcgn affairs to busld powlons. not to take 
miatiives of other kinds 

\( arecth) Just a month ago. m Dubrownsk. vou mam- 
tanned that om ) ugosias ia an cthaw clash was on progress. 

nota ear Now you too arc ewng that word What has 
changed” 

[De Mecheles] A real war 6 now berng fought m VY ugo- 
dave When aplancs are fiveng and bombung when 
there are hundreds of deaths 2 day. « means thal the 
wiuairon os sieppeng out of all control It was mmc. dabic 
that wc showld hooome more semseitive to the detcno- 
rateng sttuateon. We have the Vugoslavs practecally m 
our own house We arc mm danger of adding the probiem 
cf the V ugosiays to that of the Alhaman refugees: From 
thes dermves our document. presented to the FEC. wath 
whech the ( ommunrt) Commets isclt to recagmizing the 
republecs that accept the European approach esthen the 

confines of the carsteng borders. 1 the generals of the 
Vugosias Army contenec m thew attitude. they wil be 
comparabic to the coup generals om the Sovect Unseen hh 
ns our duty to make them comwder And perhaps there 

have already been some india atiom of 2 pullhack from 

then polo, of miramugence om the lav several hours ht 
must fhe clear to cvervene that the Europe of the ond of 
August 199! cannot acocmt any achon of force In 
Macedoma the retercadum «ill be held on & September 
mm Bowes at the end of the same month 

[€ sarmeth| The Sovect events have had a greai empact on 
htahan potetecs | am thenkeng of the unstary document of 
condemnation of the coup ugned by the PDS [Demo- 
cratx Party of the Left] and the PSI [htahan Socwint 
Party) ts thes dialogue on the Left goung to contenuc” 

[De Mechetes] There «= no dow that events he these 
speed up the processes of rapprochement m the Left | 

appreciated very much for cxample the postion of the 
PDS capresed by Napotitane relative to out posttron on 
the coup However, there = stella way to go Begenning 
with the smal ft sccm clear to me that « must he 
changed as soon as powsbic | would say om the neat few 

howrs The PIS must however clarify thongs emtecrnally 
and clear up the anomalies that sell cant 

iC sarneth) What are they” 

[De Mechetes] It not vet clear what the majority «© m 

that party After cverytheng that has happened m the 

Sovect tneen there are sll some who sdentely them 
schcs wrth a communn arca And then there arc arge- 

ments om the sccretanat with the mehornst [lacton) and 
Ingrao who ms artculateng a stell more diverse postion 
Socwslest wnety romans a powslulty) more vale than 

ever. but the work to he done os stl a lengthy one. and 
clarity = an cw otal condripen tor a 

}( arnt] Vehat cflect well the events of recent days m 

the Sewect Umsen hawe on the fate of the Left” 
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[De Machen) There well he many proticm and mot pus 
woth regard to the taken Lett bul for the Left of all 

Europe | sulilered a great decal when dureng the 7) howrs 
of the coup. | ded not we a satestactory response from the 

Secu Intcrnatronal But | can sa) thal on the acce- 
won the PDS has shown that on ot sandeng asede from 
hesiory The cycnts of mmticrnasl poliins and micrmnateonal 
polstecs are desiened to Be cvct more entcrtemmed and to 

influcnce onc another Hence a enilary pola) mm acces 
wary bul ft Cannot hogen trom the still Contuscd postroms 

that the PDS stell shows that « has An coamplc” Is 
Parlcipation om the mocteng of ( ommunsen and | sher- 
atron on Romum Was there really any acod to ge there oF 
to send the Number Teo m the party)’ | am ages 
cacewve swerving. | am on favor of a clear powtron. The 
European Left whch mest ect road) to deal wath a 
Europe whos potrin al howndanecs an os onod to waden 
contenually, must. | repeat have clear wo ("herwese a 

% on danger of not beng up to the situs hictee. the 
PDS majority must make up os mind | forth ots 
powlon. nolateng confused postions ioe the pat 

In concluwon. the progrewive group thai deserves the 
adjective “Western” showld be tavored 

[C sarncths| Then a supergos crament «oth the parte upe- 
eon of the PIS Canmat be Comedercd this soon” 

[De Michels] | exclude «@ om the leprtlatere We are 
beyond the tame temets In the weal one fo as I have 
already sand. all the amiugurtecss sheeld dnappear of 
Clarity showld be cfiected. | do not we ef thes pow. 
belity should fhe cx hoded 

Ciampi ( rees ( aution on Assistance to 1 SSR 

VIESNIOS41 Rowe 1.4 REPT ARLN te Nabe)” te 
Wipis 

[Elena Polder artcle “( samp: No Hed ted USSR 
Cautron Urged by the Crowermor of Rankrtaha | 

{Text} Frerkiurt—Help for the postooup USSR. ( arte 
Avegho Ciamm orees cautron “Tort of all the country 

must regain poliinal Mabel) \ well denteled Cownter. 

part « required 

The governor of the Bank of Italy qpeaks for the firs 

time on the Soviet events choose a pola) of prudence 
He remunds poupic that tial) has alrcads made multiycar 
commuiments to Moscow m the amownt of ahouwt § 
inten fire] whah ~ “cot evageefiicant ~~ Me asks that 
“wn the meenteme” the money fe spent on the haws of 
“speciix« propects” «a crastrecterc transport. energy He 
notes that if itn desered to spend morc mone, oo must be 

undervicad that « will he mecewary “le give ap some. 
thing chee, because resources are leeeted © When all wn 
sand and done. he says the state bwdget a little the “a 
housckoeper’s budget faced with ace capendetures 

thre must he new COORORES 

( aang and the Sowrct Laren The govcrmor talks woth 

veral reporters on the fight that » carrneng hem to 
Frankturt on a lghtineng vest A few howrs on all the tome 
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acomary to moct duccth eth he Crcrman trend and 

collcaguc. Karl (te Pochl eho ms bcas ong the leaderstup 
of the Bundeshant permancetl The tarcect) ccromony 

with the Conteal hankers of all Europe aad the parta mpe- 

ven of ( hanceiior Heimat Kohl nm wheduled tor tha 
mormng lt cowld mmolve a wmple tog. bet « megs 
also be the cocaweon for a fersi cachange of sdeas on the 
events on Moxoowe thal arc preweng. om order to reach an 
undcerviandeng on the supper, terran of EEC aed tor the 
Norv ects 

( acertamty on the b ve 

In the wncertarnty of the day before ( amp chooses not 

to be ovcroome by the altitude of the other partacrs by 
(sorman preweurc and Enginsh wavcrings Bul brs potas 
the poly tor Nal). ns clear Spend for. and erect). the 
resources that have already been alkaxcated To te com 

crete finance ectl-defined progects. Looping in mend that 

if the Sovect t neon has capenenced a comudcratkc drop 
m the capert of gas. 4 ns parth hoceew of the tochanal 

shortcomengs of production and drinihution tac retecs 

tventual ace avertance presupposes further sacrifaces 
and «tf depends on “a poltinal decrwon which mm tact 

that “of whether to comuder the (SSR a preorety matter 
a 

The governor mention 2 long sores of concrete cases 
where on hes pedgment the awesiance would he pronbuc - 
we nateral gas. and alo the dtirihutron network tor 
preducts. transport. and wmiraviracture While he os 

talkong. bes pric of aeespapers 6 open only to the pages 
dedu ated to the Sov ect drama the document of the Coup 

leaders the Crorhaches -V cliwn hack and forth diabaguc 
the meeting of the plenum the roputvcs in feet 

tim the haoman level (ramp the “wmple coheven” 6 

scrrously comcemmed ahout the Sov rct coonema Cres He 

says there carts 2 bonger problem ehich must he doalt 
with Per capita moome has tallen by 10-20 percent tor 
poopie “whe were alrcady at the eat to the law’ hole m 

thew belts ~~ Acoordeng to three analysts of the Bank of 
lal) without takeng into accownt hack wardncss on terms 
ot efivency and productivity. Crorhaches and \ cltwn 

will have to work hard for at beast 2! years before they 

can hope te reach Western standards 

Hut ake booed ft makes no somee according to the 
governer to apen the cred spagets pest to open them 

A\cthom showld be aumed at speciixn plans for the 

reason | SSE menmbershep on the Internatronal Monetary 

bund and the World Bank «= empertant and showld he 
encouraged ft can be a great help. ender thes spocetx 
heading, bocwwee 4 makes fh powihic “lo purde the 
recovery of the coonomy and to accompany its traastor- 

mation and its entry mto the market eithout too many 

shacks 

Resources Are Scarce 

Yes. ndeed The “macro” repercuwwons of and policy 
( amp romends us thal resources are geting Marve mm 
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the workd. that goverement budgets m defuut arc 
atworbeng savengs. that the demand for moncy bemg 
ranseod om the Eawt can be a source of tenwon on wmicres 
rates. Another sndirect proof of the 6 che August vace- 
hon morcase decreed by the Bundesbank ehah no 

Mrugghong sith the rounsficatron of the two Germanics 
An chormows cCommaiment but alo a hrstorc oocawon 
that “cowld mot te low” 

tal) however accordeng to the gowernor. m managing to 
navigate faerly well among these turbulences. The 
(rorman mocrcasc mm epteres ratcs was “absorbed” by the 

market without any uproar. The bra ms strong. very soled 
m the EMS [European Monctary System) “And a ns 
certarmnly aot | who am there keeping 4 up Cramp: ns 

comrmced that the market has begun to underviand the 
messages that are coming from Sia Nassonale [Bank of 
tal) headquarters} And the government has accepted 
“what «= for as orthodox,” that «. commdermng a a 
hencfit to have a stable monctary policy 

But Italy romaens sch woth inflaton. even though the 
latest data « promewng Perhaps at the end of the year 
the rate well stabelive at around 6 percent of just below 

that But prices have returned substantially to the level of 
a year ago. to the “predialf pervad ~ So there has been 
no progress Nor will there be until austerity 1 umposed 
on the moomes policy from as well, especiall: m the 
“proyects sectors.” those not caposed to competition 

And thus on the cve of the reopening of the acgotiatrons 
on the cost of labor. the governor 1s wrgeng the parties “to 
get thew seas siraght” And before getting off the 
airplane he repeats once agaen hes longstanding recipe: 
The rate of growth of wages must be kept within the 
programmed rate of inflation 

Communist Party Congress To Be Held 12-15 Dec 

11 040901046091 Rome 1NS4 09 Enelich ORIS GMT 
4\op 9 

[Text] (ANSA) Rome. September }—The first national 
congress ever of the Communrnt Refoundation Party will 
he held from December |) to 15 at a venue still to be 
decided although party official Sergro Garayim thought 
Viareggro was the most likely site 

The potrtecal formation which grew out of former mulr- 
tants from the now defunct ltahan Communn Party. 
along with members of the Proletarian Democracy 
Party. has no wntentron of being a mere agglomeratc of 
factions trom former leftwing pariecs. CGraravims sand in a 
brief press conference here Tuesday 

“We are a new synthews.” he clanmed, adding that the 
current creas of the left could open “enormous spaces” 
for ah opposstron movement the the Communi 

Refoundatron 
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DC Dispute With President Covsiga E vamined 
VIESIOS 1 Rome L414 REPU BRBLIC 14 om Nahan 
DS Awe Yip 15 

}Orazw La Rocca article “(C ownga Is Cooeng Beyond Has 
Powers” —first paragraph « LA REPUBBLIC A miro- 
duction) 

[ Feat] ( rtecesm of the Quermnate [presedential palace] for 
mot segneng the Senate clectron law Segne “We are goung 
to go ahead just the sa.ac” And m the DC [Christan 
Democratx Party] an argument ms begemneng over the 
rejected minirctorm 

Rome— And now what 1s going to happen to the minire- 
form clection law for the Scnatc semsatronally reyected by 
(Cowsga’ After the decrwon of the prewdent of the 
Repubix to send « hack to the Chambers. will a be 
powublc to consistute om Parhament that same majority 
which on | August approved almost unanimously with 
the sole abstention of the PDS [Democratic Party of the 
Left}. the new rules for the clection of senators” The first 
one to show himectl concerned « the present of the 

Senate. Grovanm Spadolim. «eho. whi's sewher con- 
demaing nor holding blametess the actron of the head of 
State. 1s hoping that now at bcavt a majority may be found 
m Parhament abic to launch ance law quickly) Without 
gong into the merits of the action taken by the Quirmnaic 

(my role docs not perm me to discuss the decrwons of 
the head of state). Spadeolim cmphawrzes that the law 

reyected by the head of sate “was duly approved by 
Parhament” and that m any case “it was more than 
anything cise a technical law ~ 

The law im question was particularly sponsored by the 
DC. The first sagnates , was Nicola Manceno. head of the 
Christian Democrat senators. the presenter was Sen- 
ator Paolo Cabras. cx-<derector of the dary 1L POPROLO. 
lt was greeted as a first attempt at the moralzation of 
parhamentary activity, masmuch a* among is more 
important regulations it provided for the cancellation of 
blank and void ballots in the final computation of votes 
for the clection of senators However. other commenta- 
tors viewed the new norms as an mmderect gifi to the 
committee on referendums. m view of the new cam 
paign. In fact. « would have been sufficrent for the 
supporters of referendums to propose the abolition of a 
single sentence in the new law on reform of the Senate to 
have been able to request the transformation of the 
present proportional single-incumbent districts into 
mayority singke-rncumbent districts 

“No, there was no gift for our comeng referendum 
campaign.” declare the members of the referendum 
commutice decisively And even lew. adds the president. 
Mario Segm. “would any blow be given to our mitiative 
by the reyectvon of the Mancino law on the clection of the 
Senate.” For Seg. who 1s announcing that on | October 
he will officially initiate the collectrom of sagnatures for 
the new referendum campaign for the Senate and the 
munscipalitics, ot 16 stell an urgent maticr “to clarify that 
the decrwion on the two new clectoral referendums had 
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alrcady been proposed many months ago. was cipressed 
publicly and was taken definitively after the success of 9 
Junc. The politcal emportance of thes matiative 1s such 

that 1 certamnly would not be 2 tetthe word more or a bitte 
word iews that would change things ~ 

Another figure on the referendum commutice. the Rad- 
«al Peppino Calderm. podges (Cossga’s action very 
negatively. “Sending the law modsfying several aspects 
of the Senate clectoral system back to the Chambers.” 
Cakderm: comments, “was an cxtremely scrrows action 

because of ots lack of hase. its unrcasonablencss. and the 
artutrary nature of the ratonale adduced ™ For the 
parhamentary Radical. the theses advanced by Cossiga in 

the ratronale for the reyectson. “according to which blank 

a scrrows act that 1s on contradiction with the referendum 
resuh of 9 June” “lf he did « to strike at the referen- 
dums.” adds Negri. “i was a yet more serious decision, 
whech shows a clear mmtentvon of the president of the 
Republic, who. he a dog that barks without brteng. says 
that he want reforms, but om fact blocks them. Al tha 
port a firm poluscal response « needed.” which for 
Cnovanm Negn consists of “a strong of the 
referendum imitative through the launching of a new 
referendum abolition of State Participation ~ 

But cretcrsms of Cossiga are coming from the DC. too. 
The ratronale for the rejection has sill not reached 
Parhament. but the pressdent seems to have acted on the 
merits of the law. The first one to blame him was the vice 
group leader m the Senate, Franco Mazzola (“C ossiga 
has positroned humscif dangerously at the edge of presi- 
dential powers”) Also mtervening yesterday were the 

senators Domenwo Rosati. and Paolo Cabras. cs- 
dwector of IL POPOLO. and presenter of the law 
repecced by the Quirmale Cabras. bewdes declaring 

hinvwelf totally om agreement with Mazzola’s critecrsms, 
spoi'c of “a case of cxrorbitance relative to the powers of 
the presedent.” and warned: “I would not want the 
pressdential republic to have begun and none of us to 
have been aware of a” 

And Rosat: pornts out that the head of state gave a boost 
to the enemies of the referendum. “Cosga.” com- 
mented the ex-presdent of the ACLI [Christian Assocr- 
ations of Itahan Workers]. “says that he docs not know 
whom to vote for, but he knows very well for whom and 
for what not to vote, and mm this case 1 concerns the 
referendums.” And then as regards the Senate reform 
law. Rosat: docs not beleve there will be the same 
majority on Parhament as before. “After Cossiga’s com- 

ments.” he asks homeclf, “well the PSI [Iltahan Socialist 
Party| feel up to contradsctong the president’? We shall 
wee 

For the moment, the growp leader of the PSI im the 
Senate Fabwo Fabbri. 1 not getting upset. He 1s lomiting 
himself to saying. very dyplomatically. that the action of 
the head of state can be agreed with only if “ut represents 
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@ stemuius for all the parties to reficct on the anced to 
conncct instautronal reforms with ciectoral reform ~ 

behind the bead of state arc the derector of IL 
POPOLO. Sandro Fontana. and the underscerctary for 
msinutional reforms. Francesco DUinofrno. The latte: on 
particular 1s im agreement with ( ossega’s Comment that 
he wants to count blank and vor hallots mm the compe- 
tatvon of votcs for the clection of scnaiors 

SVP Chairman Riz on Alito Adige Autonomy 

11 0400191991 Rome ANS 4 in Lnelish ORO8 GMI 
4 Sep 91 

[Text] (ANSA) Bolzano. September (°4)}— The leader of 
the Suduroler Volkspartc: (SVP) whech represents the 
vasi majority of German speakers on the northern Hahan 
region of Alto Adige. warned today that if the ltahan 
Government did not gct a move on and act concretely to 
conclude a pending packct on regronal aulonomy. the 
party mighi begin thonking of sclf-<dcetermination as the 
only sution to the drsputc 

Addressing a crowded press conference om the regronal 
capital of Bolzano Tuesday [3 September], SVP 
Chairman Roland Riz indicated November 2}. the date 
when his party congress would open. as the deadline for 
government action that would definitively close the 
dispute 

The press conference was called here after the polemics 
sparked over plans to hold a pan-Tyrol rally at Brenncro 
on September 15 and over a leticr published by SVP 
Deputy-Chairman Ferdinand Willett which called for 
self-determination for Alto Adige and its return to Aws- 
tna 

Last week. the South Tyrol Schuctzen. variously trans 
lated as marksmen of defenders, whose 5.000 oF so 
members are heirs to a local tradition for voluntary 
territorial militia dating back to the 1200s. sand thew 
pan-Tyrol rally will be held on the Austrian side of the 
Brenncro, and many observers capect demands for self. 
determination to be the leitmotit 

The Willen letter. which the $}-year-old MP and one of 
the SVP's three deputy chanrmen claomed was published 
without his permission. urged he be permitted to start 

procedures im the ltahan parhament for Alto Adige’s 
self-determimation and rer to Austra Hrs request 
failed to receive ummediate support from top SVP off. 
cals. “He's not the party. the SVP has its line. and 
there's no reason to modify ut.” Riz told ANSA 

However, Riz noted today that the party leadership will 
be mecting September 9 to discuss both the Brenncro 
rally and Willent’s letter 

The thrust of Riz’s remarks at today’s press conference 
was that the pending package of neues between Ausina 
and Italy over the Alto Adige must be closed quickly 
Starting self-determination moves. on the other hand 
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would mean putting off both thers and Aus 
tnan withdrawal of the dosser st has had before the |) N 
sence the 1960s. 

He appeared to have the party ieaders behend hem. 
except for Willen who ss currently on holiday wm Kenya 
Beside him was Lurs Durnwaider. first deputy <hairman 
and conmdered the strong man of the SVP. Asked by 
newsmen where be stood. Durnwalder sand be was 
“absolutely mm agreement with Ruz ~ 

Alto Adige 5 not Slovensa. or even Lithuana, Ru told 
the press conference. The ltahan region bordering on 
Ausina 1s not emerging from dictatorship or poverty and 
“we have constructed owr special autonomy under a 
democratic regeme.” Riz went on. 

With specific reference to the Brenacro rally. Riz sand 
that «| was not the bramncheld of the SVP and that anyone 
who wanted to attend « was free to do so. Among the 
rally’s organizers, however, was the bead of the SVP 
youth movement. Christian Waldner 

Durnwalder, who has been specifically mvited to the 
rally by the organizers. sard that he would only commder 
going if bes Innsbruck Alows Part! were present 
and only if the program and documents approved there 
had no ulternor political ends. such as self-determination 

For Riz. the European context and Austria's inchuson in 
the European Community by 1995 put celf- 
determination outside the realm of present realitics In 
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However, im reality Willett & olated wethen the SVP 
because the other party leaders have taken more reason- 
able positions. Sterpa sand 

Alto Adige. which has a major frontier crossing imio 
Austria at the Brenncro Pass. covers 13.618 sq km. with 
a population of over 880.000 
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Communists \ ote Down ( condemning of Soviet Putsch 

LDOSO09014691 Lishon RDP Commercal Radio 
Netword on Portuguese 2300 GMT 4 Sep 9! 

[Text] The permancat commuatice of the Assembly of the 
Republx met today to discuss a draft documcnt pul 
forward by the Socialest Party condemning the 
attempted coup dctat mm the Sovect Unson. The drafi 
supported by all the partecs woth the caceptiion of the 
Portugecse Communnt Party [PCP]. which voted 
agarnst the draft. The deputy leader of the PCP’s paria- 
mentary group. Grcronmmo de Sousa. caplains 

[Begen De Sousa recording] We bebeve that the Sociuirst 
Party's draft 1 basscally aemed at makeng sure that we 
voted agarnst I wish to revtcrate here on the permancni 
committee of the Assembly of the Repubbec the contents 
of the note rsucd by the leadership of my party after the 
mecting of ots Central Commutice, which reflects the 
vec of the Portugucse Communrst Party with regard to 
the coup detat. as backgrownd. and ms bkely conse- 

by the Socsalest Party, a party thal never ceases to wave 
the flag of freedom [end recording] 

Thes was the stance of the PCP on Wednesday afternoon 

Communist Leader Criticizes USSR Developments 

LDOSOOOTSSY! Lishon RDP intena 1 Radio Network 
im Portuguese 2300 GMT 4 Sep 91 

crs 
1 say 
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very emportant strides along the path of lybcratson of the 
[word mndrstenct] peopics from many forms of capbortaton 
and opprewwon [end recording} 

* Biographic Details on Socialist Party's Soares 

GIESIOIIR Lieshon EAVPRESSO on Portuqucw 3 tue 9! 

pAi? 

[Artacte by Henmquc Monteiro and Jaso Garca ~The 

Werght of the Father™] 

[Text] Joao Soares loses bes ar of calm when the name 
Marw Soares «= mentroned. He bristles and protces 
“When will you stop talking to me shout my father” 
When the obvious cxtravagance cf des reaction 6 
ported out, he converts hus ansecr mio a gucsion 
“Whei would you say of at the age cf 41. you had spent 
your whole life hearing about your father” 

Bewng the son of the man he 1s. he constantly finds himscif 
confronted with hes father’s wmage. There are many who 
repeatedly compare the renowned siatceman with the 
Lesbon city cowncel member. He possesses both the vertucs 
and the shoricomengs of his father, hes frends say Hes 
ecemucs say he has the shoricomings without the virtucs. 
However, not even hes adversanes i the party accuse him 
of secking © derive profit from his paternal heritage 

“One must do the man justice. He chose what was the 
seemingly most difficult path to follow aad he has never 
depended on beng the hei to the Soares factron m the 
PS [Socialet Party] om the post-Soares era.” an oul- 
standing leader of the socialist majority says. 

Even before 25 April. Joao Soares was a discreet prev 
ence om politecs. He did not seem to lack conviction. but 
the shadow of hes father left num hittle room om which to 
mancuver 

The name of Joao Soares only emerged mm party politics 

within the PS It was there that he first cxpenenced defeat 
but he was beginning to be onc of the influential men in the 
FAUL apparatus. A year later, he led the minority mm the 
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persecuted politician, in order to avond the sense of being 
a figure in the second line of history once again. He 
merely refers to an answer given by his mother, when, 25 
April having passed, she was asked what 11 felt like to live 
with a policeman at the door. “Having a policeman at 
the door has always been a constant in this family. The 
policemen change, bul some are always there.” 

Joao Soares attended the French Secondary School up to 
the fourth level. Then he transferred to his family's 
Modern Secondary School. He studied there up to the 
seventh level, and then returned to Charles Lepverre. 
“They say that | was expelled, but that 1s not true. There 
was indeed a minor clash with a Latin teacher, but 
nothing important,” he recalls, pointing out that he was 
not only a student, bui also the grandson of the director. 

Then he became an officer of the secondary school associ- 
ation, his first experience in the student movement, which 
he was to continue in the Faculty of Law. He eventually 
became an officer of the student association there. 

At the university, his fellow students included Marcelo 
Rebelo de Sousa and Braga de Mecedo, as well as Leonor 
Beleza, Mega Ferreira, and Caceres Moniciro. 

During his first year, he missed many classes, according to 
the recollections of Rebelo de Sousa. He became notorious 
for cutting classes, but he did not fail many examinations. 
In his second year, he applied for membership in the 
association. He became the only socialist on a slate filled 
with the names of students affiliated with the PCP [Por- 
tuguese Communist Party] and the extreme lefi wing. 

In 1973. the faculty suspended Joao Soares. A “scene” 
with Prof. Paulo Cunha led to a punishment which was 
also meted out to Arnaldo Matos, Miguel Sousa Tavares. 
and Duarte Teives. 

On 16 March 1974, he was in Paris with his father. He 
returned to Portugal, witnessed the 25 April events, and 
helped with the preparations to welcome Mario Soares. 

While his father moved toward national leadership. Joao 

Soares was called up and went to Mafra to do his 
compulsory military service. lt was in that year that he 
began to live with his wife Olimpia, with whom he has 
three children—Ines, who 1s now 14; Mafalda. 10; and 
Mario Soares, four. 

When Joao Soares joined the PS in 1974, as a member of 
the Socialist Party Autonomous Group (GAPS), how- 
ever, it was not a signal of his apparent fate—to belong 
always to minorities. “We joined as a bloc because this 
was the strategy advised by Vasco da Gama Fernandes 
and Salgado Zenha. who were trying to create an atmo- 
sphere which would make ut possible to rally the various 
groups which were scattered.” 

At the first legal congress of the PS in the Great Hall of the 
Rectory in December of 1974, the GAPS was dissolved 
and Joao Soares disappeared from politics. In 1975, 
together with Cunha Rego, he founded the Perspectivas ¢ 
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Realidades [Prospects and Realities} publishing house. and 
there he remained, awaiting his opportunity. 

At the first congress of the FAUL in the post-Soares cra. 
Joao Soares ran as a candidatc. He won 44 percent of the 
votes—the best win he has ever had. even to this datc. 
Months afterward, at the national congress in June of 
1986. he sought party leadership. along with Jaime 
Gama and Almeida Santos. 

Later, when S‘iama moved closer to Vitor Constanciw. 
the Joao Soares group. which overtly and ferociously 
opposed the then secretary general. described the Gama 

Strategy as a “betrayal.” 

At the following congress. when Jaime Gama was allied 
with the majority, Joao Soares sponsored an alternative. 
He supported Maldonado Gonciha as a candidatc. a 
move he was later to describe as “an error.” 

He only became a faction leader after the untimely 
departure of Vitor Constancio. Jaime Gama ran for the 
leadership post again. against Sampaio. but this time he 
did not have Joao Soares behind him. Soares organized 
his own National Commussion slate. 

He 1s less critical of the current leadership of the PS than 
of that of Vitor Constancio, although he continucs to 
head his own group. At the last congress, his was practi- 
cally the only carsting opposition, and he won 25 percent 
of the votes. 

Internally, his main points of conflict are focused im the 
foreign relations sector. In defending the desirability of 
political relations with the UNITA [National Union for 
the Total Independence of Angola}. he deviates from the 
line of the party, which maintains contact only with the 
MPLA [Popular Movement for the Liberation of 
Angola]. Aficr a visit to Savimbi's headquarters in 
Jamba, the airplane which was taking him to South 
Africa plunged back to carth during take-off, nearly 
costing him his life. 

He was taken to the Jamba Hospital and was later 
transferred to Pretoria, bul for a month he hovered 
between life and death. Because of his critical condition, 
his father became the first head of state of an EEC 
country to visit South Africa, although as a private 
citizen, after the imposition of sanctions by the West. 

Ironically, while Joao Soares was fighting for his life, hes 
supporters in Lisbon were debating his political future 

Afier saying that he would be willing to head a PS slate 
for the Lisbon chamber in an alliance with the PCP. Joao 
Soares had departed for Jamba. leaving a heated debate 
behind. 

The lack of a credible candidate for the largest municr- 
pality in the country had been one of the reasons for the 
resignation of Vitor Consiancio. Sampano faced the same 
problem, because in the opinion of the principle leaders 
of the PS. Joao Soares was not among the candidates 
with credibility 
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To the surprise of everyone. Sampaio himself declared 
his candidacy im the CML [Lisbon City Hall] election 
campaign. After that, as Antonio Guterres says. “Joao 
Soares was naturally seen as the ‘number two man. since 
this rssue had already been debated.” 

The leadership of the Lisbon chamber reflects a new 
relationship between Sampaio and Soares. who appear to 
be united, despite the obvious effort of the PSD [Social 
Democratic Party] in Lisbon to bring about a split 
between the two top names in the coalition. 

When he submitted his request to be released from his 
post this week, the president of the chamber reassericd 
his confidence in Joao Soares. The latter. in turn, said he 
“could never fill Sampaio’s shoes, because this would be 
impossible, even while being in complete political har- 
mony with him.” He described himself as differing from 
this leader only “in style.” 

Unobtrusive but effective in the back rooms, as he 
demonstrated when he served in the parliament. and 
uninvolved with the jet set but nonetheless capable of 
benefiting from the status he enjoys. Joao Soares likes to 
maintain a Certain “awkward” appearance. 

He carries his tre in his pocket. And just as he wears it 
around his neck when circumstances so require. no one 
should be surprised if he destroys this “compicte polit- 
ical harmony.” once again as dictated by circumstance. 
this coming October. 

* Biographic Data on Communist Party's Luis Sa 

9/ES1032C Lishon O JORNAL in Portuguese 26 Jul 91 
pi3 

[Article by Paulo Sa: “A Certain ‘Careless’ Air”) 

[Text] 

Appearance 

His hair 1s black, his beard carefully trimmed. And as the 
white hairs are slow to appear, no one can tell exactly 
how old he 1s. Something like 39 is close. Luis Sa 1s his 
“nom de guerre™ in political life, but his family names 
include Manuel da Silva Viana. 

He keeps a certain distance between himself and those he 
does not know, at whom he may even frown. It 1s not 
until after the first words have been exchanged that his 
charm becomes apparent. It 1s sand that within his circle 
of frends, he 1s an amusing companion and an excellent 
conversationalist. 

He cultivates a “careless” air, but his simplicity is 
studied down to the last detail. He confesses that he likes 
to dress well, although his carnings as a politician (one 
serving in the communist apparatus still carns very little) 
do not give him access to luxury. 
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Origins 

His past history is without color, because the antifascist 
Struggle the “comrades” waged only came to him as an 
echo. The fatherland which spawned him was on another 
continent, with other wars. Luis Sa was born in Lubango. 
the former Angolan city of Sa da Bandeira. His ancesiry 
was also diverse. His father, named Albino, was a native 
of Sao Paio de Antas, a locality on the banks of the 
beautiful Neiva River, near Esposende. Alda, his 
mother, was also born in Angola, but came from a poor 
family. 

His eyes shine when he recalls his maternal grandfather. 
“He was an individual | loved very much, and his death 
was one of the things in my life which marked me most,” 
he admits. First as a fisherman in the village of Varzim. 
and later as a clerk in Angola, his grandfather began to 
influence his to read works well beyond his 
years. At 10, Luss Sa was familiar with many of the 
outstanding republican authors, including Guerra Jun- 
queiro. 

He atiended high school in Lubango. and his friends 
remember him as a brilliant student. At 17, he went to 
Lisbon. His destination was the Faculty of Law. He lived 
at the Pius X11 University College, which was already 
home to his older sister, for his first two years in the 
capital. And it was there. as well, that he made the 
acquaintance of Jose Magathaes. with whom he lived for 
some time. He completed his studies in law in 1974 with 
an enviable grade average. 

His three brothers pursued different paths. At 42. Jose 
Manuel, who was trained in economics, was working at 
the Ministry of Health. The administration of Dr. 
Leonor Beleza and Costa Freire, who was then secretary 
of state for health administration, were so disturbing to 
him that in the end, he went over to the private sector. 
Miguel, 41. 1s a mechanical engineer, and 1s employed 
with the PTT [Portuguese Post and Telecommunications 
Office). The youngest, 37, 1s a doctor in Redondo. 

The family never had many possessions. But the fact that 
the parents were both secondary school teachers prob- 
ably contributed to the dedication of their children to 
obtaining an education. Luis Sa wanted to match the 
effort of hus elders. Therefore, he was never involved in 
student struggles. but put his full attention on his studies 

He only joined the PCP [Portuguese Communist Party] 
after the events of 25 April. “I detested the dictatorship. 
but | felt that | was too young to take action against it. 
The PCP emerged as the force desirous of destroying the 
deepest roots of this evil.” This is his comment on his 
political chorce. 

His days as a monitor at the Faculty of Law sped by. A 
political career was soon indicated. The office of then 
minister Veiga de Oliveira (one of the critics of the 
Group of Six) gave him a boost into the fourth and fifth 
provisional governments. He also served as a member of 
the National Elections Commission from 1979 to 1987. 
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When the PCP left the government, the communist 
leadership proposed that he work full-tume for the party. 
Although he 1s a member of the Political Commission 
today. Lurs Sa never was a “yes man™ in the PCP. The 
shadows and the back rooms were his political habitat. 
He preferred office lamps to the foothghts of parliament. 
He began working with the self-governing bodies. along- 
side Carlos Costa. but he eventually took charge of all of 
the work im this sector. He scored such points im the 
recent clections for the self-governing and European 
bodies that in the end. he became one of the most 
frequently mentioned possibilities for the post of deputy 
secretary general. He lost to Carvalhas. His reward came 
some months later—first place on the CDU [Unified 
Democratic Coalition] slate for Oporto. In the opinion 
of many. he 1s the PCP’s new political machine. 

Character 

“Tumid.” First he stammers the word, and then, more 
firmly, says “yes, above all | am tumid’™” He only talks 
about himself with frends. preferably the closest frends 
possible. This aspect of his nature makes 1 necessary for 
him to “overcome” some difficultees im his contact with 
the masses. The formula he uses 1s simple—“being as 
agreeable as possible.” His worst headaches come from 
having to coordinate the intensity of his work and the 
demands of the party with his personal life. Is he vain” He 
likes to dress well and he cultivates his personality. 
although he 1s said to be somewhat careless. Possessed of a 
passion for traveling. he adores evervthing which 1s new, 
everything he can discover. His chorce of law school was a 
reflection of his constant need to find “what 1s nghi.” 

Lifestyle 

He lives in Datundo. in a modest apartment with three 
rooms and a terrace overlooking the sea. And it could not 
be otherwise. The sea has been his passion since he was 
a child. when he still lived 2.000 meters above sca 
level—tar, far from any beach. Now he has two constant 
sources of grief —the sewers and industrial canals open to 
the sky. which are ruming the blue of the water 
throughout the country. Despite everything. for refuge 
during the holidays, he continues to prefer Sesimbra. the 
Alenicyo coast, and the Algarve. In the view of the PCP 
“old guard.” he 1s guilty of the heresy of frequenting 
public places—places which are very “in.” 

Films. books. and music. He makes no secret of the areas 
he finds most fulfilling Whenever he watches a good 
film on videotape, he “feels guilty.” “Films were made to 
be shown in large. dark halls. Today they are assassi- 
nating films.” he comments. Fernando Pessoa. Herberto 
Helder, and Ramos Rosa are among those his taste for 
poctry favors. although he would cite a number of others. 

He 1s open to the enjoyment of a wide range of things 
without feeling a conflict. The classics, jazz. and the best 
Portuguese songs (Fausto. Janita Salome. Jose Afonso. 
Adnano Correia de Oliveira) are music to hes cars 
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Family 

His companion. Maria Manuc! Costa. 1s a journalist 
Luis has two children from a previous union. Adnana. 
18. 1s taking the general entrance cxaminations for the 
Faculty of Beaux Aris this year. Luss. 13. 1s mm school, 
and it 1s still t00 soon to predict his professional future. 
Nether child lives with the father. but their relationship 
with him “rs excellent.” Luss Sa says with pride that they 
are “a very important part” of hes life. He only regrets 
the lack of more ume to be with them. 

Ambitions 

lt 1s sand that his political-party ambrtons are Luss Sa’s 
vital energy. He says that he has no ambitions. He 
reviews hus life. He wants to do what he does even better. 
He reconsiders further. He wants to make his contribu- 
twon to the growth of the party. 

Methods 

He 1s persistent and dedicated. He respects the party 
rules. even defeads them, and he has been repaid by 
those with the good sense to listen. He lhes to work as a 
team. and he believes that dialogue 1s a fundamental tool 
for achieving goals. No one understands or controls the 
local and regional structures of the PCP better than he 

Desires 

He has only one desire in his personal life—to organize 
his tume betier mm order not to have to see so many and 
such wonderful things pass him by. In terms of political 
life, hus desires are more philosophical. He has been 
pleased to see the forces changing the world caperience 4 
breakup. and he hopes to see the prospects for the 
achievements of more just and free socreties realized 
South Africa and East Timor are the places he mentions 
“The most important thing for a communrst 15 never to 
lose the capacity for anger.” he sand in conclusion 

Models 

He does not like the word “model.” It rs lomiting. he 
says. But there 1s on fact one very umportant author who 
impressed him. Obviously. Mara. Neat im emportance 
come the names of men in a very diverse group. They 
were badly treated, but have sect cxaamples of courage. 
consistency. and the constant search for perfection. They 
are the individuals who suffered five. 10. or 20 years of 
the pressures of clandestine life. never ceasing to beleve 
that they would be free one day 

Suddenly the same sparkle which shone in hes eyes when 
he spoke about hes grandfather returned. “My model” 
Perhaps my mother. who faced a situatron of serious 
iliness with such joy and courage’ 

Preferences 

Cities—Those he has not yet visttied Resiaurants—-He 
likes many. above all when im the company of frends 
Bars and nighiclubs—Never goes Tobacco—Docs not 
smoke. Wine—Depends on the menu Automohile— 
Renault 5. Whiskey—Whatever ms avaiable Televe- 
sion—Good films Anniversarnes—!4 July 1789. 5 
October, 25 April. and 7 November 
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Foreign Minister, Dienstbier Confer in Madrid 
LDO409181691 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 1200 GMT 4 Sep 91 

[Text] Spanish Foreign Minister Fernandez-Ordonez 
had a mecting in Madrid this morning with his Czech 
counterpart. Alfonso Sanchez reports: 

[Sanchez] Fernandez-Ordonez believes that the peace 
conference on Yugoslavia scheduled for next Saturday 
will be held although the cease-fire 1s not being totally 
upheld. The Spanish foreign minister said that 1 should 
be borne in mind that not all the forces are under 
control: 

[Begin Fernandez-Ordonez recording} | hope that the 
situation will not become so destabilized that the con- 
ference 1s not held and so | hope. want, and trust thai we 
will be able to start the conference on Saturday morning 
as scheduled. Afier all. in this type of mecting. in this 
type of conference. a pure and total cease-fire 1s never 
attained because apart from what the political leaders 
agree to there are uncontrolled forces which continuc to 
act. [end recording} 

[Sanchez] Fernandez-Ordonez. who today met his Czech 
colleague, Jiri Diensthier, replied to German Foreign 
Minister Genscher who said that Germany could recog- 
nize the independence of Croatia and Slovenia. by saying 
that decisions should be made within the framework of 
the EC. For his part, Dienstbier said that the Serbs and 
Croats should solve their own problems and he said that 
the EC's conference 1s a good framework. 

Dienstbier, who invited Felipe Gonzalez to visit Prague 
and Bratislava, which the Spanish prime minister 1s 
going to do before the end of the year. also ruled out 
Czechoslovakia’s future partecipation im the common 
economic region, which could be sect up by the USSR's 
republics. according to what has been [word indistinct] 
from Moscow 

Finally, Fernandez4rdonez did not wish to reply to 
Jord: Puyol [prime minister of Catalan autonomous 
government] on the similarities between Lithuania and 
Catalonia. He said: | am the foreign minisicr and | do 
not answer the prime ministers of autonomous commu- 
nities. In any case, Fernandez rdonez said. the only 
countrics that Spain borders are France and Portugal 
and this will continuc to be the case. 

Association With EC Discussed 

LDO409201391 Prague CTR in Enelish 
1620 GMT 4 Sep 9l 

[Text] Madrid Sept 4 (CTK}—( zechoslovak Foreign 
Minister Jinn Diensthier was assured today by his 
Spanish counterpart Francisco Fernande7z-Ordonez that 
Spain supports the rapid conclusion of an association 
accord between C7echoslos akia and the European Com- 
munity (EC) 
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Fernandez-Ordonez said the powers of the EC commuis- 
sion dealing with the applications by Czechoslovakia, 
Poland and Hungary for association status are likely to 
be expanded soon. 

According to official sources. Spain supports the signing 
of Czechosiovakia’s association accord by the end of 
October, so that 1 can take effect on January |. 1992 

Diensibier was also informed that the EC will try to 
resolve the most pressing issues for C zechosioy akia—EC 
import quotas for Czechoslovak textiles and farm pro- 
duce, financial cooperation. migration of the labour 
force, and lorry transit traffic through Czechoslovakia. 

Diensthier and Fernandez-Ordonez also discussed the 
latest developments in Yugosiay ia. 

Diensthier arrived here September 2 for an official visit 
at the invitation of Fernandez4rdonez. Today. he 
leaves for Portugal. where he will stay through Sep- 
tember 7. 

Ala mecting with representatives of Spanish companies 
today. Diensthier sand he hoped thei share im the 
diversification of the Czechoslovak market would rap- 
idly increase in the near future 

The companies have been cooperating with pariners in 
Czechoslovakia im the arcas of engineering. the tood 
industry. agriculture and transport. They complained to 
Diensibier about shortcomings in Czechoslovakia’s 
carsting trade legrslation and banking system 

Spain ranks | Sth among Czechoslovakia’s trading part- 
ners from the industrialised world. Twenty two joint 
ventures have been set up in Czechoslovakia and 14 
Spanish firms have offices there. Sin Czechoslovak- 
Spanish companies are registered in Spain. C ooperation 
on third markets, namely in Latin America, 1s in the 
offing. 

Al a mecting with Spanish Premier Felipe Gonzalez. 
Dyensthver said unless Czechoslovakia becomes part of 
the European integration process. it will be threatened 
with instability. It 1s the EC that must guaranice stability 
on the continent. Diensthier sand the conclusion of 
association ts between Czechoslovakia. Hun- 
gary and Poland and the EC should be considered from 
a humanitarian as well as a security standpoimt 

Diensithver handed over to Spanish Foreign Minister 
Francisco Fernandez-Ordones a draft agreement on 
fnendship between Czechoslovakia and Spain which 
could be concluded this year 

Crechosiovakia 1s micresied in signing an agreement 
allowing Czechoslovak citizens to work mm Spain for 
limited pennods of tome, Diensthier sand 

Fernandez-Ordonez accepted a Czechoslovak proposal 
to hold a yount conference to discuss Spain's cxapenence 
trying to gain admission to the EC. It took Spain ten 
years to become a member of the EC in 1986 
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Although the crises mechanism of the Conference on 
Security and Cooperation im Europe (CSCE) has been 
created only recently. 1 has sustified its cxrstence, Dicn- 
stbier said in response to a question al a press conference 
today on his opinion about the incflectivencss of the 
CSCE talks on Yugoslavia heid so far. It 1s necessary for 
the EC not to act alone but to have the support of all the 
CSCE countnes, Drensthier added. 

As to Germany's proposal to recognise the independence 
of Slovenia and Croatia if the fighting continucs, Fernan- 
dez-Ordonez sand ut 1s necessary 10 wart for the peace 
conference on Yugoslavia in the Hague on September 7 
and then make a decision within the EC. 

Diensthicr cautvoned against taking any steps which 
would aggravate relations between Seria and ( roatia 
There 1s no alternative to an agreement between the 
Serbs and Croats. “We are obligated to contribute to the 
agreement and provide help”. he said. 

* Jauregui on Anti-F 1A Stance, Basque Issues 

VIESIOS9B Madrid DIARIO 16 in Spanish 19 Aue 9! 
pa 

[Interview with Ramon Jauregui. secretary general of the 
Basque Socialest Party. by Antonio Herce in Bilbao. date 
nol given: “The Courts Are Too Indulgent With Hern 
Batasuna —first paragraph 1s DIARIO 16 introduction} 

[Text] Ramon Jauregui thinks that the democratic bloc 
must toughen its language against terrorism in order to 
neviralize ETA [Basque Fatherland and Liberty) The 
leader of the PSE-PSOE [Basque Socialest Party) 1 
calling for tougher action by the yudiciary against HB 
[Hern Batasuna] and describes any attempt to negotiate 
with the terrorists as “mistaken.” The Socialest leader 
has asserted several times that hes party will not support 
changes on the northern highway and stresses that they 
were not informed of the substance of the talks with the 
Lurraldca ( oordinator 

Bilbao—jHerce] When you say that we have to be 
tougher than ever with ETA. what are you propowng” 

[Jauregus} That the unity of the system and of antier- 
rorist language must be bolstered, because we can see a 
hardening of the terrorst strategy. While ETA 1s 
engaging im more-indiscriminate actions, all vowes of 
dissent have been silenced in HB and among the pris- 
oners. If thes 1s the response of KAS [Workers Socialist 
Coordinating Board), ETA. and its mouthpieces, then 
the democratn bloc has to adapt to 

|Herce}] Do you feel that the Ajyuria Enca Pact 1s equal to 
the occasvon” You have apparently called for ut to be 
reviewed 

JJauregus] Well. | thenk that the pact 1s performing its 

basic function as an instrument of consensus and dem- 
ocratic unity against terrorism. but | have the feeling that 
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its Siratcgy needs to be revesed The strategy of stranght- 
ching out democracy om city governments has not been 
carmed out onc hundred percent. because of EA's 
[Basque Solidarity | farlure to comply I do not thenk that 
we ought to emphasize our differences. we should not 
mk miterparty rclatoms to the consensus agai tcr- 
rormnm, because the democrats bloc 1 a preoriny obyec- 
ine 

{Herce}] Do you fend the pustice system to be soft or not 
tough cnough on Hern Batasuna” 

[Jauregu:) What | thenk has to be donc ss to change how 
HB's crominal actis rtees are beung handled on the courts. 
Some judges think that thers rs a political problem. and at 
ss not. The Judwrary as a whole and the Public Prosecu- 
tor’s Office mm particular are being too mndulgent. This 
has to change because HB must not abuse the tools of 
freedom under the rule of law. attack the rule of law. and 
pursuc a4 siratcgy of connivance with the terrorists 

[Herce}| HB contends that the govcrament has two doors 
in dealing with the negotiations. saying no through the 
front door and sending cmrssarics to ETA through the 
hack door 

[Jaurcgui| Thes 1s the same old tunc that HB has to trot 
Out to keep its sperits ep. All of the speculation about 
channels of ncgotiatron. attempts. and doors ms just 
speculation by them and tor ther benefit, The only thing 
that the goverament can do on thes regard of could have 
donc (1 do not know) 1s to seck information. It 1s totally 
mistaken to infer an attempt at acgotiations from this 

[Herce] Has Felpe Cronzales established order m the 
PSOE [Spanish Socsalest Workers Party|” 

[Jauregus| First of all | feel that there was not as much 
disorder as people thought For several months now we 
have been living amd a cloud of speculation about 
alleged disagreements My ompreswon rs that the only 
mayor devchopment that has taken place m and around 
the PSOE 1s the formation of the new government and 
Alfonso CGuerva’s absence from . the has prompted 
something of an adjustment im party-government rela- 
toms. which m my oprmen has been successfully put 

behind us | also sce that the prime minister and secre- 
tary general has consolidated hes leadership by agam 
assuming a somewhal prominent role m the party's 

internal workings 

[Herce] What has changed aficr Felipe Cronzalez 
summit mecting with the regronal sccretanes” 

jJauregu:| 1 was an catraordinarily important mecting. 

because we all spoke very frankly and what some of us 
knew and almost all of us assumed came to hight that the 
degree of internal solidarity and the feeling of belonging 
to a family and to a program are strong and intense And 
the meeting pul things on thee place so that the party can 

devote rivelf to what ot has to do, which 1s to run society 
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and take on an cnormous responsibility om the task of 
governing Spam. msicad of falling into the clutches of 
speculation. 

[Herce] Are you ruleng out a special PSOE congress” 

[Jauregui) Absolutely 

[Herce] Do you themk that the PNV [Basque Nationals 
Party}-EA-EE (Basque Lefi] government « gomg to 
finish out the legrsiative session” 

[Jauregui) | do not thenk so. My impression 1s thal it 1s 
headed quickly towards what we could call a government 
of resagnation in which partics whose only goal 1s to hold 
out cocamt. It well break up whenever the PNV wants 

[Herce] Does your party capect to profit from the crises 
m Basgue Left” 

[Jauregus} Not on the short run We want to be respectful 
of what happens mm other parties, i ms not our syle to 
meddic. Nor do we want Basque Lefi to come to such a 
traumatic end that «t disappears with all its asscts What 
we would hke to ee broader ideological common 
ground in the overall capresson of a icfirst party om the 
Basque Country. which could be donc on the foundation 
of the PSOE with all of ots adaptations. 

[Herce] Are you confident of the rationality of the 
Nationalists” 

[Jauregui] Yes. the PNV and Convergence are funda- 
menial representatives of Basque and Catalan nation- 
alism. They are strongly linked to the democratic poli- 
wal agenda that 1s berng pursucd in Spain 

[Herce] Will the vorce of the Basque Country be decisive 
iM pulling together the autonomy pact” 

[Jauregui] Decisive. mo. 1 thunk that the Basque and 
Catalan natronalists have to accept three things under 
thes pact. First. that we must build a cooperative State. 
we cannot build «t on the bass of discrimination, or 
permanent differences. or a lack of ngor. Second. they 
must accept the fact that there are distinct historwal 
communities based on laws. which are ther statutes. and 
on a sociopolitical realety that « reflected at the ballot 
bos. And third. they have to accept the fact that the most 
urgent. the priority step for the communities under 
Article 143 to move forward im placing thew arcas of 
responsitility not on the same level as the historic 

communities but above and beyond their own statutes 

* Eduardo Punset on New Political Group 
VIESIONO? Madrid DIARIO 16 1 Spanish 15 tue 9! 
pa 

Interview with European Parhament member Eduardo 
by Navecr Horcajyo om Barcelona. date not given 

“The Tragedy of the Democratic and Social Center Will 
Affect Ciher Parties” —first paragraph « DIARIO 16 
imtiroduciion | 
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[Text] Eduardo Punsct. cconomssi. philosopher. eriicr. 

Barcelona—{Horcajo] Why did you leave the CDS’ 

[Punsect} | always thought that the worst thing that could 
happen to you was to sce yourself immersed im a gro- 
tesque situation on which you arc struggling to gct three 
percent of the natronwide vote. I thought about 11 a great 
deal and realized that | would pay a political price for 
making my departure official after the election returns. | 
decuded to because | did not want to sce myself in a 
situation lke the one they are mm now. It scems that | did 
not make a mistake. 

[Horcajyo) How are your relations with Adolfo Suarez” 

[Punset] They have always been marked by warmth and 
respect, but | have not been om contact with Adolfo since 
many weeks before the clections. 

[Horcayo] What do you think of what 1s gorng on im the 
CDS today” 

[Punset] | have treed to be extraordinarily restrained 
during this process of reconstitution, or perhaps hquida- 
ton, which of the two 1s not very clear. The problem is 
that on the CDS, as on many other parties, there 1s a basic 
mcompatibility between its organization and philosophy 
and the society in which 1 endeavors to operate. 

|Horcayo] Do you blame the CDS apparatus” 

[Punset} The organization has been structured around a 
well-respected. beloved leader, On the outside. society 1s 

that « receive help to effectively manage 
diversity. Two such models had to clash. The tragedy of 
the CDS 1s just the begrnning and will affect many other 
parties. The CDS was just the weakesi link. 

|Horcayo] What «s Forum. your new group, tke” 

[Punset] Forum docs not accept the current mold of 
political parties, which are far removed from society's 
real problems. The parties have become burcaucratized 
machines m which not even the constitution really 
prevails. We all know that thes cannot lasi.. but of course 
the “establishment” will not make the first move to 
replace them 

[Horcayo] The platform that you represent will have 

policy goals 

[Punset} | think that 4 s a good sea io follow the 
cxamples that the world of scrence gives us. Politicians 
say thal everything 1% gong to change and they call on 
others to adapt to such change. bul im the world of 
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politics nothing 1s changing. If technological change 1s 
turning the organizational sysiems of companies upside 
down, then social demands will stand the current polit- 
ical systems on their head. 

[Horcajo] How are a traditional party and Forum dif- 
ferent” 

[Punset] We try to do the exact opposite of whai they do. 
thal way we cannot go wrong. The partics are wrapped 
up in constant balloting thal serves merely to legitimize 
the power of the so-called “apparatus” over the rank and 
file. |s contrast. the candidates, whom the people ciect. 
are hand-picked and run on closed slates. 

[Horcajo] There will be no “apparatus” in Forum... 

[Punset] No. We have offices, in Madrid and Barcelona, 
im which there is not enough room for conspiracies. 
These offices serve to maintain smooth communications 
between Forum's members through computers, fax 

{[Horcajo] Let us get back to your political platform... 

[Punset] We have some 20 plans of action that reflect our 
prorties. One of them deals with the reform of the 
electoral law. Forum will sponsor a gathering of Spanish 
and foreign experts who will drafi a “white paper” on a 
reform of the electoral law. 
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[Horcayo] It seems that you will be concentrating on four 
or five major areas of activity... 

[Punset] Yes. on the things that unite, noi divide Span- 
sards. For cxample. drugs. Many political and social 
actions come together here. So then. the indifference of 
the authorities to the drug problem is scandalous. The 
same goes for the intellectuals. we are rsolated from the 
grcat deal that 1s being donc on this 1ssuc throughout the 
world. We ought to open up a debate on comparative 
policies, without Gemagogucry. 

I think that | can guarantee that in eight months or so the 
European press will be writing about the efforts of 
Forum, which by the way has some 200 members. 

[Horcayo] WIll Forum be running in the Catalan auton- 
omous-community elections, which seem to be the next 
ones” 

[Punset] We are not planning to, although we m ghi. 

[Horcayo] Won't a politcal platform create mistrust in 
voters who are used to the party system” 

[Punset] That was true until the collapse of the totali- 
tarian ideologies. Their downfall has left a wide open 
space where the classical-liberal ideology 1s the only one 
standing. Division into ideological sects no longer seems 
to be a serious criterion for being part of political 
agendas. 
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Finland mean overturning last November's decision Al thal time 
the party councel stated compictcly unanimously that 

* SDP Chief Paasio Backs EC Membership “membership 1s not of current imterest as far as Finland 1s 
concerned.” 

* Urges Quick Action Now Paasio 1s positively rushing Finland's membership 
VIENOOS 24 Helsnks HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 13 Aug 91 p 6 

{Excerpt from TURUN SANOMAT under the rubric 
“Other Newspapers”: “Finland Climbing on the EC 
Tran”) 

[Text] The chawman of the SDP [Social Democratic 
Party}. Pertts Paasso, stated im an miterview with the 
independent TURUN SANOMAT that Finland should 
apply for European Community membership in the near 
future 

“ht vs better for Finland to pump on the train now than to 
come behind on the handcar. The tome for making the 
application 1 al most a year depending on the EES 
{European Economic Space] negotiations.” Paasio said. 

In Paasio’s Opimon imtcrest in the EES agreement 1s 
fading mm the EC 

“lt would be problematic if Finland surprisingly were to 
remain the only supporter of EF TA.” Paasio said. In hes 
view Norway 1s ready to apply for EC membership soon. 

The biggest problem according to Paasio will be the 
possible extent of the EC's military policy. “Yugoslavia 
1s now a laboratory m thes matter.” he mdicated. 

* Puts Pressure on Aho 

VIENOCRIB Helunks HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
im Finnish 13 Aue 91 po 

[Article by Unto Hamalainen: “SDP Supports EC Mem- 
bership, Paasso Beheves Party Council Will Propose 
Application” | 

[Text] The Social Democrats’ chairman, Pertti Paasio. 
predicted that the Party Council of the SDP [Social 
Democratic Party) would propose that Finland apply for 
membership in the European Community. 

“The final content of the position will be affected by the 
situation at the end of September. but | believe that our 
people are predominantly leaning toward the position of 
submitting an application for membership that | have 
proposed ~ 

The inicgration working group headed by Ulf Sundqvist 
1s pust drafiing a position paper on submitting an appl- 

cation for membership to the party council. A favorabic 
attitude toward membership also supposed to be 
revealed im the jot cconomic policy position of the 
party commutice and parhamentary group on Thursday 

Paasio does not beleve that a dispute will arise over the 
membership application. since a large majority supports 
membership If the party counci! supports Paaswo. « will 

application. “Preparations for making the decisions 
relating to membership should begin very quickly © 

Covernment | ags 

Paasw docs not belecve that the European Economia 
Space [EES] that 1s being constructed on the two pillars 
of EFTA and the EC will be in operateon before the end 
of the decade. when Sweden. Austria. Norway. and 
possibly Switzerland will apply for EC membership. 

“The situatvon m which the scoond pillar would be 
Finland alone 1s quite imposible. lt cannot work ~ 

Paasio's own position has matured through +miagining. 
among other things. how Finland would be regarded by 
the EC 50 years hence. The outlook 1s not cxactly rosy. of 
Finland 1s not a member. Finland would be » sewed in the 
same category as Hungary. Poland. and ( rechosiovakia 

The shift of the main opposition party of Prome Monier 
Esko Aho (C enter Party) to the government may become 
a considerable burden. since the opposition will be able 
to pull the government behind u. The government 
cannot do anything. however. until the EES negotiations 
have reached a concluson. 

If the government docs not make a proposal about a 
membership application immediately after the EES 
treaty, the SDP could drive a wedge into the imternally 
divided government 

The Center Party hopes that Finland will have a long 
penod of contemplation aficr the EES treaty to consider 
EC membership. During the pervod of consideration the 
Center Party could soften the opponents of EC member- 
ship in its own medst and the MTK [Central Union of 
Agricultural Producers}. 

The game recalls the situation last spring. when the Center 
Party would have lvked to delay linking the mark to the 
EC's monctary writ, the ecu, bul the Conservative Party mm 
the government and the Social Democrats in the oppos- 
tion forced the government into a more rapid schedule 

The SDP and ( onservative positions are again converging 
In June the Conservatives wanted membership ncgotia- 
trons to begin at the same time with Sweden and Ausina 

The Swedish People’s Party [RAP] congress also sup- 
ported investigateng EC memberstup. Last week the 
chairman, Ole Norrback. demanded that membership 
Negotiations begin 

Correlation of Forces | pset 

The SDP position also upsct the “correlation of forces” on 
the government and Parhament. The SDP. ( onservative 
Party. and RKP together have 100 seats in Parhament 
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If the SDP were to submul an inicrpellation ca speeding 
up EC membersinp. for crampic. and aficr the micrpet- 
lation discussion a voic of Confidence in the govcrament 
were taken. the Conservative and RKP representatives 
would have to overthrow the govcrement or vote agains 
the decisions of thew own party congresscs 

The Green Alhance will probably take at icasi a cautious 
postion on EC membershep at the begennirg of Sep- 
tember. A favorable atistede has also been generated 
among the rank and file of the Greens. but the final 
opimon of the delegation cannot be predicied 

Of the partes in Parhament the Left Alhance. Christian 
Athance. and the Finnish Rural Party passed resolutions 
reyecting EC membership in thew mectings 

Preparations Are \iade for Membership 

Many signs indicate. however. that Finland will submu 
its membership application within the next half year 
after the EES negotuations are concluded. perhaps at the 
beginning of next year. The machinery of the Foren 
Ministry 1s already heavily engaged in preparatory work 
for the eventuality of an application. 

Assurances are also being given to business organizations 
that there will be no delay with the membership applica- 
tion. The Central Association of Industry has remained in 
the EES front. but the Central Chamber of Commerce 
demanded in June that an application be submiticd 

The difficulty of the situation 1s reflected um the fact that 
President Mauno Korvisto had to request the SAK [(C en- 
tral Organization of Finnish Trade Unions] to remain in 
the officsal ranks. The SAK was supposed to take a clear 
position in favor of membership. but after the president's 
request the proclamation was made more gencral 

Kor rsto has kept those yearning for membership in line in 
other ways too Korvisto has not revealed whether he will 
continue the same policy after the EES negotiations or 
whether he will begin to take Finland into EC membership 

* Paasio Comments \ iewed 
VIENOTRIC Helanks HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 13 Aue Yl p 2 

[Eduonal: “EC Membership Sull Causing Talk| 

[Text] The chairman of the Foreign Affairs Comenitice of 
the parhament, Pertti Paaso, stated more clearly than 
before that Finland should apply quickly for EC member. 
ship According to him Finland has lost ts most favorable 
opportunities in the EES [European Econom Space] 
negotiations, and the EC's mterest mm the EES has dimin- 
ished 

In Paaso's opimon i 1 better to pump on the EC tram 
now than come behind on the handcar The threat 1s that 
Finland will remain outside the EC in a peripheral group 
lke Hungary and Poland and by the same token an 
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unceriam invesiment sic for the cherished foreign cap- 
tal. Also many tics already bk us to West Europe 

* Special Congress Possible 
VIENOTRID Helunks HELSINGIN SANOMEAT 
mm Finnish 13 Awe Yl p 2 

[Ednonal “Paaswo or Someone Ele” | 

[Text] The discussion that has gone on thes summer has 
shown that the mternal siuation of the SDP [Socal 
Democratic Party] will not settle down without an 
cxtraordmary party congress, which will measure the 
support for Pertt: Paaso,. the party's leader, The SDP 

until September. when the SDP Party Council will 
convene. In these corcumstances there «= hardly any 
possibility other than to recognize realities and approve 

moving up the date for the party congress even with the 
threat that « could mean a change om the party leader 

The leader of the SDP. Pert: Paawo. has blocked the 
holding of an extraordinary congress from the outset He 
knows that his own position would hang in the balance if 
the party congress 1s moved up. Paawo pul on the brakes 
last weekend and referred to the fact thal personal 
speculations would bury substantive matters He 1s only 
willing to reduce the miterval betewcen SDP party con- 

gresscs in general from three years to two 

Paaswo's appeals have nevertheless fallen on deal cars 
Immediately after the tig defeat in the parhamentary 
clechom m March discussion started up m the party 

about a change 1m the party leadership An catraordinary 

party congress did not. however. receive sufficrent sup- 
port in the spring destroct mectings. but thes did not stem 
the discussion. For cxampic. the chanman of the party s 
parhamentary group. Antti Kalhomak: and the deputy 
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chawman. Lona Jaskonsaan. revealed that they were the armed forces and the budget that will be presented in 
faver of an cxtraordmary party congress. The party aboul a month shows sugns of this 
secretary. U ipy livar: also supports an carteer congress 

In spute of the cowp and the greal uncertamty sbout 
There 1 so much pressure for organizing an cxiracrdy- = 4 ciooments in the Soviet Union the next defense 
nary party congress that « would be a real muracte if the budgct docs not foreshadow any of course on 
SDP should decude otherwuc. The question rather Norway's part. Sources contacted by AFTENPOSTEN 
me GD SS Se Se GD S&S say the government will continuc its line of making cuts 
Matters of form are important. because Paasio's fate a8 ang reducing the size of the armed forces. Prime Min- 
leader of the SDP may depend on them If the extract ites Gro Harlem Brundtland also confirmed this during 
dinar) party congress 1s organized by representatives of her debate with Conservative Party leader Kaci Kull- 
the last party congress. for cxample. Paaswocan breathe aan Five on the Norwegian Broadcasting Sysicm 
sigh of reef They clected Paaso for a second term just [NRK] Monday [passage omiticd] 

* Defense Policy Said Unaffected by Soviet Coup 

VIENOTOM Ode APTENPOSTEN i= Norwoeman 
2) Aug 91 pe 

[Artecte by Olav Trygge Storvek “Defense Policy Will 
Not Change™] 

According to critecs the term “zero growth” 1s a political 
ploy to make voters bebeve that defense capability will be 
frozen ai the current bevel In reality 1 involves substantial 
cuts) defense appropriations. The defense chief's repre- 
smaave on the Defense Commisson. Major General 
Crullow Gyeseth. showed how the mechanism works In an 
article on OF FISERSBLADET Gyeseth cites capernences mm 
Sweden. From 1970 to 1987 there was so-~<alled “zero 
growth” in Swedish defense budgets. Despite severe cuts 
and reorganizations thai included a 20-percent reduction 

pervod. The quality of the Swedish Army also dechned 
sharply. According to Mayor General Owe Wiktorm the 
combat effectiveness of the Swedish Army has declined at 
least as much as it has om the other services. 

In addition millions and milhons of kroner pour out of the 

tives the approves with without ing an 
effort to show how the capenditures can be financed Here 
too Gyeseth has shown how the mechanism works In | 990 
the defense leadership was mstructed to lease civihan 

| leave trips and new wage agreements were adopted 
compensation At the same terme Saddam Husayn s 
ture mm Kewan led to resng of prices that umposed an 
uncompensated crtra capense of 60 millon kroner on the 
armed forces for 1990 alone 

Nor do so~<alled “zero growth budgets” take technological 
com imoreases for new weapons systems imio account The 

; 

The same 1s true of aerplanes and other necessary materic! 

“Thos means that only a fraction of the materi! can be 

replaced under rcro growth budgets Cayesecth maimtained 
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“Of course acw weapons sysicms are more cfficecnt than 
the old oncs, but there « 2 bottom lum to how few 
systems « really makes scase to have. (wsously the 
number of systems must always be vicwed on relation to 
a potential adversary. Aficr all the Norwegian defense 
system will not be confronting tscif mm a conflict.” 
Cyeseth wrote. 

* Researcher Comments on Partics’ | volution 

VIENOTOOB Oslo AFTENPOSTEN in Norecman 
23 Aug 91 p 8 

|Article by Hanne Gamoaes: “Labor Party Threatened by 
Dynastic Tendency”) 

[Text] “Dynastec tendencies are not a umigucly Norwe- 
gian phenomenon. but this 1s still a fundamental danger 
for a labor party that wants to be a broad mass party.” 
sand Terye Rod Larsen. leader of the Labor LU nron ( enter 
for Research Analyses and Documentation (F AFC) 

AFTENPOSTEN asked Terje Rod Larsen. director of 
FAPO's activity, to take a look at Norwegian politics and 
the Labor Party om partecular mm this campaign pervod This 
year's clection 1s the first in the 1990's. The campaign had 
sarcely begun when « showed signs of a minature of 
cooperation and opposition How docs onc interpret this 
year's polrtecal prngpong match from the sidelines” 

“The traditional outer wings in Norwegian potrincs. the 
Conservative Party and the Labor Party. hawe become 
the big center parties and the big popular parties How- 
ever all the parties have retained some of the rhetornc 
from thew traditional sdeological foundations Rod 
Larsen sand 

“We see mereasmng agreement between the Labor and 
Conservative partees 69 central political mewes Al the 

same tome the two parties have retained large parts of the 
traditional mage of mutual antagonism. especially 
during campaign periods.” he went on 

“The gap between political rhetorn and reality appears 
to have mcreased between the two parties at the same 
me as they have moved closer to cach other m a 
practical politecal sense during the last 20 years (in the 
symbolic level the two have maintained the prcturc of an 

left-right division to a large extent.” sand 
Terje Larsen, who has been in charge of FARO for 
almost 10 years. 

Wing Parties 

“t regard the Center Party (SP). the Christian People’s 
Party [ARF], the Socwlet-Lefi Party [SV] and the 
Progress Party (F RP) as the real wing parties 19 Norwe- 
pian politecs.” sand Rod Larsen 

He conmders the Christian People’s Party an cxtreme 
party as far as values are concerned and sews rts fear of 
the dismantling of the State Wine and Liquor Monopoly 
as a rewwh of a European affilation as 4 tragmomn 
cxprewon of thr 
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He says the C enter Porty has moved from the center and 
become an mcrcawngly oncwded interest-group party 

He sympathazes with the Socalest-Lefi Party because on 
the symbeohe level a bogged down m an sdcologycal 
quagmire while at the same tome the demands of prac- 
tecal polvtecs are moveng farther and farther away from 
the party's sdcologscal foundation 

“lt was sompler to rally poltecal support m the Cer- 
hardsen and Brofoss cra—at thal tome the ‘man im the 
sirect’ was a term that applred to most Norwegians. Back 
then « made sense for the Labor Party to relate to the 
average wndusinal worker who had one foot m his 
hiclong mdusinal work place and the other m the 
nuctcar family. the lifclong marriage. the housewric at 
home. the children 

“The devtenctive feature of reality today « not the 
‘typecal Norwegian’ but * ” Socvety 1s charac. 
tenzed by a multitude of different occupatrons. cohat- 
tatron forms. valucs and Ifestyles which have mcreas- 
ingly become common imicrnatronal property Pizza has 
taken the place of meathalis. lt has become much more 
difficult to create legrtemacy for a sungle polrtecal bone mn 
a multifaceted socecty.” sand Rod Larsen 

He also pomnted out that the imternationahzation of the 
Norwegian cconomy has limited the degree of freedom 
for national coonomn mmstruments Briefly thes means 
that politicians have lews mancusecring room today «hile 
al the same time are harder to grasp and lews clear 
than they were only 20 or WO) years ago. 

He veews today's Labor Party as a natural cupresmon of 
these new tenswons These show up both in the party and 
on relations between the party and the labor movement 
As an caample he mentroned that the iwnflus of urban 
mictioctuals in the party produces tensions in relation to 

the traditional voter groups Town-country 1s another set 
of temsroms on hes view because traditional rural mmterests 
must give way to overnding national cconomec micrests 

“The tenwon mm the Labor Party with regard to the EC 
suc rs the clearest capresson of these new lines of continct 
and « « @ conflict that = marked not only by different 
political views but also by objective umterest differences ~ 

bt thaic Museum’ 

Thies Bergen man 1 4 party member m good standing. 
but as head of the tug rescarch center he chooses to 
remam a pawive member He veews the Labor Party as 
the leading exponent of the modernization of Norwegian 
soceety and Norway s mmtcrnatronal adaptation 
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Report by correspondent Rewhard Krause from AGB 

thon] | am sorry | have dnappomted you. sand Vadim 
Bakaton. appownted AGB chect after the coup d'etat m 
the USSR. Al a briefing with the Swedish prow thi 
evening he sand that five prev rowsly unknown documents 

were found in the AGB archives but these documents do 
not conta: anything new about the case Even so they 
are umteresting. the AGB chect marmtained Bakatin sand 
he hopes that the Wallenberg case can now be put avede 
m a way whech will catesty all who have worked to find 
Gut bes fate 

Coprees of the five documents have already been handed 
over to the Swedish ambawader to Mowow. Clenan 

Berner. who sat oppowtc Bakaten and waved a bright red 
folder Ambassador Berncr told “Echo” that the value of 
the docements will now be analysed and that the will 
take about two weeks 

* Rehaberg V age Stabilization | flort Over 

VIE NOUN Strdhele DIGENS NUMETER 

im Sweodeoh 17 due Vi pp? 

[Edvtornal) 

Text] No other country, wys Finance Miniter Allan 
has been wo succevsful on such a powerful down. 

ward change i price inflation as Sweden The Rehnberg 
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agreement has awakened micrnational aticntion “We arc 
about to clear up price inflation mn Sweden.” 

it was as of the worst coconomuec plaguc of the seventies 
and cightics—price inflatron—had been conquered and 
did not have to be mentioned im the clection campaign 
By an artestec stroke. the labor market has been able to 

Rehnberg agreement to be a stranyjacket. They will not 
accept anything somular the next tome. This 1s the only 
thong they agree upon 

Industry. which has to compete. suffers both from an 

hundred decrssonmaking organizations. cach with its 
special interests. In an extreme situation the majority of 
them. mm an cvceptron, have been ablc to accept a genera! 

i : | : 
tolerated But this would be cconomically and 

and uncmploy ment 

(me of the vet “ov eTAmMent support for the trade 
umons. wh , wre on the employers to rane 
pres. The wt yf wmes partly from direct sul. 
dees from taxneyer i partly from legislation that 

Carnes eMON CApeNses over to the employers 

The politically created rules on unions must be conwd- 
cred m totality and related to our society's mam cco 

nome problem. pre wmflation li 1 not enough to 
< some detains. so-called “playing rules.” om the 

that something smportant m bemg changed by 
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demanding warning times before obligatory arbitration 
or tugher damages for wildcat strvkes. 

The umsuccessful attempts on the seventics and cightics 
m moome polxy and stabslizatvon agreeracnts have 
taught us something that should have been clear from the 
begrnneng It 1s not the hewght of wisdom to build up a 
gant corporate demand and then only later, by var- 

sous Means. from appeals to prohibitions. to try to keep 
the corporations from mecting the demand. 

The state has convinced the large majority of the wage 
carners to belong to 2 umon. Outside of the umon, for 
cxampic. there 1s no might to co-determination. Therefore 
the wmon can collect high membership ducs, which con- 
trybute to sirske funds and create capectations of a great 
deal of umron activity with clear results m the wage 
envelope 

An cflective polcy agaist price inflation cannot avod 
thes part of the problem But there 1s also another vanabie. 
namely the negotiating model To bebeve that hundreds of 
negotiating organizations can erithout any coordinating 
arrangements reach a reasonable social coonomn wage 
development 1s to stick one’s head mm the sand 

The mew head of the German Bundesbank. Helmut 
Schiewnger. sand wh os DAGENS NYHETER interview 9 
August on speaking about the movement for an agree- 
ment om Germany that what «= needed « “a strong 
drscophine on the labor market with coordinated negotia- 
trons.” In a lead article FINANCTAL TIMES on 17 May. 
dealing with the Britvsh labor market, sand that “a high 
degree of coordination im wage negotiations 1s the only 
solutvon that docs not presume an unacceptably high 
unemployment ~ 

Coordination is necessary Ht rs not the negotiating mode! 
that showld be changed. but the power balance among the 
parties 

* Analyst Says Swedish Voters Make Late Decisions 
VIE NOCOSR Stackholm DAGENS NVHETER 
in Swedish 13 due 91 p 7 

[Artecle by Clacsioran Kyctlander “Swedish Voters 
l'mequcly Stubborn”) 

[Text] | landed a1 one of the many imteresteng seminars 
m Sundevall that just now are dominated by political 
information and oprmon cachanges between politicians. 
organizations. and the public 

In AULTURMAGASINET. a beautiful proof of what 
competent community politscians can produce there 
was a drscuwwon on whether we are headed for a cries in 

demactacy 

Professor Soren Holmberg sand that Sweden scems to be 
umgue mm at lcawt three aspects. Swedish voters wart 
longer than voters of other Countries to make ther ballot 
decrwoms. They also show themecives to be eniguc m 
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thew deindiung confidence m poliscians and m thew 
moessant enicres! mm party polrtics 

And what are the partics to do to make Sweden a litle but 
less umsquc” 

Holmberg’s advice s that the parties to a great cxtent 
should look after thew own mombers and affairs. Onc 
can order the votong withen the party. to a great extent 
arrange “promary clectrons™ om which the members can 
clect thew representatives. 

He also played with the thought of changing the rules for 
party support so that 1. hae support for sport, would be 
connected to concrete activities) Maybe the support 
should go to politicians who dare to go out im the field 
insicad of sitteng mm the assembly” 

Citizens’ Panel 

Another thought 1 citizens’ pancls that have influence 
on politrciams and thei decisions 

Steven Koblik. a political screntet from Los Angeles 
with a specialty on Swedish politics, warned agains the 
exaggerated belief om referendums. The US. capenence 
18 frnghtening I 1s umpossible to arrange 20-30 referen- 
dums with cach general clectron. On the other hand, he 
had become somewhat sympathet« toward the thought 
of haveng a more raped changeover in politicians, with. 
for example. |) years as the longest period for one 
assignment 

Thes caused former Social Democrat Rrksdag member 
and provincial governor Hans Hagnell to react 

Hagnell hace 

“Everyone knows that no one listens to you the first ten 
years you are on the Rrksdag ~ Magne! also knew how to 

pronounce pudgment on the qucstion of who 1s to repre- 
sent Sweden mm the EC Parhament 

“Sence the sob 1s better paid than others, well fall to those 
who are best powtoned mm the parties. Bul they have not 
realized that when they come home to Sundsvall or other 
places after haveng sat for five years wm Brussels there will 
not be anyone who remembers them And then they will 
not be reelected’ Hagnell sand. a lithe irewmphantly 

* Pension Fund Crisis Main Election lesue 
VIENOTOET Stackholm DAGENS NVHETER 
in Swodeoh '3 tue Vip 7 

[Article by Ake Ekdahl “Peawon Fund Breakdown 
Forces New Decrwons”] 

[Text] A tg pension argument at the beginning of the 
electron campaign can spread with caplosive speed The 
deputy charrman of the Central Organization of Salaned 
Employees. Natronal Goverament Civil Servants Section, 
(TCO) put the match to the powder keg im Sundevall 



Today's Meyear-old pension fund « a distribution 
system on which fund contributions for a certam year im 
princeple finance the same year's penswon payments. A 

miroduced the sea of using the pension monies im the 
pension funds to buy stocks and / arry over the profits to 
the pension fund 

Secial Democratic Concept at an Fad 

The nonsocialists have called the proposal a declaration 
of war and a historical socialization of the cconomy 

Paralic! to the Social Democrats fund proposal. Finance 
Minister Allan Larsson has gone against a strict old taboo 
and argued for a premeum reserve system im the pension 
fund “Pension savings can take place in more individual 
and better insured ways than what takes place im the 
government penvion funds was his message last spring. 

Thes comes very near to the old Socral Democratic dca. 

Besides this. a feminine bine 1s berng formed. mght across 
all party lines. opposing those who want to lengthen the 
working tome and change the present system with full 
pension after W effective working years un which the 15 
best-pand years will be calculated They say the demand 
for longer working tome os unfair to women who have 
stayed home some ycars to take care of children (Certain 
nonsocialist alternatives also include pemswon pornts for 
housework with emall chiidren 
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Right now. then. varows systems arc forming m the 
pares 

© The present distributron system, bul with ace sources 
of moome 
The premium reserve system. eth connection 
betewcen ducs and benefits. and coupled with the 
penwon fund 
A compiciely new system with a baw penwon that 
replaces the people's penmvon. penwon contributions. 
special tar regulatioms ard parts of the pension fund. 
but also om addition comtancd with the present pen- 
won fund and some form of premium resery¢ system 

The debate from the pensson struggic of the 1950's. when 

comeng from several partees. There are many questions 
about such a plan TCO). which started the debate. has 
named some. DAGENS NYHETER has asked questions 
of the polrtecal parties 

—How many years must one work to get a full pemwon” 

The Chrestian Democrats [ADS|. Moderates [MSP]. 
Center [CP]. Lett. middie parties. and Swedish 
Workers [SAP] thenk that today's ©) years can be kept 
Forty years angers the women. The Liberal Party 
wants to wart for the commuttce’s report 

—Should the amount of the pension be determined by 

the 15 best years’ ADS. CP. Left. the meddle parties. 
and SAP think that today's 15 years 1s pust mght. The 
Liberal Party wants to awart the commutice's report 

—Showld the ceiling on mmcomes im the 7.5 base amount, 
about 240.000 kronor, be kept” KDS thenks the cevlong 
should be raned wo that persons with higher moomes 
will also get higher pensroms MSP thinks that ducs for 
meoomes over 7 5 base amount showld be removed The 
Center Party and the Liberal Party want to keep the 
ceslong. but want to remove the dues above this moome 
80 that the ducs and the outgoing pensions agree better 

The Left Party wants a hase penwon of 95.000 kronor 
and thinks that the pension fund should then be hased on 
previous mcomes SAP has no plans to change today's 
system. The Moderate Party 1s also goung the way of the 
hase penwon and cn visions private penwons oF con. 
tracted pensions in addition 

—How should the penwon fund be inanced’ SAP wants 
to have freer placement regulain ns for the penwon 

funds. Four to eight tbilhon kronor yearly can be 
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supplied to the funds and the pension sysicm. The 
nonsocialists want to keep today’s system. Even the 
middie parties and the Lefi Party are inclined to take 
care of the financing by dues based on the amount of 
wages. Here the answer 1s not clear on the part of many 
on whether today’s contributors to the fund should in 
principle pay today’s pensioners, or whether cach 
generation should take care of its own pensioners. 

The New Democracy Party has not answered DAGENS 
NYHETER’s questions. 

The Same Pension for Everyone 

Fair, simple. and an improvement for the worst-placed 
pensioners. 

With these arguments the Center Party is selling its pro- 
posal for a basic pension, which according to a proposal 
Monday will begin to be introduced as early as 1994. 

But the reactions from the proposed coalition brothers. 
the Moderates and the Liberal Party, were negative. 

Into the pot for the basic pension come today’s People’s 
Pension, the pension contributions, the special tax regu- 
lations for pensioners, parts of the pension fund system. 
and most of the communal housing support (KBT). 

These monies, plus an extra amount, will be distributed 
equally to all pensioners—except that the present dis- 
tinction between those living alone and together will 
remain. 

According to the Center Party's calculations, the pen- 
sioners will gain 7,000 kronor a year over the present 
yearly incon.e of about 60,000 kronor. With an income 
of 112,700 kronor, the increase will be 3,300 kronor. 

* SDP Platform Rejects Pension Fund Changes 

YIENO792A4 Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 18 Aug 91 p 6 

{Article by Ake Ekdahl: “Social Democrats Promise Safe 
Pension System™] 

[Text] Norrkoping—Doubled dues for unemployment 
insurance, a guaranteed and unchanged pension sysiem. 
the right of AP funds to buy corporate stocks, and health 
insurance without a qualifying period for benefits. 

These are some of the concrete policy decisions that a 
Social Democratic [SDP] government will make after the 
fall elections, Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson said 
during Saturday's questioning by National Radio's eco- 
nomic editors, who are temporarily in Norrkoping where 
the Social Democrats are beginning their election cam- 
paign over the weekend. 

The Social Democrats have an agreement with the Liberal 
Party on higher dues for unemployment insurance. The 
government has not decided yet, Carlsson said, bul a 
doubling of the dues may be in the cards. The nonsocialist 
parties are still discussing an increase of ducs. 
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A Social Democratic government will certainly also raise 
the ceiling on the compensation level in the Pension Plan. 
Today the ceiling 1s 7.5 of the basic level, which gives full 
pension up to incomes of about 240,000 kronor. The limit 
will therefore be rarsed in the long run so that fewer wage 
earners will drop out of the system and become more 
dependent upon private imsurance or on insurance agrec- 
ments for income levels above this limit. 

Carlsson did not want to say how far the present income 
period 1s to be lengthened—30 years. from which the 
best 15 are calculated. 

On the other hand, he 1s quite ready as carly as this fall 
to introduce expanded investment rights in stocks for AP 
participants. “It 1s a step toward strengthening the pen- 
$10.: System and bringing capital into the economy, and it 
1s good for the pensioners.” Carlsson said. 

He saw no risk in the funds’ getting control of 25 percent 
of the total market value. He was willing to discuss 
whether allowing a 25-percent purchase 1s right. but 
there 1s no One to discuss it with now that the nonsocial- 
ists have said no to the whole proposal. 

Carlsson reasoned strongly that it 1s the wage carners’ 
Savings, not the state's, that will be invested on just as 
good terms as the private imsurance companies can 
invest in Corporate equities, and that professional influ- 
ence increases just as reasonably and moderaicly on the 
local level with stock purchases. 

Carlsson called the five new funds a “special organiza- 
tion” and did not want to admit parallels to the present 
fund system under government authority. 

When the interviewers Thomas Hempel and Willy Sil- 
berstein cited a half dozen Moderate Party campaign 
promises from 1988 that were all carried out by the 
Social Democratic government in the past three years, 
Carlsson was surprised. 

In his preparations for the interview he had worked on 
the same statistics that previous party leaders had been 
asked about, bui now he had to defend the decision that 
18 Often questioned within his own party. 

“We absolutely did not do as the Moderates wanted in 
1988. The Moderates cannot have a monopoly in deciding 
upon the Sound bridge, and we have a completely different 
tax reform than the Moderates have,” he said. 

* Nonsocialists’ Platform: Increase Defense 

YIENOI94A Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 

in Swedish 13 Aug 91 p 6 

[Article by Anders Ohman: “New Military Threat Image™] 

[Text] Defense will get more money if there 1s a nonso- 
cralist government this fall. The defense appropriation 
will stay the same if the Social Democrats remain in 
power. Two out of eight political partees—the Lefi Party 
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and the Environmenta! Party—want to lower the appro- 
priation for military defense. 

lt took place at an inquiry on defense before the clec- 
tons, arranged by the Civil Defense Union in Stock- 
holm. Eight politicians took part im the questioning. 
Kenneth Kvest (Left), Jan Nygren (Social Democrat). 
Gunnar Hokmark (Moderate), Par Granstedt (Center), 
Carl Frick (Envireament). lan W achtmerster (New Dem- 
ocrat), Soren Norrby (Liberal), and Sug Nyman (Chris- 
tian Democrat). 

The Moderates are ready for an increase of three billion 
kronor, the Center and the Liberal party a corresponding 
increase of about two billion kronor. Sug Nyman (Chris- 
tian Democrat) agreed with Supreme Commander Bengt 
Gustafsson’s B-level. which corresponds to a defense 
budget of 36.1 billion kronor. 

Blachening 

Jan Nygren. Ministry of Defense. said that the Social 
Democrats want neither to lower nor to rarse the defense 
appropriation. An unchanged economy implies a budget of 
about 32 billion (price level February 1991). He criticized 
a one-sided blackening of the quality of defense maierne! 
The JAS project, Submarine 90. guided grenade-throwing 
ammunition, Robot 15, Tank 90. and coastal corvettes, 
among other things. are high class weapons systems that fil 
into an unchanged defense framework. 

Small Invasions 

The imaginable military threat against Sweden has 
changed, everyone said. A great power imvasion of the 
country after an outbreak of war im central Europe is 
extremely unlikely after the fall of the Berlin Wall, the 
breakup of the Warsaw Pact, NATO's onentation 
toward a new role, and relaxation of tensions between 
grcal powers. 

Strategic attack with short military warning. border 
invasion in Upper Norrland, peace and war incidents 
such as the stream of refugees to Gotland disring a civil 
war in the Baltic are examples of imaginable events that 
would require action by the Swedish defense forces 

Gunnar Hokmark (Moderate) said that the profile of the 
military threat has been changed by the great powers. the 
Soviet Union particularly. Large military resources are 
still located near Sweden with several air invasion units 
and other forces that can carry oul rapid surprise oper- 
ations. 

Jan Nygren, Defense Ministry, did not think that a civil 
war in Yugoslavia would lead to a large war in Europe. 

bul an increase in the level of the conflict could force the 
situation back into a new cold war. 

“We must not forget that in spite of the relaxation of 
tension, the Soviet Union and the United States are still 
opposites.” Jan Nygren said 
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Kenncth Kyest (Left). sand that the msk of war 1s very 
small for Sweden im the next ten years. An caception 
would be war in the Balu. where Gotland could be 
brought in. 

Universal Military Service 

lan Wachimerster (New Democrat) wants universal mil- 
ary service. on which quality 1s more important than 

quantity. Those who complete military service could be 
reduced in number but would receive a long period of 
traning. about 15 months. The resi can serve in Civil 
Defense. He wants to climinate the ttle “home defense 
agent” and replace with another title. 

“Is the home defense agent someone whe comes home and 
checks the kitchen? We have enough agents.” Wacht- 
meister said. 

* Campaign Ignoring Nuclear Energy Question 

VIE NOTY4D Stockholm DIGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 14 Aue Yi py 

{Article by Ake Ekdaht: “Nuclear Energy—Hidden Elec- 
tion Bomb” ] 

[Text] For the first teme in 15 years nuclear energy has 
been removed from the clection campaign. 

lt was something of a surprise when Ingvar (Carlsson a 
year ago asked for carte blanche from his party mecting 
10 Create an energy policy Compromise with the nonso- 

cuhsts. The nonsocialist division on nuclear energy has 
of course been unparalicted propaganda tor the socialists 
through the years. And now this clection mine 1s to be 
disarmed by ( arisson 

The prime minssicr had several reasons to pul the energy 
question aside) To some extent. the Social Democrats 
were just as divided as the nonsocialisis on nuclear 

energy. In part. the uncertainty surrounding the cncrgy 

supply had become a dangerous hindrance to the 
Swedish cconomy 

Party Lactics 

Afier ten years of endless discussion of energy. but 
without visible results im renewal after the people's 

referendum im 1980. Carlsson sought an energy agree- 
ment partly across the block border, and partly with the 

cooperation of a nonsocialsst party from cach side of the 

nuclear argument. His motive was to create an energy 
policy agreement that could survive a power shill and 
give indusiry the bases for long-range investments 

For tactical reasons, he excluded agreements with the 
Moderates. His goal was to achieve a compromise that 
would be supported by the Center Party and the Liberals 
With both these parties on the boat there would be less risk 

of mutiny in his own party. On 15 January of this year the 
three party leaders signed the historic agreement 
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Suddenly the Rrksdag’s old decision to begin lhquidation of 
two nuclear power companies in 1995 and 1996 had 
disappeared. Insicad. nuclear power liquidation will be 
begun and carned out ai the rate allowed by access to 
environmentally fnendly clectricity and at electricity 
prices that are imternationaliy competitive for Swedish 
industry. 

Weak Points 

The Liberal Party and the Center Party have received 
few cnergy policy gains to pont to for their own people 
aS a reason to go along with the agreement. 

Carlisson’s achievement of bringing the partics together 
was quite impressive. seen superficially, He himself was 
extremely content with having created a stable and broad 
parliamentary agreement on energy as part of the growth 
policy the government was working on. 

But only a little study 1 necessary to reveal the party 
agreement's shortcomings and weak points. As carly as 
the presentation with the three party leaders. Bengt 
Westerberg and Olof Johansson went in different direc- 
tions. The agreement allowed room for almost ali kinds 
of interpretations of nuclear energy development. The 
final date of 2010 has never been written in but 1s only 
named as a factor from a previous decision 

The change in energy from nuclear power to alternative 
forms of energy 1s to be based on valid, long-ranged 
decrsons, it says. This means that the politicians would 
have to show that the country has produced cnvironmen- 

tally trendly energy before nuclear power 1s stopped 

Newt January 

Westerberg has from the beginning concluded that alter- 
native energy will not come so fast that the Liberal Party 
can agree to close the last reactor im 2010. Johansson 
thinks that the speed of the change must be increased 

Therefore the authorities must make continual evaluations 
of the cnergy situation. In coordination with the budget 
proposal cach year. emmediatcly in January, the govern- 

ment must review what results have been achieved in the 
energy policy program the Riksdag has established. 

The goversment must also make proposals for further 
actions that are considered appropriate te achieve the 

change and the development of the energy sysiem. There 
must even be reports on safety im the Swedish nucicar 
plants. Therefore the Riksdag will have the nghi to make 
motions, and all partes can take part and fight about 
nuclear energy again: the Moderates and the New Dem- 
ecrats for, the Center, the Lefi. and the middle parties 

against, with the Workers Party, the Liberals. and the 
Christian Democrats in the middic. 
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The change must. according to the agreement. take place 
safely and with an cye to the need for clectrc power to 
maintain cmplos ment and welfare 

In the yearly controls an energy policy bomb 1s hidden 
that may go off at any tumc—why not im the middic of 
thes year’s clection campaign” 

* Fundamentalism Seen Hurting Christian Party 

YVIENOTOID Stackholm DAIGENS NYVHETER 
in Swedish 17 Aug Yi p 2 

[Eduional: “Svensson Without Sharp Profile| 

[Text] Alf Svensson knows that im this year's clection he 
has a better chance than ever before to lead hrs party into 
the Swedish Riksdag. and « was clear from Friday's 
radwo imiecrvicew that he now will avon’ anything that 
might be sensitive 

Svensson denied quite strongly the shghtest indication 
that the Christian Democrat Alhance might be for a 
ban of any kind. He can do this somewhat forcefully. 
because the party has become more liberal through the 
years. But hes feeling of being presenicd as an cager 
prohibitor made him at some tumes during the micrview 
begin to fudge a but. 

Al the question whether he was for alcohol ratroning. he 
answered at first in the negative and began to talk about 
the importance of helping heavy abusers. Bui the party 
has proposed a three-year attempt im “purchase limita- 
won.” Therefore Svensson should have been more 
uncompromising and sand that hrs party in precisely thes 
arca thinks that there are sufficrently strong reasons for 
government restriction 

In comments made by Christian Democrat Alhance 
representatives on “skid row culture.” “negative cultural 
expressions.” and “ethically valuable films.” Svensson 
was also carctul. He sand that « was the debate on 
cultural questions that was important and toned down 
the significance of legislation and other state mutiatives 

Bul on one port even Alf Svensson gave an answer that 
clearly showed that the Christian Democratic Alhance still 
has a part of its inheritance from the party's past. and this 
was that the creation theory should have the same place as 

Darwin's theores in biology instruction. “Yes.” he said, 
“Darwin's theories are a belief and the creation theory 1 a 
beef. lt cannot be wrong in biology imsiruction to let 
people learn about the beliefs that cxrst on thes area © Al the 
question of whether the creation theory should soon be 
part of rehgrous education. Svensson suggested that even 
Darwin might be won over 

If the party makes thes a part of sts platform, 1 will not 

have to fear any tougher competition 
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Vasilicy Returns From ‘Constructive’ Athens Talks 

NC0409140191 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greck 1200 GMT 
4 Sep 9! 

[Text] President Yeoryios Vasiliou met agair today in 
Athens with Greek Prime Minister Konstandinos Mitso- 
takis. The Athens government spokesman said that 
during the meeting they reviewed the situation following 
the conclusion of President Vasiliou’s contacts with 
Greek political leaders. 

In a Statement to our station after his return to Cyprus 
carly this afternoon. the president capressed absolutc 
satisfaction over his visit to Athens. President Vasiliou 
said: My contacts with both the Greek Government and 
the political leaders were very constructive. The conclu- 
sion to be drawn from all these meetings and contacts 1s 
that the Greek political scene fully supports the struggic 
we are waging. 

Galanes Denounces Turkey's Abolition of Passports 

NC0409174991 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radi Network in Greek 1800 GMT 
4 Sep 9! 

[Text] With telegrams to international organizations 
and parliaments. Alears Galanos. president of the house 
of representatives. has denounced the illegal abolition 

of passports between Turkey and the occupied territo- 
nes of Cyprus. The telegrams siress that this new fait 
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accomph fully violates UN resolutions and demon- 
Strates that Turkey 1s accelerating the integration of 
Cyprus’ occupied territory. 

Galanos also notes that a Iethal complication from this 
illegal act +s that the inflow of settlers from Turkey will 
acquire even further disquicting dimensions and will 
completely change Cyprus’ dermography. 

Northern Cyprus Recognizes Baltic Nations 4 Sep 
1 40409122691 (Clandestine) Bavrak Radio in Turkish 
to Cyprus 1030 GMT 4 Sep 91 

[Text] The Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus 
[TRNC] has recognized the Baltic states. Kenan Atakol. 
government spokesman and foreign affairs and defense 
minister. made a statement after the cabinet meeting this 
morning. He sas that the TRNC. in addition to recog- 
nizing the independence of the Baltic statics. wants to 
develop its political. economic, trade. and cultural rela- 
tons with them. Expressing the wish that the indepen- 
dence process of these states will be concluded through 
peaceful means and with a constructive mentality. 
Atakol added that this process will contribute to security 
and stability in Europe He further capressed the belicf 
that thes development. which 1s an cacmplary maniics- 
tation of human rights. will be beneficial for the Turkish 
Cypnot community as well. 

Pointing out that the government welcomes and respects 
the decision of Azerbayan. whose identity 1s similar to 
that of the TRNC. to declare us independence. Atakol 
said that thes decision 1s a manifestation of the mght of 
Azerbayan: Turks to self-determination. He concluded 
by saying that the government hopes that this decision 
for 1 will be implemented in accordance 
with the wishes and will of the Azerbayani peopic 
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Samaras Denies ‘Designs’ on \ ugosiay lerritery 

NC 0409161991 Athens Eiliniks Radhiotonia Radw 

Network in Greek 1IS0OGMTI 4 ep v/ 

[| Text] Greece has never had and docs not have now any 
designs on Y ugoslayian territory 

Thes was stated clearly by Foreign Minisicr Andonws 
Samaras 19 vicw Of various Acws reports attributing to 
our country micntions that do not cart. Bul one thing 
must be made clear, Samaras stressed Cireece 5 not 
prepared to recognize an independent state bearing the 
historical Gireck name of Macedoma. Something hke 
that would mean denying our historical and cultural 

heritage 

in addition. « « mooncenvable, Samaras added to 
recognize a State when ruling circles m Skopye capress 
terriional and other claims agannst our country. OF 
course. Statements to the contrary by individuals are not 

cnough to chmunate convictions and impressions that 

have been dehgently cultsvated for decades 

The foreign monister’s Statement concludes After all, 

(sreece supports EEC mnitiatives for the settlement of the 
VY ugoslas problem and will respect the decrssons that will 
be made by the V ugosiavs themscives 

Slovenia's Rupel Asks for Greek Recognition 

NC OS0921 2991 tthens Elhinths Radhiwotoma Radw 

Network in Greek O100GMT 4 Sep 9 

[Test] Foreign Minister Andonos Samaras held talks 

thes morning mm Athens with hes Slovenian counterpart 

GREECE “s 

Dimiry Rupel. who asked that Crrecce recognize Slowe- 
mas independence Samaras rephed thal our country s+ 

decrwon will be coordmated with the EEC 's 

The Mov cnian menisicr ins ticd Samaras to sat Siovenia 

m October 

Nation lo Participate in NATO Naval FE vercise 
NC 04090174491 Athen, ATHENS NEDSS of Engiod 

4N\ep Vip? 

[Text] Greece will participate mm a mearum-scale NATO) 
naval exvercrse code-named Deterrent Force 29! 

The cacronsec. whech will takc place on the Medricrrancan 

between September 9 to November 7 will be supported 
by forces from nine NATO countrees, the NATO) An- 
borne carly warneng force and by the NATO) multe 
service clectronn wartare support group. an Alhed 

Forces announcement sand 

“Exercese Deterrent Force 2/9! will be lenked with 
NATO's yearly liwe exerone Display Determination 
designed to mamta and cohance the cflectiveness 
efficrency and cooperation among NATONs southern 
region conventional forces the announcement sand 

Deterrent Force «= a sem-annual cxercnc deswgned to 
offer a wide range of traning opportunnics to Naval 
(in-Call Force Mediterrancan (NAVOM FORMED) 
ships. The force will be commanded by ( aptan Lutty 

Sancar of the Turkish Navy 
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Foreign Ministry Weekly Press Bricfing Reported 

T 40809165791 Ankara ANATOLIA om Enegich 

ISDS GMT 4 Sep 9! 

[Teat) Ankara (ANATOLIA)——Forciga Muinisiry 
spokesman Mural Sungar gave the following mforma- 
ton at hes weekly prow bricfing on Wedacsday 

Turkey Greece 

Pome Minter Mesut Vilmaz well meet ( 

European 
10 to 13 to deecuss Turco irock relations and probatly 
also the Cyprus problem 

Vilmaz orginally suggesicd the mecting m a leticr to 
Mitsotakes mm August m «whech he reportedly told the 
Greek leader that Ankara capected Athens belp m 
reaching a «ithement mutually acceptabic to both the 

Turkish and Greek communiics on divided Cyprus 

In a separate devclopment Andonws Samaras. who has 

been rcappornted Greek foreygn menisicr saed on reply to 

a message of congratulation from Turkish Foregn Miun- 
mtcr Safa Goray that he wanted to awure Coray that 
improvement of rclatroms betwcen the two Counties was 

hes foremost dewre 

Cyprus Problem 

Contacts on the Cyprus problem arc continuing within 

the framework of UN Secretary General Javect Peres de 
Cucllar’s good wil mason The scerctary general nm 
capected to submit a report on (Cyprus later thes month 

bul no cxact date has heen given 

Asdes of UN. Secretary 4reneral Javect Perez de ( wellar 
are holdong talks with the Turkesh and Greek Cypriots on 
a bed for rapprochement before Peres de ( uctlar submits 
hes report to the UN Security Counc 

The outcome of tN. efforts for the reunification of 
( yprus will be a pounter for a proposed four-way mecting 
between Ankara Athens and the two ( yprot commun. 
bes 

Recognition of \rerbanan 

Averbayan has a special importance for Turkey bul no 
request has sw far been cocenved from that southern 
Soviet republi for formal recognition The situation of 
Averbayan will be evaluated along with all the other 
Sovict republics when the exact nature of thew future 

Structure emerges from the Congress of People’s Depu- 
tes 

He sand Turkey's decision to establish cooperation with 
the three Balt satcs should be comsdered in a“ difler- 
ent framework” [urkey sand on Tuesday 1t would cstab- 
lsh diplomatic relations with the three Balt republics 

of Latvia. Lithuanw and Estona 
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Turkey wants to develop fnendiy aad cooperative rela- 
toms with the newly declared states and Tukey's amhas- 
sador to Moscow. Volkan Vural. well start vesets later on 
Wednesday to the Baltic republics beginning with 
Luthuama for talks with thew respective pressdents and 
foreign minisicrs 

He will present a icticr to cach from Foreign Moenrster 
Safa Guray 

Turkish Minority im Bulgaria 

Turkey os closely enteresicd in the situation of the cthnw 
Turkish minornty om Bulgaria during thal country’s 
restructuring 

“As Our prome muenisicr sated wm Edirne at a party rally 
thes week. the future attitude of the Bulgarian Govern- 
ment toward cthaw Turks m that country will be the 
msurance of Turco-Bulganan relations Sungar sand 

Turkey + uropean ( ommunity 

Turkey « pleased with plans to convene the EC - Turkey 
Awocuation Counci later thes month It sand on Tucsday 

it had accepied an mvitation for ts first formal minrs- 

terial talks with the European Community since 1986 

The Netherlands. which holds the rotating Presidency of 
the EC. mveted Turkey to attend a mecting of the 
EC -Turkey Assocsation Councel on September 1) The 
(Council monitors the progress of an aysociation agree- 
ment between Turkey and the EC. om effect wnce 1964 

Turkey applred to youn the EC om April 198) but the 
Community has sad 1 could not consider new members 
until a planned sengle FC market 1s acheeved m 1992 

lt 1s hely that the Sept. 4) mectong will focus largely on 
a Turkish roguest for the mmplementation of an cco 

nom Cooperation package proposed last ycar by the E¢ 

Commission The calls for a customs umon 
between the EC and Turkey by 1995. increased screntific 
and technical cooperation. and a financial protocol 
offering Turkey 600 milhon European currency units in 
loans and grants from the E( 

To take effect the protocol must be approved unam 
mously by the 12 EC member states but has been blocked 
persistently by Crreece 

Sungar Asks Bulgaria lo Fasure Minority Rights 
1 (0609143991 Ankara lurkive Radvolan Network 

im Turkish 1400 GMT 4 Sep 9! 

[Test] Turkey has capressed its hope that the Bulgarian 
Administration will act with far-sightedness and pru- 
dence regarding the nghts of the Turkish minority as the 
Bulgarian general clections. scheduled for 1} October 
approach 

In reply to a question during hes weekly news conference 

today Foreign Minisiry spokesman Ambassador Murat 
Sungar recalled that Bulgaria 1s undergoing a process of 
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reconsiruction m line with democratec principles. 
Porting out that Turkey 1s closely following the situa- 
ton of the Turkish minority im this process. Sungar 
stressed that the attntude to be adopted by the Sofia 
administration on thes subycct will comststutc a form of 
guaranice in the relations between the two countries. The 
spokesman cxipressed the hope that Bulgaria will display 
democratx maturity and ensure that the clections arc 
held without offending the Turkish minority and 
without being tainted by anmisdemocratx measures. 

British Minister Holds ‘Highly Positive’ Talks 
1 10409104191 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
ISIOGMI 4 Sep 91 

[Text] Ankara (ANATOLIA)—Britesh Trade and 
Indusiry Minster Tim Sa:msbury [name as received). 
currently on Turkey on an official visit. sasd here on 
Wednesday that his contacts with Turkish officials have 
been highly positive and that he bebeves Turkish-British 
trade and coonomic links will continuc 

Sainsbury 1s heading a delegation of representatives of 
British companies secking business in Turkey or already 
engaged in business with Turkish firms 

He told reporters he had exchanged views with Turkish 
Government officials on bilateral economic relations 
and a number of important projects 

The Britrsh monister spoke of the importance of Turkey's 
carting coonomic relations with the Sovect Unron and 
sand Turkey represented an important potential for yount 
invesiment ventures in the hight of present difficulties in 
Britain's economia relations with Moscow 

Gorbaches ‘Spokesman’ Discusses Soviet Issues 

VC 0409164791 Istantul MILLIVET in Turkish 
3] ue Vipd 

{Article by Samm Kohen: “The Situation om the Sovict 
Union Ils Now More Difficult] 

[Excerpts] In an exclusive statement to MILLIVET. 
Karen Karagozyan, Mikhail Gorbaches's spokesman. 
has sand that the leader of the Sovect U'nron still has 
“sulficrent support” im spite of the fact that hes popu- 
larity has dipped and the Communist Party has unray- 
cled Karagozyan also sad that Gorhaches 1s determined 
to “fulfill the mission he has undertaken” and that he 
was aware thal the situation om the Sowrt Union is 

becoming meoreasingly difficult. He added that Gor- 
baches may “clash” with Borns Yeltsun on a number of 
Issucs 

Karagorsyan agreed that the Sovict regime has not been 
enhanced following the failure of the recent coup 
attempt and asserted that if the democratic forces fail to 

unite, the possitulity of a mew coup allempt cannot be 
ruled out 
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“Sufficient Support” 

We met Karagozyan on hes office mm the Kremlin. He had 
a “white telephone” which was a direct link to Gor- 

hachev's office. He asserted that Gorbachev has “suffi- 
cent support” When we mentioned the strong criticism 
directed against Gorbaches by official circles and the 
people following the coup atiempt. Karagovyan sad: 
“Grorbaches aware thal the present situation im the 
Sovict LU non and his position are not what they used to 
be. He 1s also aware thal rmportant changes have taken 

place. The country 1s suffering from a serious crises and. 
naturally. natronal officials are critecized during a cress. 
The significant sympathy and stature Yeltsin gained 
during and aftcr the coup aticmpt has placed him im an 
advantageous position Nevertheless. thes has not weak- 
ened Gorbaches's confidence im the mission he under- 
took on February 1985 to democratize the Sovect Union 
and carry out radical changes mm the country. Nor has 
weakened his determination to achieve all he sect out to 
do.” 

We asked Karagozyan whether Gorhaches had lost the 
support of the party grassroots duc to the CPSU's 
unraveling and whether Gorbaches 's political strength 
had been weakened. He sand: “At first glance, the CPSU 
seemed to be hes source of support. lt must be remem- 
bered. however that many of the party officials opposed 
hes polices. In other words, «| would be wrong to say that 
he rehed only on party support. The CPSU had 
16,000,000 members. The majority of them trusted and 
supported Gorbaches + democratization and reconsiruc- 
tion policies Regardless of what anybody says. thes trust 
and support continucs today © 

Karagozyan assericd that Gorbaches 1s not even consid- 
ering “resagning” at the present tome. He also disclosed 
that Moscow 1s considering direct clections for the USSR 
president in the 199) clectrons. He sasd that the future of 
the post of president was not a priority maticr and noted 
that the crises. which os shaking the country. needs to be 
resolved through a “yount effort” [passage omitted] 

Karagozyan's rephes indicated that Crorbaches docs not 

beleve that hes situatron «= hopeless and thal recent 
devclopments have not weakened hes confidence im his 
polecres. As such. he will contenuc the struggle. The same, 
however, cannot be sand about the man im the sirect 
Even if we were to leave aside the feelings of the poopie. 
we have to consider the uncasiness and fechng of hope- 
lessness on intciiectual corcles mm the Soviet Union. Con- 
trary to what Karagozyan sand. a number of mnicticctuals 
do not beheve that Gorhaches has a bright future. They 
also fear that the Sovect Union's future «6 om danger 
[passage omitted] 

Search for Abducted Lourists Continues in Bingol 

1 40409161091 Ankara ANATOLI 1 im Enelish 

S00 GMT 4 Sep ¥1 

[Excerpt] Bingol (AN ATOLIA}—Securnty forces have 
yet to find any trace of five foreygners kidnapped by 
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separatist gucriilas on thes casicrn province sia days ago 
despite a continuing scarch operation. 1 was reported on 

Tucsday 

Officials say around 4.000 security forces arc hunting on 
land and by aw for the abducted men m a scarch now 

focused on Bingol’s Groene township 

They add that securnty forces have asked for assistance 
from local people to find the captives [passage omuticd] 

New Operation Planned Against PAR Operatives 

NC 05009113091 Istanted WILLIVET in larkosh 

Sep Vipil 

[Namek Duruvkan and Mehmet Aydin report “A New 
(iperation in Southeastern Turkey” | 

[Excerpt] Bingol. (MILLIVET NEWS AGENCY )—The 
operation launched to capture the Workers Party of 

Kurdistan [PAA] militants who kidnapped five tour. 
is—three Americans, a Brith. and an Austrian jas 
published|—in the Karhova sector of the Bungol- 
Erzurum highway continucs. The arcas militants use as 
hideouts arc being thoroughly scarched by ground and 
Aw Force units. Bayram Al Kocyigit, the man driving 
the car on which the kidnapped tournsts were taken to an 

unknown destination. has been reicased following an 
Micrrogation 

While the operatron—headed by Brigadier Croneral 
Necats Ovgezen. commander of the Army corps respon. 
sible for law and order—was under way PAK militants 
blocked the Mus-Bingol highway and burned a bus after 
having forced the passengers to disembark Two mul: 
tants were killed om an crsuing clash 

In addition. 1 has been observed that the security forces 

are preparing for a new. wide-ranging operation agains 
the militants. Special measures have been taken im the 

region and special operations tcams are being transterred 
to the Biths-Mus-Bingol triangle from neighboring prov. 
mees. including Diyarbakir and Mardin ( ommando 
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units have also Laken up positrons on ceria arcas and a 

motic hospstal made up of five vchicles 6 now Opera- 

tonal mn an arca close to Akveren. [passage omitted] 

Police Draw Up List of ‘Wanted’ PAK Militants 
V0 0400190491 Istantead HURRIVET on Turkish 
S tue Vi p IA 

[Report by Emen Demurcl “Pohoe Search for S00 Ter- 
rors | 

[Excerpts] Istanbul— The poloe have drawn up a lest of 
SO) people reported to be Workers Party of Kurdetan 
IPRA.) oultants who have been mvolved m various 
cremes. The best. drawn up by the General Directoratc of 
Police. has been sent to the provincial pole beadquar- 

ters. which also have been warned that the indi sduals 
mmluded on the lt arc “armed and very dangcrows 
[passage omitted] 

It has been learned that Abdullah Otcalan. Icader of the 

PAA. (Osman Chcalan. Abdullah (icalan’s brother € cml 

Bayrk. ahas “( uma.” bead of the PRA'’s military «ong 
and Hawm (Crit. who murdered BRC correspondents 
Neck Della ( asa and cameraman ( harics Maxwell and 

lett Rosanna Della ( asa to meet woth her fate near the 

huadees of Della ( asa and Maawell. arc also included on 

the Ist of wanted miliiants [passage omitted] 

* TRI Decuments \leged Armenian Massacre 

VIP ded | 

[Edueonal Report) Itanbul HURRIVET i Turkish on 
13 July carnes a report on page 18 that the Turkesh 
Radw and Televeson (TRI) « documenting the Arme- 
man massacre which allegedly took place during the last 
years of World War | under the ttle “Living Hestory | 
The TRI started trhmeng drtricts and villages in central 
\natoha as well as entcrs sewing the survivors sia months 
ago The fiims and scrpts will be presented to the 
National Securtty Counc: tor approval 
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United hingdom 

Minister Hogg Leaves for Visit to Baltics 
LD0309165 291 London PRESS ASSOCTATION 
im English 1612 GMT 3 Aue 9! 

ar ee eae 
on a three-day tour of the Baltix Republs—the 
Western munesicr to vessel sence they 
annexed by the Sovect Linon m 1940 

“My veel & to mark the emportance «ec attach to 
mdependence of the Balt states.” he sand tonght 
Hogg 's task will be to establesh the exact form of Britian 
reopened diplomatx links with Latvia Lithuansa 
Estoma since last week's formal recognition of 
independence by EC governments all ke ena 
assess how Britain could best help the republics and 
imvestigate how thew authorities would deal with the 
rights of cthax minorities 

Mr Hogg flew to the Balt states from The Haguc «here 
he had been attending E( talks on Yugoslavia He well 
report back to EC foreign muenrsters at a special mocting 
im Brussels on Friday to which the Balt foreygn mens 
ters have bern mnvited 

Hit 

Ireland 

LSSR Envoy Recalled for ( onsultations 

LDS1081316091 London PRESS ASSOCTATION 
m Eneloh 1246 GMT 41 tue 9! 

(By Chris Parken, PRESS ASSOCIATION) 

[Text] The Sovect U mons ambassador m Ircland. Dr 
Gwerman Gventsadze. teft Dubin today |}! August] 
amed uncertainty over hes future The envoy —in trowbic 
because of statements about the failed ted to topple 

President Crorhaches —made no comment hetorc he (lew 
back to Moscow on a scheduled Acroflot flight 

Persistent reports have mndycated Dr Civentsadze who 
took up bes post carler thes year, was among envoys 

berng recalled to Moscow to clarify the tance they took 
during the coup Thirty diplomats are being summoncd 
home. among them the Briinh ambawador Leond 
Zamyatin, who has already returned, for what « offs 

cull) termed “consultations” 

Last week Dr Crventsadze seemed to back the bud to 
topple Mr Crorhaches when he sand on a radio mmterview 
that the coup was m ine with the Soviet consiviuton 

Russwan Federaton. Andrey who sad 
Gventsadze was a group of “cager beaver” 
envoys who acted © support what had hap- 
pened 

Netherlands 

Ten Military Observers To Go to ( reatia 
1 DOO091 25191 Helversam Radi Netherlands 
in Enegleh 1120 GMT 4 Sep 9! 

[Text] The Dutch Government has decoded to send a 
team of 10 multary observers to (roa to monitor 
comphance with the cease-fire on that V ugosiay republic 

Five of the 10 well be leaving tomorrow. the others well 
follow on the ncar future The 10 ofservers will be part of 
an additional of 200 umternational observers to be 
nt to Y via on behalf of the European ( ommu- 
nity 

The Netheriands 1s further putting three Alouctic help- 
copiers and a quantity of satcliic Communn ation cquip- 
ment at the observers drposal 

The team well begen os duties as soon as the security 
situatron on ( raat permits 

Polish Foreign Minister Arrives on Official \ isit 

1 DOG0902 2591 UW arsan PAP on Engiek 2282 OMT 
i Sep 9! 

Test] The Hague. Sep }—Polsh Foreign Minmter 
revertof Skhubuzewsk: met here Tuceday on the first 

day of bes Dutch + rset with bes counterpan Hans van den 
Brock and with members of affarrs Commutices of 
both chambers of the Dutch The talks cen- 
tred on bilateral rsues. on the situation in \ ‘m. 
the | SSR and the Balt repubhcs as well as on 
aweociation with the EC 

Head of the Polwsh diplomacy told hes Dutch mmtcrioce- 
tors that positive arrangement of Poland's relations «ith 
the EC could have an empact on the whole complica of 
problems of the Polish casiern newhbour 

It +s a certamn cxample for democracies im the Lavi There 
are also capectatons m Rusia. the krame and 
Belorussa and Poland's socom would be a teow of 
Western rehabulity towards the whole Complies of cavicrn 
meucs Shubiuzcesh: sand 

(in Wednesday. the Polish foreign minnie: will be 
received by Queen Beatria and 1 to meet eith Premect 
Ruud Lubbers 
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